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The individual seeks his self as if he did

not yet have it, and yet, at the same time, is
certain that his only fixed point is this
self. . . . Thus, in the end, all relations
to others are merely stations on the road on
which the ego arrives at itself. *

*Kurt Wolff (ed. & trans.) The
Sociology of Georg Simmell, Free
Press, l950, 79.
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Chapter One

THE PHENOMENON OF DIvorce AND ITs

IMAGERY IN SOCIAL THEORY

Introduction--Divorce as a
Research Problem

Divorce is now a statistical commonplace in which

rates peak at midlife (Glick and Norton, l077), a stage

seen as highly problematic for adult development,

but there is little sociological research as such on the

post-divorce period at any age. Divorce has been studied

from a variety of standpoints; for example, historically,

cross-culturally, sociologically, and through utilizing a

number of conceptual frameworks within these perspectives;

but no systematic theory of divorce exists. Rather the

literature yields a range of partial findings usually

limited by studies' foundations in implicitly judgmental

values and their aetheoretical character, both discussed

below.

Theoretical Background to
this Study--Overview

This is a social psychological study in adult

socialization which is theoretically rooted in the

interactionist concept of "status passage" (Glaser and
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Strauss, l97l) in sociology." Strauss worked with the

concept in early theorizing on the social processes by

which identity emerges (1959) and in later work (1971) on

the connections between social mobility and ideological

commitment. These issues prompted interest in studying

middle-aged professionals undergoing the transition from

the status of "long-term marital partner" to "divorced

midlife single," and they proved to be central to subjects'

lives.

Sensitizing concepts (Blumer (1930) 1969: lo3-70)

are often related. Status passage is linked to the concept

of "career" which developed in and from Hughes' work (l928,

1948, 1967) at the University of Chicago. It was elaborated

by Becker (1949, 1952, 1960, 1962, 1963), and extended in

an important article by Becker and Strauss (1956) on

personality change in adulthood, and by Goffman (1958, 1961,

1963), and others. Rosenbaum (1978) has traced this

concept's evolution and influence on interactionist theory

in American sociology.

Divorce is a social event with many repercussions

and ramifications. Herein midlife divorce is regarded as a

*see also Arnold van Gennep, Les Rites de Passage
(transl. ) M. Viseman and G. Cafee (Chicago: Univ. of
Chicago Press, 1960), first published in 1908.
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transitional status passage which requires the person's

successful management of multiple careers articulated

simultaneously or, at times, with successive emphasis.

For the study's subjects, some of the careers they engage

in are the occupational, familial (especially when having

custody of or in touch with children), interpersonal and

sexual. Since this is a scientific study concerned with

understanding social phenomena and potentially, the passage

can be a case of relatively healthy people in the process

of resourcefully reintegrating their Life Worlds (Luckman

and Schutz, l067: 99-252), this study takes a neutral

position on divorce.

As a research problem and substantively, this is a

study of divorced professionals at midlife and the

strategies by which they try to optimize their career

management tasks, in the process of which, their identities

do (or do not) change. The passage is viewed here as a

situational dilemma; therefore the study is indebted to

Thomas's work (1967) on the significance for action of

people's "definition of the situation." Interactionists

consider that all interaction is dynamic, because while

people admittedly rarely enter into a situation with the

means to govern all its elements, they do bring to each one

their own private sense of meaning, and expectations can

alter outcomes. Methodologically, the research is based on
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qualitative field methods (Schatzman and Strauss, l973)

which are discussed in the chapter on methods. The study

followed J. Wiseman (l.976) in her commitment to her

subjects; she tended to believe that what they said was

"true" for them, was. That is, these people-in-process

spoke for themselves and the data were grounded in their

accounts (Lyman and Scott, l072) of what their situations

during passage meant to them. As a conceptual dimension,

temporality (attitudes towards time and aging, passage

duration, its pacing, the point in time at which subjects

began to (or did not) revise their definitions of what was

happening to them) proved decisive in discovering passage

endpoints and the nature of ideological commitments which

prompted departure from passage in a variety of types of

exits. The conceptual dimension, ideological commitment,

proved a governing principle in subjects' lives and

revealed passage endpoints, motives for passage termination,

and in a general sense, yielded a typology of social types

making different choices based on subjects' perceptions of

the passage. But this typology exists only as a construct

which illuminates choice differentiation in the Weberian

"ideal types" sense. These concepts and their importance

to the study are examined in Chapter Three.





Attributions of Social Pathology:
Impact on Theorizing

Generally, interest in successful post-divorce

transitions mechanisms has been left to journalists and

psychologists. Also, a great deal of divorce research has

been distorted by an uncritical allegiance to the ideology

of the family, as less was revealed about the social

motives and life circumstances of growing numbers of people

than about the force of custom and the power of conventional

symbols. Thus family ideology also functioned to support

religous values (Staples, conversation, l975).

One result of research designed from moralistic

rather than scientific bases was a focus on the stably

married stratum (for example, the plethora of studies on

marital stability predictions or couple adaptation to

retirement). There was also a tendency to condemn or

overlook emerging patterns as they began to modify American

values and in turn were modified by value changes. Such

major demographic shifts as the dramatic rise in the

divorce rate were unexpected data and socially conservative

values taken as givens continue to persist in many studies.

Historically, divorce was viewed as worth studying

because of its relationship to family stability, and

divorced people were considered deviant. This is

reminiscent of years of research on maternal employment,

undertaken in the spirit of a need to document in order to



remedy the presumed deleterious effects on children which

were not found (Nye and Hoffman, 1963), rather than to try

to understand the reasons behind so many families beginning

to opt for wives and mothers working outside as well as

in the home. Researchers' failure to be attentive to the

variable of social change and sensitively "open" to the

subjects themselves contributed to unnecessary emotional

conflicts (i.e., guilt) in many individuals, and, at the

societal level, less than adequate social policy develop

ment. Thus quite serious problems stemmed from attribu

tions of pathology, not the least of which was a tendency

to blame the individual rather than the social context

(Mills, l043) in which divorce took place.

The major corpus of divorce literature exists in

Psychiatry and Social Work, where divorce is linked to

alcoholism, depression, psychosis, sexual disorders,

physical illness, and likelihood of suicide, problems

well-known to exist independent of divorce. In many

perspectives, divorce is automatically classified as an

illustration of social disorganization and negative conse

quences are expected to ensue, to the neglect of important

clinical and analytical issues of healthy transitions.

Nevertheless, a few pieces of sociological research reported

that subjects perceived their divorces as pathways for



achieving important life gains (Hunt, l066; Waller, 1967;

Goode, l056; Renne, 1977; Bernard, l07l).

However, even recent work by relatively young

sociologists tends towards pessimism by focusing on the

individual and assuming maladaptation. For instance, Weiss

studied the divorced and separated (1976) in terms of their

loneliness; and Berk (1977) documented face-saving rituals

among those seeking new social ties at singles' dances in

terms of their shame and discomfort. Thus both studies

failed to consider that loneliness and face-saving efforts

are almost universal to the human condition, and can be all

too commonly found in some marriages. Berk also failed to

recognize that his subjects' goal-seeking behavior might

as readily have been defined as healthy attempts at human

connection, especially in view of the difficulties to be

encountered in these stigmatized, poorly-structured settings

(Cauhapé, preliminary work, 1974). Such work echoes the

earlier emphasis on "recovery" found in Bohannan's (1960)

"six stations of divorce," Waller's (1938, l951) "four

stages of readjustment to mate loss," Hozman's (1974)

"five phases of grief," and R. Wisemann's (lº 75) "five

stages of emotional crisis." Such research foci neglected

the possibility, as O'Neil (1973) put it, that mass divorce

is the "first of a series of adjustments by which the



patriarchal family and the Protestant sexual ethic have

accomodated themselves to the demands of an urban,

industrialized society.

Another difficulty in divorce literature is a

tendency for the principle of causality to dictate the

direction of the research, as in a search for the origins of

divorce or an effort to predict which subsequent problems

will impact the newly-single and significant others. For

example, problems for children of divorce are expected,

found, enumerated, and lamented with no attention to the

fact that illness rates among children are highest in

unhappy, intact families (Rennee, l07l). Two core (albeit

unconscious) assumptions in the literature are that (l) the

family is the basic social unit and (2) one which is

normative, "natural," and necessary to social order. (It

would have been just as logical to turn these assumptions

around to question the inevitability and positive value of

parenting, which the general public undertook to do before

the emerging drop in the birth rate was predicted in our

field. ) In this manner, traditional values in society and

the social sciences were reflected and reinforced even as

evidence of an accelerating and widespread transformation

of American family life accumulated.

More interesting questions than, "Who will divorce?",

or, "With what negative outcomes for whom?" are issues about



the processes involved in rebuilding social worlds: "How

do people accomplish the necessary identity shifts?", "What

newly-institutionalizing sectors process the newly

divorced?", or "What apparently new patterns are rooted in

old rituals?" (This study found, for instance, variants of

the latter in that presentation to parents, for example, so

important to subjects' youthful courtships, has been

replaced by introduction of children (when such ties remain

and are significant); but the principle, testing and

ratification of a new pairing, is not new.)

Furthermore, the extent of social change throughout

the whole of modern life suggests it is now time to try to

go beyond such limited research goals as remedying lack of

knowledge about only the midlife post-divorce stage. It

appears that transitions, as life experiences, will become

more rather than less common, so that any theoretical

advance in understanding one form of them could have

application to understanding many other types.

Major Theoretical Perspectives,
Implications for Theorizing
on Divorce

Perhaps because of the centrality of the ideology

of the family, sociologists did not anticipate the

extraordinary rise in the rates of maternal employment, of

divorce, of the options of voluntary childlessness and

singlehood as lifestyles, of the emergence of the
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living-together-arrangement (the LTA), the trend to late

marriage or birth of first child, and the vitality of gay

community life. This was a grave failure in prediction

especially as it followed a similarly belated recognition

of phenomena greatly altering the American social structure

and value systems, the student, black, and womens' movements.

This tendency to cling to normative conceptions which "had

worked" in the past contributed to disappointment about

the value of sociological research and an eventual

questioning or rejection of the "social problems" approach

to studying emerging phenomena. In an age which saw the

gradual democritization of terrorism and people's lives

everywhere becoming more individuated (as their very high

expectations clashed with ever receding goals noted by

Merton (l.957) in his work on anomie and the social

structure), it began to look as if the basic unit of

analysis was the individual.

At any rate, from a theoretical point of view, it

is clear that a serious deficiency in marriage and divorce

research has been its substantive character, as if these

topics could not be the occasion for generating and testing

theoretically-rich hypotheses. Further, it can be shown

that marriage and divorce as research problems were mainly

dealt with in keeping with a given theoretical perspective

being employed uncritically and that these perspectives
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derived from models constructed from theorizing about

society as a whole. This was especially true of the

Functionalist model; but it is instructive to briefly

review the manner in which the phenomenon of divorce was

handled in major theoretical perspectives. Before

summarizing them, the Psychoanalytic model will be omitted

as outside the parameters of this study's objectives, since

samples are drawn from among subjects self-selecting (or

defined) into mental hospitals, that is--patients. While

the study's subjects made frequent use of psychotherapy

for dealing with stress and for sorting out feelings and

options, they did not define themselves as "sick" by

virtue of being divorced.

The Developmental or Life Course Perspective. The

Developmental model held a commanding position among

disciplines studying human development, but its primary

foci were early childhood, adolescence, and old age. This

model tended to be biologically-determinist and interested

in life course regularities (Targ, 1979) taken as

inevitable changes that occur across the life course.

Thus the model tended to see "anticipated events" like

marriage and child-rearing taking place in orderly

sequences similar for all "normals"; that is, for all

time, in all places, and in all individuals.
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In this perspective, middle age was either

neglected as a research issue or connected to role loss

and a discouraging confrontation with aging. The stage

was presumed to be the start of "decline," not a period

in which consolidating one's experience might lead to

increased self-esteem or personality integration, except

in its opportunities for resigning oneself to a mode of

relinquishment. It was a crisis time at best and midlife

divorce, therefore, an extreme case of personal and

social dislocation. Childrens' departure (for women) and

retirement (for men) were viewed as traumatic rather than

the occasion for new (positive) options. Accordingly,

it was inadvertently ageist theorizing. For example, work

on the "empty nest syndrome" was very popular and posited

the universality of menopause as a difficult experience,

linking childrens' departure to maternal depression; thus

disregarding cultural contexts in which women were

devalued before, during, and after childrearing (Bart,

1970, 1971). Rosow (1975) saw being divorced a plight

similar to being elderly and one marked by loss of ties,

rather than investigating instances of healthy innovation

in either case. Generally, life course research de-empha

sizes "unexpected events" like non-marriage, female

employment at later ages and/or divorce, and regards
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physiological developments at midlife as critical life

events to be viewed pessimistically.

Another shortcoming of this work has been its

interdisciplinary claim coupled with a lack of sociological

sophistication, particularly with reference to the

significance of social class membership, such as the

normative variation across social strata. For example,

Spence and Lonner (1971) studied divorced middle-aged women,

observing that divorce had been investigated as an indica

tion of disorganization, citing Faris (lº 55), Dean (1966,

l968), Murstein and Glaudin (1966), Pinard (lº 66) and

Scanzoni (1965, 1966). They reported finding that divorce

often reflected "personal stability and integrity of

purpose" derived from subjects' perceptions of family cycle

role requirements; their subjects saw divorce as a pathway

to successfully complete maternal role performance by

removing a husband/father they defined as threatening to a

stable mother/children unit, for instance. But, because

these women saw no additional attractive options for their

immediate futures, the researchers called such use of the

mechanism of divorce "escapist"--without commenting on the

limited social options available to either married or

divorced women in the lower-middle class straum under

study.
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While too few researchers noted that the "empty

nest trauma," if present, appears class-linked, Deutscher

(1964) reported he did not find this syndrome significant.

Lowenthal and Chiriboga (1972) reached a similar con

clusion, adding that this finding was "contrary to their

expectations." It is fairly typical of research on adult

development and aging to portray motherhood as sacroscant,

although tending children is poorly-paid, low-status work

in industrialized nations (Polatnick, l 973). In other

words, gender is destiny in this model. Its foundation

in Freudian psychology has been partially responsible

for its disinterest in sex role theory. Most importantly,

its acceptance of the ideology of the family is markedly

present in its theoretically arid treatment of divorce.

Social Exchange Framework. In this perspective

identified with Blau, life is a series of exchanges in

which, for example, we invite people for dinner or give a

business friend an investment tip--they reciprocate. But

when we give, it costs somthing in terms of time, energy,

material goods, our comfort and convenience or emotional

investment. And when we receive a reward or benefit,

someone else is experiencing "costs." With respect to the

extent of giving and the potential for gain involved in

something so decisive for ego strength as being cared for,

loved, and the like, as marriage is idealized, it is obvious
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that people are interested in entering and maintaining

relationships which they find rewarding. However, a "fair"

exchange is assumed in this model; otherwise one marital

or relationship partner might do all the giving and the

other receive all the benefits. In the traditional marriage

as it was conceptualized, males, for example, receive

exclusive sexual access to their wives in return for

providing economic security. Each person in a pairing

makes investments in the other person, but expects these to

"pay off." In this dynamic quid pro quo view of matehood,

people expect that their investments will lead to rewards

which equal or exceed costs.

This is a minor but previously very popular way of

looking at marriage and explaining divorce or the reasons

for remarriage choices. That is, marriage has been analyzed

in terms of the ongoing exchange of benefits, and marital

instability (divorce) studied in terms of a breakdown in

the exchange process or perceptions of one or both partners

in that the distribution of rewards is or has become

inequitable. A net loss has occurred if one feels that

s/he is putting much more into the union than is the other,

or than is being received in return. Thus costs incurred

can be defined as "penalities" rather than investments.

One spouse may belittle the other until partner finds the

relationship not rewarding but punishing. A man may refuse
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to do lawyering any longer, thus depriving a wife of the

high standard of living for which she married him; or, a

wife may gain weight and refuse to any longer entertain a

husband's business associates. This perspective was

frequently utilized in earlier work on mate selection and

predictions of marital stability and can be viewed as the

basis for Burgess' famous "principle of least interest" in

which he posited that the person least interested in the

other (or who stood to gain the least from the pairing)

controlled decisions about its continuance. Although

common sense dictates that one agree that such exchanges do

indeed enter into the trade-offs involved in marriage,

divorce and re-pairing goals, this is a model of limited

use. Its value to this study lies primarily in the fact

that perceived benefits can be drastically re-evaluated in

a period of rapid social change. However, it is at best, a

simplistic way to view marriage, divorce and re-pairing

because it tells little about social processes, such as in

re-negotiating at various points in a marriage "pact" or

those involved in rebuilding social worlds in the management

of multiple careers which the status passage of midlife

divorce entails. In other words, this perspective was

often employed in studies interested in causality--efforts

to determine the causes of divorce or the reasons for

choices for a new type of partner as a goal. Partner

exchanges can be viewed as dynamic in character, and conflict
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is often explained as a case of conflicting role expectations.

It has not been a major theoretical thrust for understanding

human experience and is a model declining in importance.

Structural-Functionalist Theorizing. Like the

Developmental model, the mechanistic and static Functional

ist perspective is rooted in a positivist approach to

marriage and family life, based on the idea of evolution

and the natural sciences, i.e., biology. It also is a

framework which attempts to incorporate the traditionalism

of family ideology into modern "systems theory," by util

izing a rhetoric which clothes rather old-style ideas in

au courante language. Herein the family and society are

(micro and macro) units which are "systems" with inter

related component parts which must mesh well to produce the

desired homeostasis or social equilibrium.

For instance, the familial unit contributes to a

larger, on-going social stability by acting as consumers,

and providing future workers and a new generation of

parents. A critical function of husbands and wives is to

have and raise children to whom they transmit cultural

values in their roles as primary agents of socialization,

a function shared with other social institutions such as

the school, church or, perhaps, the military. Thus the

unit is first of all the source of an endless supply of new

people to keep the society going and, above all, acts
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as a social control mechanism in that to it is entrusted

the task of keeping family members going in a socially

beneficial direction.

The familial unit is socially rewarded to the

extent to which it "delivers" by reciprocally supporting

the goals of other major social institutions. To illustrate

the desired reciprocity, we can examine the interrelation

ship between the family and the church. At the heart of

Judaic-Christian imagery, God or Jehovah symbolizes the

earthly father, providing him with a model of responsibility

towards his God and family (for the priest, his congrega

tion) as well as authority. In addition to legitimation,

then, the priest represents a lesson in dutifulness for

other family members, standing as father to His flock and as a

mediator between families and the deity.

At every turn in the life cycle of a family, the

church affirms the importance of what are seen as "normal"

and desired events like childbirth. These are honored and

the family's significance ratified by these events being

publically recognized--solemnized in church services. In

turn, family members, relatives and friends enact their

religious allegiance by being present as these happenings

are formally ritualized. Babies are christened; pre

adolescents confirmed; later, weddings are solemnized in

church and the minister's office hours or priest's

confessional are available in the case of marital or
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child-rearing difficulties. Throughout the family cycle,

many supporting roles are offered to intimates of the

family: godparent, flower girl, or pall bearerer. The

ultimate dissolution of the marriage bond occasioned by

death of spouse is a final formal rite de passage observed

by funeral services in church. At the very least, the

family is expected to provide a new generation of

parishioners and funds for the on-going work of the church.

A similar analysis can be made for educational

institutions. In elementary schools, childrens' training

is supervised primarily by "surrogate mother" women, but

as the character of study as a prestigious enterprise in

intellectual work (leading to prized occupational roles)

intensifies, supervision is mainly in the hands of males.

The point is that patriarchal authority and the family

unit's validation of the goals of supporting institutions

are seen as contributing to social order, that is, to

societal goals for harmonious functioning of the whole.

The Functionalist paradigm, which could be called

a "grand" version of exchange theory, fails to deal with

the issue of social change, instead putting it in a larger

societal context which does not address the question but

only dismisses it, thereby rendering contemporary marriage

and divorce less problematic than it was or now is. The

model, then, sees social or familial conflict as unnecessary,
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undesirable, and unfortunate--"dysfunctional" to use a

Functionalist term. It is important to consider the social

climate of opinion when this position began to be developed

by its major theorist, Parsons (1941). The judgment that

divorce is "dysfunctional" for both society and family

systems follows naturally and divorce, like prostitution

(Davis, l9*H ) is acceptable only as a (regrettable)

solution or safety valve in the case of unsuitable or

unhappy matches.

Parsons declared that this view of marriage and

divorce (which might be called socially conservative) was

simply a matter of showing the patriarchal arrangements

were "positive." He did not go on to evaluate the

significance or ultimate implications of the phenomena of

child abuse, rape or incest and a fact somewhat overlooked

in the Functional model is that they are most often

enacted by males. In other words, at many junctures, he

omitted the interesting question of, "positive for whom?"

and has therefore been accused of being elitist and sexist

in neglecting issues of social power. But to continue the

illustration of the church, patriarchal values are embedded

throughout its organization since females (in congregations)

and nuns in religious orders do not ordinarily have access

to prestigeous roles such as Senior Warden, Bishop's

acolyte or priest.
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Parson's rationale for calling patriarchal social

structure "positive" is that role differentiation between

spouses clarifies role duties and diminishes competition

since mates have different arenas of achievement. Husband's

occupation establishes the social rank of wife and children,

with his economic activity essential to their welfare. Con

sequently his work must be his full time, primary commitment.

Mate selection is critical for females as it involves calcu

lating a male's ability to give a family secure social place

ment in the community. Wife's place as partner is to be

supportive of the male, especially (in middle and upper class

strata) in terms of supporting him emotionally as she does

their children.

Thus masculinity is a concept tied to both prestige

and obligation, and the requirement for the wife to be loyal

is summed up in the principle of legitimacy (of children)

which expresses the importance of his exclusive sexual access

to wife and the penalties to both wives and children if this

norm is violated. Role performance parameters are clearly

set out for all, presumably maximizing everyone'e emotional

security and upholding social consensus.” Social stability

is further enhanced because the wife has the cultural realm

*see also Talcott Parsons' Essays in Sociological
Theory (rev. ed.) Chapter lS "Social Classes and Class Con
flict in the Light of Recent Sociological Theory" (New York:
The Free Press, 1954 : 323-35) to see the functionalist
emphasis on stabilizing social systems.
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in which to make humanistic contributions or seek artistic

recognition, as volunteer work in hospitals, political

campaigns, or church fund-raising efforts is potentially

the functional equivalent (in an expressive sense) of the

achievement opportunities (instrumental function) open to

males, partially offsetting the lack of balance between men

and women.

It is a serious misreading of Parsons to charge

that he ignores issues of inequality; he did not fail to

appreciate the significance of gender. In "The Feminine

Role and the Kinship Structure" (1941) he stated that the

"asymmetrical relationship" in the conjugal unit had both

exceedingly important positive functional significance

and was at the same time the source of much strain in sex

role patterning. He saw the feminine role as linking the

kinship and work worlds, but at such cost to women that

(to paraphrase) the wife/mother role was a nexus of strain.

However, he thought that there was little likelihood of

major change given the present array of social values, a

position he did not amend.” As already noted, one of the

most telling criticisms of the Functionalist perspective

*Parsons played a central role in American sociology
for almost forty years after his article on the feminine
role and did not take up this issue further.
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was its inability to handle social change. As this

perspective was the dominant model in sociology throughout

the forties, fifties and much of the sixties, it is

important to recognize its dampening effect on theorizing

about divorce. To summarize, for both society and family

systems, divorce interrupts continuity and "fit". In

general, all social conflict is seen as disruptive and a

great deal of "tension management" takes place in this

model. Later a more cogent analysis of the social costs to

women of their minority status appeared (Hacker, l95l), but

because of the ascendency of the Functionalist paradigm, it

did not begin to impact family theory until the late sixties

and is now drawn on mainly by sex role theorists." One

last observation on the Functionalist position is that,

granted that divorce can be regarded as socially disruptive,

to merely document its structural dimensions tells little

about how people manage when confronted by it. In 1976,

over two million American couples married and one million

couples divorced (U.S. Monthly Vital Statistics Report,

l977).

Regardless of the ascendency of the Functionalist

model, objections to its inadequacies intensified in the

*Their emergence in the discipline reflected a
shift of direction in family theory, however.
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late sixties and modifications of existing theories later

emerged as part of an effort to move radical (Marxist)

critiques into opposition to Functionalist assumptions.

This "battle of paradigms" was an important development in

sociology and for divorce research, making the latter a

more legitimate professional enterprise.”

The Conflict or Neo-Marxist Framework. Attempting

to force a focus on the implications of a person's social

location and attention to new demographic trends, the new

critics became chroniclers of and agents for social change,

as activism became a cry in the street and in corners of

sociology. Thus was family theory politicized by conflict

and feminist theoreticians. Arguments were augmented by

quoting directly from statements characterizing the

Functionalist position:

In summary, let us imagine the roles of man
and woman in a maximally functional nuclear
family. The man would play foreman to the
woman's role of worker, official to her role of
constituent, and perhaps priest to her role of
parishioner (Winch, l965: 702).

No one would seriously maintain that Americans
are ever likely to approach a thorough-going
equality pattern. No man would look forward to
it, and extremely few women are remotely inter
ested in it (Udry, l966:55–56).

This pattern [of male supremacy] is a form
of centralized and focused authority and

*The Journal of Divorce was established (l277).
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will naturally bring a certain amount of
coherence to family life. . . . The chain of
command is clear and direct, leading from
father to mother to oldest child. . . . There

is no ungoverned competition . . . because
the father brings order and unity into family
life (Kelley, l969:348).

Conflict theorists challenged the positions in the

foregoing quotations as speculative declarations based not

on empirically-derived work but on romantic views of the

patriarchal family's advantages described (as they were

experienced) by its beneficiaries. Their efforts to

revitalize family theory interested a new constituency of

graduate students--black, brown and female--resulting from

the fight for open admissions. In this perspective, the

family is regarded not as a peaceful haven but as the locus

of violence. It is a unit necessary to elites who must

promote conventional family imagery to force a high level

of work commitment, installment debt and status insecurity

to insure an even work flow and steady consumption pace.

All social institutions as presently constituted are

coercive; the university, for instance, is only a factory

whose product is a technician class to manage lower-status

workers and assure a steady flow of profit to "owners of

the means of production".

Power differentials (the significance of gender,

ethnicity, and social rank) are well handled in this model

and the revival of feminism has been strong in it. Following
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Engels, who called the family "capitalism's basic unit,"

the husband is seen as the bourgeois and the wife as the

proletariat. For instance, in a typical attack on the

ideology of the family, Wolff (1975: 42) argued that if

the stability of traditional marriage was to be seen as

paramount and the wife was the "equilibrant in this

balancing act," her renunciation of personal desires and

talents was severely socially crippling. Slater (1968,

1970) declared that only the male elite benefited from

life as presently organized and that gender and class

inequities were behind the large measure of instability in

both the American family and society. Others used

demographic data to point to the fact that illness rates

are highest for single men and married women. Bernard

(lo ) posited the existence of two distinct marital

experiences, contrasted by gender. Among the most

important work in this model is its demonstration of the

penalties to the poor and to women in the delivery of health

care services organized on "medical model" (read male

authority) lines. Thus Functionalist theory stood

contradicted at many critical junctures as not succeeding

even at producing comprehensive analyses in strictly

structural terms.

Nevertheless, Neo-Marxist theory was vulnerable to

the charge that within it, reification of the concept of
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social class remained a serious problem. More importantly,

its explanatory power is limited to a rather narrow range

of structural dimensions (albeit important and heretofore

neglected ones) and it, too, is a value-laden model. It

also has a bias towards conflict. Thus all four perspec

tives fall short of providing broadly rich theoretical

standpoints from which to study the divorce transition

as a process. But shifts in social attitudes and behavior

continued to grow along with the need for understanding them.

The Interactionist Perspective:
Divorce as Adult Socialiaza
tion

Symbolic Interactionism is a theoretical orienta

tion to studying the social emergence of the Self

(personality formation) and it continues as a central

influence in the work of American sociologists specializing

in social psychology (Manis and Meltzer, 1967:v).” It is

a perspective particularly compatible to examining the

divorce transition as a social process of re-constituting

one's identity because it holds that socialization does

not end in childhood or adolescence, but continues through

out life as the developing (i.e., aging) adult is required

to negotiate his or her way through the subtle nuances of

meeting (or evading) a stream of demands, expectations

°The Manis and Meltzer anthology is a good refer
ence work for anyone unfamiliar with this perspective.
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and opportunities. It demonstrates that social identities

are constantly being made and re-made, and individuals are

faced with and create a myriad of paths through which to

shape and re-shape definitions of themselves, their

present situations, and of Others.

Studies of adult socialization have documented both

the informal, on-going and life-long, age-related identity

tasks (e.g., socialization to gender as it intersects with

cultural change, or situation-specific age-graded family

role expectations); and the institutionally-dominated and

formalized processes through which recruits become soldiers

(Stouffer et al., l'944) or students become health workers

(Becker, Geer et al., l 96 l; Olesen and Whittaker, l 968).

Broadhead (1978) examined the articulation of multiple

identities as medical students struggled to reconcile their

professional roles with other roles like "spouse",

"parent" or "lover". But most of the latter research on

socialization to occupations and professions depicts people

shifting their identities in cohorts during tightly

organized, incremental role performance tasks evaluated by

means of formalized criteria (e.g., professional school

examinations) employed by highly visible socialization

agents, with all efforts planned and routinized towards

accomplishing the clearly articulated goals necessary for

certification, or, institutionalized legitimation.
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But in his work on the social contexts of

mobility, Strauss (197l) has shown that many adult

passages are, simply in terms of a single dimension like

"time", full of variety and complexity. Accordingly, one may

be "early" or "late" in arriving at medical school or a

corporate career plateau, or quite out of temporal phase in

some one aspect of a professional career as its trajectory

takes shape. For instance, a businessman or woman may

achieve considerable financial independence unusually

early but not be able to command comparable community

recognition at the same career point, or corporate

executives may be given considerable responsibility for

many subordinates but find that financial rewards have not

kept pace with the apparent movement up through the

hierarchy of authority. Conceptually, a question character

istic of the interactionist approach might be to ask, "Is

a middle-aged divorced person suddenly living alone for

virtually the first time in life, thereby ' early', 'late',

or totally outside of ordinary time boundaries?" And,

knowing how the person may appraise the experience (in

his/her private interpretation), "What are the social

meanings?" of having moved from family to college dormatory

to marriage and, then to condo singlehood, and "How will the

person respond to and act upon them?"
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As a process, the management of post-divorce

multiple careers is characterized by the property of

fludity of definition in situation-specific contexts, and

involves a loosely structured, highly informal passage in

which no one is in charge but the passagee, temporal

properties are extremely ambiguous, pathways are diverse,

and desirable ends, the subject of wide disagreement.

Experientially, the passages of midlife divorced profes

sionals are potentially riddled with uncertainty and the

dilemmas and contradictions of status studied by Hughes

(19 ). As a simple illustration, consider the vacillation

through which the divorced person and friendly onlookers

alike may keep revising estimations of whether the divorce

is an occasion for condolescences or congratulations and is

"being handled well".

If, as Burke (1945) put it, "action is . . . also a

way of being" and, as Strauss (lº 59:37) declared "involve

ments are also evolvements" an instance of a person leaving

a long-standing marital commitment and its elaborate array

of social ties would seem to be an extreme case of a

problematic situation leading to a highly "problematic

Self". Except for people who divorced in order to immed

iately remarry, passage into midlife singlehood in this

study proved to be less a matter of an orderly sequence

of predictable events than an irregular, frequently
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unanticipated, exquisitely subtle search for sponsors,

role models, promising paths, new life-organizing frame

works, and timely recognition of the imperative to "unlearn".

The study sought to analytically capture the negotiating,

weighing of alternatives, experimentation, sniffing out of

Other's motives, the loss-cutting and victorious

strategems--taken with their consequences.

In midlife divorce, people capitalize as best they

can on earlier statuses or remnants of them to maintain a

measure of social continuity and/or currency; i.e. ,

divorce does not "change everything". Thus identity

validation in emergent (new) statuses may entail being

legitimated with respect to a partially new Self, while

still clinging to previously earned social recognition.

This amounts to a configuration of identities (Schatzman,

conversation, l079) which forms and re-forms according to

structural conditions and situational variables at hand.

Many sources of ratification can be woven into "whole

cloth" by means of a delicate, continuous juggling, with

many opportunities for disjuncture; i.e., failures in

"bringing off" what was attempted or hoped for. Therefore,

theoretically, the status passage of the midlife divorced

person illustrates an individualistic, diffused, and

ideosyncratic type of adult socialization--often,

re-socialization--characterized by its changing nature.



Chapter Two

THE PROBLEM OF GENERATIONS AND THE SIXTIES

AS A GREAT DISJUNCTURE

The Problem of Generations

In l980, it is very difficult to talk about middle

age, the human life cycle, or "a generation", without a

reference to the historically recent, gradual and dramatic

extension of the human life span, one of the more impressive

features of industrialization. The social consequences of

our greatly increased longevity are illuminated, however,

if we note, for example, that in one developing country

(Mexico), where life span increases occurred more rapidly,

male life expectancy has nearly doubled in a brief

historical period: l 932-1962. So great a generational

difference, as the fact that a son could expect thus to

live twice as long as his father, cannot be without enor

mous social impact on the family and other institutions

(Browning, l97l : 137). Further, if the average American

woman can now expect to life past the age of 75, is 37 the

midpoint of her life? These are two ways to make the point

that age is "relative". These disparate reference to longev

ity and its consequences for human relations and identity

only begin to reflect on the meanings of age and stage of

life.

32
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As a stage, middle age is clearly not so uniform,

visible, and easily determined as childhood, for example,

or adolescence--the one stage terminated and the next begun

with puberty. Further, were we to tie adulthood to

reproductive powers, and for women, they exist roughly for

the period between the ages of fifteen and fifty, does the

cessation of the menses mark the end of middle age? We can

add men to the equation and ask the question in yet

another way: are men and women "old" at fifty? Some

people do indeed seem "worn out" by then, especially after

fifty years of deficient nutritional levels, inadequate or

non-existent health care, little or no education, and/or

years of manual labor--in short, people "at risk" in lower

income levels like the lower class where people are

marginally, chronically, or totally unemployed (or so

disabled, additionally, to be unemployable).

By including the variable of social class rank, the

question can be asked once again: are upper-middle class

(professional) men and women "old" at age fifty? It would

be hard, in some cases, to so argue. Accordingly, the

difficult task of determining the parameters of middle age

is often resolved by arbitrarily using the period from age

forty to age sixty--although some subjects in this study

were seriously pondering issues of middle age at thirty-eight

and others cheerfully ignoring them (tennis players, in
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particular) at sixty-two. If we concede that chronological

age appears to have a differential impact from individual

to individual (e.g., within the professional stratum), and

extend the age range of "being middle aged" from thirty

eight to sixty-two years, this period amounts to almost a

quarter of a century.

When calculated in life span or historical time,

this period's length is substantial enough to pose the issue

of the problem of generations. While the concept is not

well analyzed, partially as a consequence of the dynamics

of modernity, two or three decades are certainly sufficient

for one generation to reproduce and socialize children to

the assumption of adult roles, thus leaving a long time for

a parental dyad to depend on marriage for life satisfaction.

Further, when social conditions change--both objectively and

subjectively--as rapidly as they do in technologically

based societies, differences between generations become more

marked. Koller (1974 : 6-7) claimed that this can lead to

socialization at such an accelerating pace that it may be

geared to differentiate generations within so short a time

as five years.

The problem of generations, at any rate, is complex

enough to require sorting out before its impact on subjects

can be assessed. According to Mannheim (lº.42: 276-320),

the concept has been approached from opposite vantage points

by the two groups attracted to it. For the Positivist,
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dealing in ideas about generations gives a sense of being

in touch with

some of the ultimate factors of human existence
as such. There is life and death; a definite,
measurable span of life; generation follows
generation at regular intervals . . . the
framework of human destiny [lies before one
in comprehensible, measurable form. All other
data are conditioned within the process of life
itself (276)

allowing the identification of "changing patterns of

intellectural and social currents directly in biological

terms" (278).

But the Romantic—Historical approach to the

problem--revived in Dilthey's work——rejected this unilinear

concept of progress as a "mechanistic, externalized concept

of time" valuable mainly "by virtue of its expressibility

in quantitative terms." Hence the issue is addressed

initially so as to repudiate the notion of an evolutionary

type of "progress". To the Romantic—Historical (German)

mind, the problem of generations is "the problem of

existence of an interior time that cannot be measured, but

only experienced in purely qualitative terms" (281, italics

added). Herein, the time interval separating generations

becomes "subjectively experiencable time" [and] "contempor

aneity . . . a subjective condition of having been sub

mitted to the same determining influences" (282). Dif

ferent generations are simultaneously living at the same
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moment in social history and subjectively interpreting the

same set of socio-historical conditions, but from temporally

different points in the human life cycle. Since "experienced

time is the only real time, people of different ages live in

qualitatively quite different subjective eras" (283).

Most importantly, in Mannheim's view, the middle

generation is a bridge group in the "de-stabilization"

(301-2) occurring in the continuous transmission of the

cultural heritage, as people leave society via death but

are replaced by a stream of new recruits whose impact on

their societies lies in their readiness to be the first

people to "incorporate changes in their behavior systems."

Because the middle generation makes a more selective

adoption of new ideas, "more and more intermediary shades of

novel impulses become interpolated between the oldest and

newest re-orientation systems". In each person, early

impressions lead to a set of world views, the meaning and

worth of which are confirmed or negated by subsequent

experience.

Mannheim noted that with the intensification of the

rate of social change, biological differences between

generations cannot be eliminated but may be mitigated

during the on-going interaction between generations, until

the consequences of chronological age often are differen

tially evaluated within the same generation unit. Although
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any "generation" may be a matter of a similar socio

historical experience for people in similar socio-economic

locations, this specific locus--despite the popularity of

the notion of "Zeitgeist", is merely the occasion for a

series of potentialities, which any individual may choose

to manifest, modify, or suppress. Therefore, rather than

a unified "spirit of an age" to which people of comparable

social location respond in a uniform manner, what takes

place is a polarization of responses--a range of them--in

which some people take up a middle ground against the

extremes of rejecting or embracing new ideas. This dif

ferential response comes out of many factors, among them:

extent to which an individual is socially unattached, or

rooted in group life; temperamental pre-disposition; and,

of course, the degree to, or direction in which earlier

assumptions have been later ratified or overturned. Within

any one "generation", there can exist a number of "antagon

istic generation units" holding quite partisan world views.

Thus, as a particular type of social location, a generation

can be spoken of only as a "tendency inherent in every

social location" (italics added).

Social Characteristics of the

Study's Subjects

Subjects not only frequently spoke about "my

generation" or "our generation's experience", they were
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born in the l820's and 1930's (with few exceptions as early

as lºl.4 or as late as 1935) into Depression-oriented

families. They matured as college students and, generally,

married early in the l840's and early 1950's, and tended

to see themselves as a World War II or post-War generation.

Their children were in their early teens or in college,

economically still dependent but beyond early childhood

when subjects divorced in the sixties and early seventies.

Most significantly, subjects had consolidated child-rearing

and family social rank performance tasks during the dram

atic rise in national prosperity which was followed by an

equally unusual surge in the social change rate.

However, since the subjects married at different

ages, remained married for varying lengths of time, were

encountered and studied at different points in the post

divorce stage, and longitudinally followed for differing

lengths of time--it is not possible to apply the terms,

"their generation", to them as casually as they themselves

used it. Nevertheless, added to the "generation gap" of

which Davis (1940) and Mannheim, among others, spoke (in

which newly married cohorts are always somewhat "out ahead"

of parental remembrances of married life), they had a

strong sense of having lived through a unique socio

political epoch characterized by an extraordinary dis

juncture in the history of ideas, when contracting and then
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re-evaluating marriage. While it is not necessary to this

discussion to totally analyze the sixties--nor does the

literature reveal any definitive summaries of the decade--

some strands of the cultural transformation brought about

in this decade were major influences on subjects which will

be discussed below. Meanwhile, it must be noted that

subjects had a sense of having survived something unexpected;

the salience of this for their biographies-–and divorce

passages--cannot be denied.

As Mannheim indicated, their responses to the events

of the sixties were highly variable. For instance, some

subjects deplored the fact that there were special implica

tions in coming to midlife singlehood during or after the

decade's social ferment--and "fled the scene" as quickly as

possible. Others were just as emphatic about their sense

of having "been freed to go on a special journey of self

discovery". The refusal, on one hand, to accept change

and eagerness, on the other hand, to entertain new cultural

ideas, was apparent in their defining and handling of the

divorce passage. The ideological commitments which

subjects fought to maintain, or tried to re-combine with

new values, as well as the "new ways" others sought to

explore and fully express, involved personal dramas in

selfhood played out in opposition to or in fascination with

cultural transformations in American life--but always against
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the backdrop of changed times. Before delineating the

three main types of passage exits, and their connections

to the previous discussion, it is necessary to examine the

issue of "their generation" more closely.

The Experience of Social and
Geographic Mobility

Economically--and therefore socially--the objective

conditions of subjects' life circumstances by time of

divorce usually stood in dramatic contrast to their families

of orientation. By and large, they had been reared in homes

characterized by the Depression era's status anxiety or

inconsistency; in other words, fears of downward mobility

at the very least. However, their own experience was of

enormously enlarging opportunities. Many men became

officers in the military--and women, officer's wives--and/or

the G.I. bill then facilitated their college attendance,

often as the first generation of the family to do so. Most

subjects went to second rank colleges, although there were

a few from Ivy League or Seven Sisters universities.

Establishing themselves during a period of unprecedented

American industrial expansion had the same effect as

"catching a good wind" when sailing (though most subjects

attributed their financial and social successes to their

talent and effort). Additionally, corporate life involved

them in a great deal of geographic mobility. For the
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majority, corporate transfers meant a change of residence

throughout a series of metropolitan (suburban) regions.

If they were self-employed, as lawyers, architects, Or

accountants, they tended every few years to make residential

moves within the same city, which they spoke of as "a

better neighborhood for the children". (See also Seeley's

depiction of life in Crestwood Heights, 1956. ) On the

whole, a central fact of subjects' married lives was

accomplishing a remarkable measure of upward social mobility

which they explained as happening through their skills and a

taste for corporate politics. But this surprised them and

they saw it--at least in the beginning--as "living out the

American dream". Many were third generation Americans,

though few so commented, and they were proud of having

prospered beyond modest origins. A few subjects were from

"old money" which ran out; they prided themselves on having

been able to take a new tack and sail on. To most subjects,

their rush to leave small town life eventuated in their

having "made it" in the city.”
Bensman and Vidich (1971: v) have discussed what

they called a "revolution of the middle class", saying

7A frequent topic among subjects was the question of
"Do you have any place you now think of as home?" As a rule,
raising this led to enumerating many regions of the country
in which they had "felt at home", and do when they return.
In other words, they were securely placed socially in that
they had a rather wide network.
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the net effect of social changes in American
society over the past forty years is no less than
another social and cultural revolution [in which]
all of the major characteristics of American
society and culture are changing so rapidly that
it is more and more difficult to recognize older
American institutions and lifestyles. . . . In
the course of this latest revolution, responses
to it by newly emerging groups have caused a
qualitative change in the institutions and life
styles of American society. The American dream
of untrammeled opportunity and individualism has,
under pressure of events, been continuously
transformed.

At the heart of what Bensman and Vidich were discussing, and

subjects reporting the effects on their own lives, was

of course the shift to urbanization.

It is also useful to note Berger and Luckman's

(l.964: 202-7) comments on the psychological consequences of

mobility, since subjects considered themselves as masters

at impression management. Many attributed their corporate

rise to their flexibility and their adeptness at sizing up

situations quickly and accurately as they played company

politics or fitted quickly into a new region with its own

parochial norms (as in a transfer from the Midwest to the

Deep South). They described being adaptable enough to

settle into a new neighborhood, new city, or new level of

corporate management and readily establish themselves as

community influentials. Thus, they saw themselves as

pace setters. The exceptions to this degree of mobility

were a minority of people who had declined transfers on the
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grounds that they were already "well located" by virtue of

coming from families of local prominence; their approach to

change continued to be a position of remaining wary.

However, few subjects fitted into this category, and those

who did had changed locales occupationally; they became,

for example, chemical engineers who were sons of (and/or

daughters who returned to college for graduate work) locally

important merchants.

According to Berger and Luckman, a main outcome of

mobility is that this

frequent changing of milieu inevitably entails a
weakening . . . or disruption of relations with
primary groups that originally socialize people.
Since the family is the most important of these
groups in the life of the individual, the problem
of generations becomes especially acute here. The
norms and values on which the individual has been

brought up are no longer affirmed in the presently
relevant social relationships. They are no longer
backed by the authority of the old primary groups.
Thus they become less and less "real" to the
individual--as does past identity itself. This
causes an interesting reversal of the original
socialization process [as] there now exists an
increasing dependence on the reaffirmation of
one's identity by those with whom one shares one's
present social situation. . . . The family [is
no longer] the fundamental reference group and
thus, almost from the beginning, socialization
anticipates migration between reference groups.
(Italics added)

Berger and Luckman went on to say, "Material goods become

visible symbols of an inner worth [and] one is dealing here

with a sacramentalism of consumption . . . necessitated

structurally by high geographic mobility." They added that
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The processes of identity support are externalized,
perishable and therefore of tenuous subjective
plausibility as the predictable oblescence of
consumer goods may serve as an analogy for the
obsolescence of identities already remarked upon.
In an almost mystical fashion, the inner world of
self reflects here the dynamics of industrial
production.

Alterations in Family Patterns:
Impact of Social Movement
Ideologies of the Sixties

Many cases in the research could be utilized to

illustrate the previous points. For the time being, it

suffices to state that subjects were obsessed with social

change. Some were struggling against its impact, some were

attempting to soar on its winds like a new breed of hang

glider enthusiasts. Looking more carefully at the social

contexts in which their divorces occurred and their

passages began, other facts must be reviewed, however.

In the fifties, large families were in vogue and

permissiveness presumably characterized upper-middle class

child rearing philosophies. Professional and corporate

life led to an unfamiliar round of travelling and entertain

ing for business, the expense account phenomenon and "perks"

like company cars and club memberships. Generally speaking,

this was a seductive and newly-won experience of affluence.

Thus, status considerations became upper-most in the

thinking of many professional couples. As corporate

structures and university faculties expanded, rapid
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promotions became almost "givens". However, as parents,

subjects had upward mobility aspirations and high consump

tion standards to transmit to children more often than

property or a family business. They themselves had been

socialized to "leave home and become winners", a theme they

tried to impose on children.

Gradually, however, ideas about self control,

responsibility and productivity--engrained in subjects by

parents who had weathered the Depression——gave way before

standards of material comfort, which seemed to subjects to

have been earned and deserved by their adherence to the

Work Ethic. Although many intended thus to transmit

Protestant Ethic values to children as part of a family

heritage, youth instead often appeared to have picked up the

emphasis on expressiveness and luxury without much belief

in the "how to get there" part of the equation. One

consequence of these developments was a great deal of inter

generational conflict and some youth saw parental pressure

as putting them in a "double bind", since they "knew" their

parents better after their triumphs than on the road up.

The resulting uproar was probably predictable but unintended

and unanticipated by parents. One outcome was that many of

the subjects' children balked at parental expectations that

they, too, would move into professional ranks; and indeed,

many children ended up as laborers, masseuses, or clerical
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workers. This is not to claim that all children expressed

this form of refusal, but to note an important datum

confronting subjects: parenthood, middle age, and marriage

itself became increasingly problematic.

Regardless of what use subjects' children made of

high school or college, the youth movement was highly

visible. Many children were in touch with each other in

college networds which were forums for self-assertion and

challenges to uncritical acceptance of traditional authority.

Many youths romanticized, not their parents' climb up the

mobility ladder, but lower-class life. They adopted drug

use, minority argot, working-class clothes and residence in

urban slums. They also used language to effect social

redefinitions--to be a "freak" was "cool", marriage could

be contracted with less "hypocracy" by merely living

together, "doing your own thing" was being true to oneself,

permanence in relationships was a sign of possessive

neuroticism, and an altered state of consciousness via

hallucinogens was not a dangerous waste of time, but was

"groovy". The issue of the functions of specialized

language will be reviewed shortly.

The point is that while these denials of custom may

not have amounted to a wholesale cultural transformation,

at the very least they provoked a societal debate in which

subjects often found themselves attacked by older and
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younger generations alike, and were forced into defending

a middle ground against the objections of both their

parents and their children (or children's friends). Issues

of racism, pacifism, sexism and feminism, and the violent

tactics of political activism often flouted middle-class

ideas of respectibility. Many parents of teenagers or

college students were dismayed by rock music and aghast at

public displays of nudity and sexuality. They were also

disturbed by youths' apparent dismissal of patriotic values.

However, other parents took up pot smoking, rock music, and

wearing jeans. The members of some nuclear households were

united in a concern for social justice and indignation at

the Vietnam War and events at Kent State. Parental reaction,

then, was mixed. But, at the very least, the sixties left

many middle-aged parents (both divorced and married)

confused and stung by a sense of powerlessness vis a vis

youth; many were also envious.

Generally speaking, the grandparent generation was

even more dismayed by the sixties but less conflicted. In

their own form of "dropping out", some simply gave up on

their grandchildren, who may have ignored them anyway, as

well as their own children. Many of the subjects' own

parents held them responsible for not preventing the

decade's events. A repeated theme in interviews was the

impossibility of explaining grandparents and youth to each
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other; subjects usually saw it as a function they tried to

fill but failed in. Some spoke of themselves as the first

generation in history to have been rejected simultaneously

by their parents and their kids. Further, looking to the

wider society was frequently little comfort to perplexed

middle-aged subjects.

While the political objectives of the l960's were

only partially met, a widespread cultural transformation

profoundly affected American life (F. Davis, l973 ) . It is

discussed in the sociological literature primarily in terms

of its impact on young people, which overlooked the degree

to which it overturned core assumptions in the parental

group. Amid charges that the sixties marked the emergence

of a narcissistic "Me" generation (Lasch, l077), newly

permissive attitudes about public behavior were nevertheless

tolerated. They even permeated some sectors of the popula

tion, particularly on both Coasts. As patterns of coed

dormatories and young couples living together spread, these

alternative lifestyles and such issues as wives going back

to work were hotly debated at middle-aged dinner parties.

Marijuana use supplemented or replaced alcohol use in many

professional circles; other innovations cut across tradi

tional age-grading. Film stars happily gave interviews

about their illegitimate children, singles apartment

complexes sprung up, the self-presentation of celebrities
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suggested attire for transvestite parties, and the media

jumped to suggest to audiences the the "new culture" was

highly entertaining. As women went back to campus after

fifteen or twenty years, rumor had it that many "straight

looking" middle-aged adults were enjoying casual sexual

encounters. Long hair worn by males soon no longer

signified ideological commitments, and "hip" became the

vehicle for increased financial opportunities. Among youth,

the phenomenon of the instant millionaire rock star or the

tax-evading subterranean culture of drug dealers produced a

stratum of world travelers whose access to money, leisure

and privilege was hardly based on deferred gratification

patterns, a fact which infuriated many hard-working parents.

Lastly, by mid-seventies, gay life styles gained

currency amid fervent political activism as the civil

rights of homosexuals received legitimation backed by newly

passed legislation. To some women, feminism and/or

Lesbianism seemed to be gratifying alternatives to conven

tional marriage; it was not unknown in some suburban

neighborhoods that wives left their husbands for other

women (thereby reversing the stereotype about husband and

"other women"). Although the Gay movement became visible

late in the field work and was not considered appealing by

the study's subjects on the whole, the fact of Gay pairings

and Gay litigation for custody rights was tremendously
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unsettling to many subjects. No subject commented on the

fact that the Lesbian movement might solve an increasingly

difficult sex ratio problem of the disadvantages to WOmen

looking for heterosexual partners, but most subjects knew

that feminist rhetoric declared, "women were better

lovers".

In summary, to professional middle-aged spouses,

these developments were accompanied by a shrinking or

evaporation of gratifying familial roles for them at mid

life from which they could command social recognition,

especially from their parents and children. Furthermore,

departure of children from home was often abrupt, rude,

and final--or to a group which bewildered parents: Moonies,

Zen communities in India, Fundamentalist congregations,

rural communards, or group marriages. Many subjects reported

that after years of groping to understand what looked like

over-indulged and self-indulgent children, children left

anyway for new forms of quasi-families. As mentioned, this

abandonment was often followed by the withdrawal or

condemnation of their own parents. This state of affairs

left many subjects with a meager harvest, what looked to

be a permanent forestalling of personal and parental hopes.

They were not only greatly disappointed by the limited

accomplishments of their children, but the decade drew to a

close with little resolution of problems in their own
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lives or in a society torn by the Vietnam War and heading

for a Watergate era.

The Corporation and the Future:
The Social Meanings of Time

Though a few subjects were self-employed profes

sionals, the corporate world common to most of them was

itself a further, serious source of strain. Their faith in

upward mobility through the corporate structure had brought

them rapid ascent and reinforced their value systems which

lent motive power for establishing themselves. But parents

were shaken not only by the refusal of many of their

children to compete in middle-class terms; additionally,

they were reminded from all sides that corporation life was

perhaps not a very satisfying way of life. Youth were

pitiless in their commentaries, charging that their

managerial fathers were only corporate lackeys and their

mothers were victims of the continual round of corporate

transfers which repeatedly uprooted families. These charges

were hard to counter, especially if financial success

appeared to have been achieved at the cost of losing one's

children, or with the outcome of marital instability. In

short, many subjects reported feelings close to the

experience of anomie--a sense of normlessness when there

are no binding rules to follow or count on. This is not to

claim that all professional couples did not insulate
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themselves from such self-doubts, but to note that years of

striving began to lead to ambiguity for many. Thus the

problem of being faced with a relative vacuum in role

expectations was compounded by carrying a life map which

appeared Ominously out of date. These worries were

intensified by the newly disreputable image of business

and government service. If they could not savour middle

age as a stage in which to claim social rewards which the

prior two or three decades were supposed to insure--if they

were going to have to relinquish aspirations for their

children and managed to do so.--what aspirations were they

going to be able to continue to hold for themselves? What

would be left for them to enjoy?

This question was critical in terms of a number of

the temporal dimensions of their lives. First, middle age

began to look rather bleak, rather than "prime" time (Hunt,

1974). Essentially, this was a social psychological problem

in identity as well as an existential dilemma.

The hip emphasis on "Now!" was not lost on parents.

Some children began to fail to appear home at the appointed

time, or in the agreed-upon week--or simply failed to

appear. It was well-publicized, too, that youth alleged

that experimenting with drugs led not just to an altered

experience of time, but to "higher" consciousness. Worse,

more and more youth took an increasingly casual attitude

toward the temporal concept so all-important to upper-middle
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class life heretofore, the future, claiming that it was not

necessary to prepare for it, but to "stay in the moment".

Some children went so far as to tell their parents that

they were not "successful" people at all but had only been

"doing time" in business settings. Thus, to clock and

calander-driven parents was made a new suggestion: among

the many resources they had misunderstood and mis-used was

time.

As a plan for a next step (after retirement), moving

into a retirement community did not appear to be a very

attractive alternative. Subjects felt they had been forced

to make major adjustments in their most fundamental

assumptions about life, especially about their place in it.

Some were already divorced or feared that the experience

of divorce would be another wrenching adjustment awaiting

them. Some thought that the only sensible strategy for the

future was to "fall back to the line of least expectations",

as one subject put it:

After my divorce, I also changed other goals,
wishing just to be able to support myself, and no
longer hoping for graduate study for the children,
but that they would be alive and not institu
tionalized in five years.

Another subject reported her altered expectations for her

family's future as:

. . . gratitude that mother takes such pleasure
in her Martinis, Susan and that total loss, Roger,
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have finally settled down and she's stopped
calling herself "Music", and my other daughter
has stopped apologizing for her broken marriage
and Lesbianism.

As middle-aged parents began to engage with their

own futures, for which they had done so much careful time

allocation and planning, in addition to middle-age starting

to mean being shorn of long anticipated roles, some

subjects felt they faced "time running out". One subject

ruefully quoted the last two lines of a Lawrence Durrel

poem, adding her own emphasis: "Find Time hanging; Cut it

down "

Human Potential Movement

Ideology, Its Rhetoric,
and the Role of

'Becoming"

The foregoing sketched some of the ways subjects'

expectations were challenged or denied. One might declare

that all life is transition, but subjects had endured a

particularly brutal illustration of this point. Many were

left rudderless, especially as the rationales they

customarily utilized for explaining life and their own

roles began to prove inadequate for meeting their life

crises. Rationales for setting a life course always

contain a rhetoric in which an underlying ideology is

embedded. For many subjects, the corporate ideology of

success no longer was sustaining. The "company line" and
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the imagery from sports and military jargon with which

corporate conversations were drenched, began to pall.

In discussing the relationship of language to

identity, Strauss (l'959:25) remarked that, as Dewey had

said (1920: 86), "You yourself must do, suffer, and undergo".

And, as people undergo, Strauss noted,

their evaluations change. Values are not eternal.
Expectations cannot always be fulfilled . . . . As
long as learning continues, revision of concepts
takes place, reorganization of behavior takes
place. [Thus 1 the naming or identifying of things
is, then, a continual problem, never really over and
done with [because always) some portion of one's
classificatory terminology, the symbolic screen
through which the world is ordered and organized,
is constantly under strain--or just has been——or
will be [italics added].

Additionally, he observed that the "reappraisal of past acts

and the appearance of surprise in present acts gives men

indeterminate futures. Thus, in appraising the meaning of

the unexpected, new value and worth are found." It is

appropriate to add that if they are not found readily at

hand, they must be earnestly sought. This may involve an

enlarged imagination and a formidable task; to wit,

re-inventing one's Self in order to re-imagine a way to

re-enter the social structure as a changed Self.

As participated in by upper-middle class, middle

aged subjects, the Human Potential Movement often

functioned as a grown-up version of the youth movement

with similar foundations in humanistic psychology,
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situational ethics, and the liberal view of individualism.

It was made possible by affluence and made attractive by

the previously mentioned closing off of traditional sources

of recognition.

An early precursor of the Human Potential movement

was the Romantic movement with its rebellion against the

machine as a symbol of the first waves of industrialization.

Finis Wilson (personal conversation, l980) has argued that

two other influences were existential philosophy's notion

that one must accept responsibility for one's experience

(e.g., for creating meaning in one's life) and Eastern

religions--Zen Buddhism and Yoga, and to a lesser extent,

Hinduism. These religions did not recognize the dualities

important to Western thought: mind and body, man and

nature--nor the idea that men were "separate" from each

other or from the sub-human animal world. In the Sixties,

Westerners became more familiar with Eastern religions

and increasingly interested in their beliefs that one

should remain detached from one's goals, e.g. , toward the

attainment of power or pleasure. These beliefs contradicted

Western ideas of striving for upward mobility by means of

deferred gratification patterns. They began to be pro

mulgated by an emergent new elite, among them, Americans

who were highly educated, and/or wealthy, and widely

traveled, e.g., India.
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Additionally, the Human Potential movement was a

kind of rebellion which came out of leftist politics but was

itself an important apolitical development in the history of

ideas about human consciousness. Feminism was related to

these currents, as was a resurgence of Neo-Marxist thought,

both movements urged working toward self-actualization and a

changed consciousness.

Above all else, the Human Potential movement meant

"expanded awareness". It was fed by feelings of powerless

ness which became acute for some people during the Vietnam

War. The American popularizer of HP tenets, Abraham Maslow

(l'954, l'962, 1964) did his research in the late forties and

early fifties. His work did not catch on until the mid

Sixties. The use of drugs as a means to altered conscious

ness was a facet of these developments picked up by the

youth movement and the counter culture, e.g., earlier and/or

older intellectuals and Beat artists who carried on the

experimentation with drugs which had prior roots in Western

culture. (See also Aldous Huxley's Doors of Perception.)

Central to Human Potential movement ideals were the value

put on expressiveness by which was meant both displaying

and eliciting emotion, and the twin convictions that one

could not put one's faith in reason alone and that man should

be viewed as "good" rather than "bad".

Among American commentators who sought to explain

these developments and their consequences for identity
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problems was Roszak (1969, 1971, l972, 1980) who argued

that

modern psychiatry largely preserves an emphasis on
sin and contrition [coming out of] a tradition of
conscience-stricken introspection [now] chal
lenged by new psychologies that present a com
pletely different image of human nature.

Abraham Maslow, one of the founders of Human
istic Psychology, called the approach "eupsychian"
--the study of the healthy soul capable of
creativity, moral courage, and growth [in which]
self-knowledge [is envisioned) not as a pentential
anguish, but as glad discovery of bright
potentialities. . . . It is not that the
eupsychian movements fail to recognize the dark
side of human nature. Rather, they refuse to
grant it the dominance it holds in most Western
psychological thought, preferring to affirm the
submerged splendor of the self and to emphasize
the adventure of limitless growth.

. . This Eupsychian sensibility is now moving
powerfully through many of the highly developed
societies. It arises largely as a corrective
response to the superscale industrial structures
that distort our lives and endanger the global
environment. The response is at once psychological
and ecological, a subtle alliance between the needs
of the person and the needs of the planet. Wherever
this insurgent sense of personhood takes hold, it
undermines the assigned social identities on which
industrial discipline is based. As it does so, it
turns us toward thoughts of scaling down and slowing
down our habits of production and consumption . . . .

Among the foremost signs of this creative dis
integration of the industrial system are the many
situational networks (the vast array of specialized
women's groups, gays, senior citizens, the handicapped,
welfare rights groups, ex-mental patients, ex-addicts,
etc.) in which people are discovering ever more refined
forms of victimization. Yes, all these begin with an
aggressive assertion of personal importance. With
"me, me, me." As the political activist Dave
Dellinger has recently said, "a strong and healthy
'me' is an indispensable part of a strong and healthy
'We' [and] at last the networks are an affirmation
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of fellowship, not competitive selfishness. . . ."
It is my conviction that no movement for social
change will ever be organized if it does not first
do justice to the eupsychian dignities of people,
one by one by one. In that necessity lies the
sanity and decency of the next politics [and] if
this be narcissism, make the most of it.

The coalition which developed to represent the point

of view explicated by Rozak drew heavily upon the youth

movement but spokespeople were not necessarily young. The

method, according to Wilson, was "non-participation," e.g.,

withdrawal of one's support for and endorsement of the larger

system. The point most germane to our discussion of a

changed perspective among some subjects is that a new

definition of the self was emerging in these currents.

Included in this term was all of one's experience, e.g.,

including other people and nature. In a re-casting of

meaning reminiscent of the interactionist paradigm stating

that meaning is emergent as people interact with each other

by means of language and symbols, the self is taken to mean

one's experience with not simply Other but with the

environment, e.g., human's relationship to earth. In this

way, self-realization themes and the ecological movement

eventually became merged and are represented by new life

styles and a nascant political movement.

Another mode of communication was posited by new

movement adherents, young and older alike--music. It was

seen as leading to an experience of community in which a
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universal sense of connection might be possible. Draft

resistence was one form of "refusal to feed the system" which

music encouraged. Music functioned also to bind young and

older groups of people, that is, it helped to close the

generation gap in some cases. Although, as noted, many

subjects were oblivious to or offended by HP pronouncements,

others in the sample were attracted to the idea that it

might be respectable--or an example of moral courage--to

nourish one self and honor one's needs, as later discussion

will reveal.

The Significance of the Human
Potential Movement to

This Study

As a partially institutionalized form of collective

action, the Growth movement was a legitimating antece

dent for an exploration of alternatives as solutions to

identity problems, as will be shown, especially in Chapter

Six. For "encounter group junkies", it became almost a way

of life; but, most importantly, its effects were so

pervasive that almost every interview produced at least a

trace of Growth Movement rhetoric and thinking.

One traditionally-oriented man, the oldest person
studied, used short-term therapy and a brief
period of "group work" to justify his departure
from a marriage of 21 years. He then used an
encounter group to make new friends as a single
person. Nevertheless, he re-contracted two highly
conventional subsequent marriages--each time within
two days of his divorce decrees becoming final--to
women he had not known long enough for the
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development of intimacy, itself a Growth Movement
ideal. But he still used HP rhetoric to explain
his choices: "being unconventional just wasn't
my scene."

And, among women subjects, even those adamantly rejecting

Growth Movement ideas often used language or practices

from that setting. For example,

the study's most tradition-bound woman, floundering
emotionally as her property settlement fight with a
wealthy lawyer dragged on, went to a Transcendental
Meditation meeting with her son and daughter-in-law.
Soon she reported that attending TM training sessions
helped so much that she "meditated continually and
was 'spaced out' through the whole two week court
trial about property--not minding any of it!"

In addition to the dominant theme, "becoming", the

Human Potential Movement had several watchwords, among them:

"spontaneity", "authenticity", and "self-actualization".

These referred to the movement's presumed ability to help

one achieve a vibrant, straightforward, and happy life, in

contrast to the rigidity of the role-bound existence of

community influentials whose lives were endless rounds of

obligations in meeting institutional requirements. The

rhetoric's emphasis on "becoming spontaneous and authentic"

--as well as the desired results of becoming a more self

actualized person--was supposed to help people break out

of the calculated and pre-rehearsed ways with which they

experienced and presented themselves in corporate settings.

Here even the informal behavior of ostensibly social

occasions was intended to facilitate conducting business or
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promoting career aims. The growth of the military

industrial complex was accompanied by an expansion of such

occupational specialities as Sales , Engineering, Marketing,

and Advertising, career arenas to which many people were

drawn. These became models for the establishment of

career lines as far as it can be said that certain "styles"

in the business world or government service are influential.

One result of all of this activity was clearly the

marketable personality--or the "perfect couple" who

functioned together as a team with virtually no private

life or capacity to "feel anything". Since the degree to

which corporate/business life had been financially

rewarding was equalled by the extent to which its demands

flooded out subjects' lives, working to "become authentic

and spontaneous" would presumably counter the impersonality,

strain and falseness in former ways of being in the world.

The Growth Movement portrayed the business world
as a place where people made commodities of them
selves. It amounted to a "box", in which one could
be trapped, until one did not "really" know what or
who one was, what one wanted . . . or thought . . .
or felt. There was also a focus on the present
which echoed the Youth Movement's "Now!". Many
subjects were struck by the idea that the future
was not "way out there ahead", but, as one subject
put it, "Perhaps all the future I have is the next
moment."

At any rate, subjects were thereby offered a new way to

re-interpret their lives, to look at time and to

re-experience themselves, in a private, more than public,
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sense. HP rhetoric suggested that the frontier was no

longer the city; it was the Self, a new interior country

to be conquered. While some people found this notion

repugnant, and others viewed it with extreme caution, it

was, generally, too strong a cultural theme throughout

American life to be ignored, particularly when the event

of divorce forced a re-appraisal of previous assumptions.

On the whole, divorced passagees agreed upon

passage endpoints. The task was to re-pair in some manner,

perhaps by re-marrying, or to remove oneself from the

possibility of ever again having to face such a drastic

revision of one's social network as that occasioned by a

need to divorce. Thus, unless one "aged out" of the passage

eventually, by becoming too old to be able any longer to

regard oneself as middle-aged, the issue of a viable form

of singlehood or the accomplishment of re-pairing became

central to passage exits and the rationales for them.

Three main types of passage exit were found among subjects:

(l) early exiting, (2) mid-length passage exit, and

(3) exit after passages of long duration. The personal

styles and rationales for ending a passage quickly or

relatively early varied greatly from the world views of

people who justified and acted out long or durable

passages. The third or latter exit was chosen by subjects

who made the most changes in their lives, at least
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ostensibly--the Passionate Seekers, who were captured by

HP rhetoric and attempted to transofrm themselves into a

new type of people with a new set of goals. These were the

subjects who enthusiastically picked up HP ideas and

seriously set about to use them to implement a new form of

life journey. Later chapters examine the connections

between these three types of passage exits and subjects'

ideological foundations for making different life choices.

Vocabularies of identity. In an article titled

"Situated Actions and Vocabularies of Motive", Mills (1967:

355-67) argued for understanding people's choices through

examining the language they use for explaining them, saying

"the verbalized motive is not used as an index of something

in the individual but as a basis of inference for a typal

vocabulary of motives of a situated action."

When we ask for the "real attitude" rather than

the "opinion," for the "real motive" rather than
the "rationalization," all we can meaningfully be
asking for is the controlling speech form which
was incipiently overtly presented in the perform
act or series of acts. There is no way to plumb
behind verbalization into an individual and
directly check our motive-mongering, but there is
an empirical way in which we can guide and limit,
in given historical situations, investigations of
motives. That is by the construction of typal
vocabularies of motives that are extant in types of
situations and actions. Imputation of motives may
be controlled by reference to the typical constel
lation of motives which are observed to be

societally linked with classes of situated actions.
Some of the "real" motives that have been imputed
to actors were not even known to them. As I See

it, motives are circumscribed by the vocabulary of
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the actor. The only source for a terminology of
motives is the vocabularies of motives actually and
usually verbalized by actors in specific situations.

Individualistic, sexual, hedonistic and
pecuniary vocabularies of motives are apparently
now dominant in many sectors of twentieth-century
urban America. . . . What is reason for one man
is rationalization for another. The variable is
the accepted vocabulary of motives, the ultimates
of discourse, of each man's dominant group about
whose opinion he cares. Determination of such
groups, their location and character, would enable
delimitations and methodological control of assign
ment of motives for specific acts.

In many situations of contemporary America,
conduct is controlled and integrated by hedonistic
language. For large population sectors in certain
situations, pleasure and pain are now unquestioned
motives. . . . Note that hedonism as a psychological
and an ethical doctrine gained impetus in the modern
world at about the time when older moral-religious
motives were being debunked and simply discarded
by "middle class" thinkers. Back of the hedonistic
terminology lay an emergent social pattern and a new
vocabulary of motives.

What is needed is to take all of these terminolo

gies of motive and locate them as vocabularies of
motive in historical epochs and specific situations.
Motives are of no value apart from the delimited
societal situations for which they are the appro
priate vocabularies. They must be situated. . . .
The language of situations as given must be con
sidered a valuable portion of the data to be
interpreted and related to their conditions.

Strauss (1967: 322–328) addressed the same issue in

an article, "Language and Identity." It illustrated Mills'

claim that data can yield a great deal of important

information from which we can infer motives, some of it

from straightforward and simple data, that is, easily
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obtainable. Consider something so simple as one's name or

the fact that people sometimes change their names, as did

two long-in-passage subjects who reported that they did so

to indicate they had set out on new life journeys and did

not wish therefore to be known any longer by names which

referred back to previous identities, lifestyles and partner

arrangements. Strauss declared,

The names that are adopted voluntarily reveal even
more tellingly the indissoluble tie between name
and self image. The changing of names marks a rite
of passage. It means such things as that the person
wants to have the kind of name he thinks represents
him as a person, does not want any longer to be the
kind of person that his previous name signified. . . .
Benny Ginsburgh may become Basil Gainsborough to
express--not passing and secrecy--but only mobility
aspirations. Conversion, religious or otherwise, is
often marked by a complete change of name, that act
signifying the person's new status in the eyes of
God, the world, and himself--marking status and
setting a seal upon it. . . . [The] necessity for
any group to develop a common or shared terminology
leads to an important consideration: the direction
of activity depends upon the particular ways that
objects are classified . . . classifications not
only carry our anticipations but also those values
that were experienced when we encountered the
things, persons, or events now classified . . .
persons must do their own experiencing in order to
do their own evaluating.

Thus the "Peggy" in the sample (a pseudonym) began

after divorce to view herself as someone newly serious and a

person now to be taken seriously. To symbolize what she saw

as the change in herself, she pointed out to researcher that

she explained to everyone that she now expected to be called

"Margaret". To a questioner, "What do you mean--new name,
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new life?" she had simply answered, "Yes." A Robert in the

sample (also a pseudonym) had been known for 25 years as

"Bob ". To express the shift of direction in his

life symbolized by divorce and the use he was making of the

experience of passage, he similarly told everyone he was

now to be known as "Rob". In a short time, all of his "new

friends" and most former friends called him "Rob" as he

wished.

But the disjuncture in his life between his former
existence and the present was evident in old friends'
occasional slips of tongue commented on by new
friends, "I guess you used to call him 'Bob'", which
researcher heard when observing him at parties
attended by friends from both periods of his life.
When he was observed participating in a significant
partnership (LTA) with a woman who viewed him as a
very important person in her life, she commented
she began recently calling him "Robert", because
he now seemed to her "like a Robert". But, sensing
that this had to do with her private experience and
evaluation of him, neither his old or new friends
followed this development by using themselves what
was essentially her special name for what he had
come to mean to her.

Something so simple as one's name had further impli

cations as evocative data. Another subject, was not used

for depth interviews but as a comparative case which

eventually confirmed the "Steady" category (as did other

collatoral cases). He was observed to contract marriage

with a professional woman who decided to revert to using her

maiden name under which she had begun work.

However, it was decided by new wife and her
teenage son from a prior marriage that he would
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keep his father's surname. Thus the reconstituted
stepfamily consisted of a group of three people
linked by legal marriage but each known by a
separate surname.

This phenomenon appeared to researcher to represent the

extent to which social change resulted in changed ways of

perceiving identity even in the Steady category, which was

comprised of relatively conventional people, e.g. , the

couple chose to remarry rather than enter into a stable LTA

with each other. Many characteristics of the marriage

represented the couple's allegiance to somewhat traditional

norms, despite the fact that the wife had a career of her

OWI) .

Even children of subjects understood the significance

in something ostensibly so simple a datum as a name. Another

subject now in the "Passionate Searcher" category of passage

reported that the "last straw" piece of evidence that led to

her realization that her enforced re-marriage had failed to

the extent she ought to re-enter the divorce passage was the

matter of her younger son's name.

He was about to enter college and he suggested to
his stepfather and mother that he take his step
father's surname, e.g., be known by it in his
new life at college. The mother left the decision
up to the stepfather because, while she was pleased
to hear of her son's wish, she felt that the step
family was incomplete in that the stepfather was
making only a partial commitment to her and her
children.

When the stepfather concluded that it would
be "foolish" for the child to take this step, and
he did not add anything about being complimented
by hearing that the stepson had enough regard for
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his fathering that he wished to take his name,
she assumed her doubts about the remarriage were
confirmed. She pointed out her son's blurted
out response to the stepfather's blunt refusal,
"Don't you want any more ties to us and mother?"
as evidence that even the son understood that the

stepfather's commitment was highly conditional.
Since he was more alarmed than delighted by the
son's proposal, she then filed for a divorce,
which neither she or her children later regretted.
In fact, she added that her children thanked
their former stepfather for his interest in
them during the marriage, but explained to him
that they considered their relationship with him
terminated by the divorce as was his with their
mother.

The language with which subjects and their associates

discussed their divorce passages functioned as a vocabulary

of motives and it illuminated their perceptions of options

and their subsequent choices about pathways, in the manner

suggested by Mills and Strauss. At many junctures, language

functioned as what J. Wiseman (conversation with

L. Schatzman, l080) termed "vocabularies of identity."

"Margaret, " "Rob," and "Robert" marked a shift of identity,

as the desired new surname would have for the young man

contemplating taking this step before college. In many

instances, the use of language by subjects revealed

evaluations, choices, and a sense of rite of passage not

known or so consciously identified as the foregoing

incidents. Chapters Three, Four, Five and Six contain

many quotations and descriptions from the data which support

this point.
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In many cases, early and mid-length passage

subjects appeared to be unaware of the fact that they held

unexamined "givens" about the meanings to them of

conventional marriage, singlehood, midlife, divorce and so

on. Early and mid-length exiting subjects were by and

large socially conservative and conventional in their

appraisals, in direct contrast to the long-in-passage. If

they were aware that this fact was true, they nevertheless

appeared not to be aware of the extent to which it was

true. Many other clues or cues were available to the

researcher, however, in addition to those existing in their

use of language. Some clues lay in such elements of self

presentation as dress, demeanor, bearing, habitual gestures,

personal items such as jewelry worn, and the way in which

homes were decorated. Other clues lay in the patterned

round of activities entered into by subjects for recreation

or their ideas of "suitable" ways in which to meet prospective

partners or resume dating. Other cues rested in such areas

to which friends and associates a subject introduced a

prospective partner, whose opinion or judgment of partner

was seen as critical to obtain, or from whom knowledge of

potential partner's existence was withheld. For example,

the relatively conservative but couple and businessworld

oriented Players were concerned about what other pairs of

friends and business associates thought about the potential
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in their tentative pairings. But equally conservative

Steadys were concerned about what their children and

relatives thought about a projected pairing. Avant garde

Passionate Searchers tended to conceal the fact that they

were paired (usually in an LTA) from relatives and associates

to the degree that they wanted to make independent choices

and sought ratification of potential partners from no-one

unless it might be other Searchers or initially their

therapists. The longer their LTA lasted, the less a

Searcher wanted anyone's judgments about it, except for the

input of partner on which they placed enormous importance.

All of the foregoing merely sketches in clues

in the quotations from data and in the summaries of what

was observed during study. The researcher was in contact with

men subjects for an average period of 4.4 years, and women

for 5.5 years. Methods included depth interviews, partici

pant observation in a myriad of settings, many occasions

at which researcher was a guest in subjects' homes, times

when they were guests in her 's, researcher's opportunity

to become acquainted with their children, business

associates, and potential partners, researcher's presence

at subjects' weddings, being invited out to dinner by

subjects and propective partners, going to parties marking

special occasions in subjects passages or pairings, long

conversations on the telephone, correspondence with
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subjects living at a distance, and so on. All these modes

of data collection also presented opportunities for

analysis--testing, abandoning, and re-casting hypotheses--

building, discarding, and re-building conceptual models,

trying on for fit a variety of classifications schemes.

As the eventual eight-fold typology of subject choices

began to show in their passages and their decisions to

remain single or "pair out" of passage, the metaphors,

analogies and images which their language revealed

dictated the course of work. The manner in which the

researcher worked back and forth in the data-gathering

process between methodological, theoretical, and analytic

concerns will be discussed in Chapter Seven on Methods.

The point to which the foregoing pages have acted

as a Preface is the following: toward the middle of data

collection, a pattern began to emerge in which subjects'

value systems appeared to be implicated in their choices

to a much larger degree than had been anticipated by the

researcher or was consciously seen by some subjects.

Although long-in-passage subjects, especially Searchers,

eagerly debated issues of social change, much information

obtained from early and mid-length exiting subjects was

indirectly secured. That is, they appeared to be acting on

the basis of values which they did not realize were so

centrally implicated (implicit) in their decisions about
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choice among what they perceived as their array of options.

Since the researcher was more interested in the behavioral

dimension of their passage, e.g., not in their opinions

or abstract ideas--but in the values on which they acted,

an indicator of these would be invaluable were one to emerge.

The key indicator which gradually evolved as the

data collection took place simultaneous to and informed by

analysis was subject reaction to the Sixties, as subsumed

under their personal response to the Human Potential

Movement, its rhetoric and ideology. This was a fortuitous

and unanticipated (serendipitous) discovery. It was

carefully tested and cautiously applied when found.

Eventually the researcher became confident that a positive

response to the introduction of the HP movement as a topic

and its tenets as example of "rules for living" would

symbolize an entire cluster of values (or a belief system)

predictive of a subject's non-traditional value system.

Generally, a positive response to a probe like, "Do you

or have you used singles activities, encounter groups, psycho

therapy or some aspect of the Human Potential movement as

a help in being a middle aged divorced person?" would mean

only that the stage was set for exploring responses to HP

rhetoric. This is because of the phrase, "singles

activities", placed at the beginning of the sentence. Many

people used singles activities. The question was set up
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to facilitate a "Yes" answer--so that most subjects had

something to describe and elaborate on, but long-in

passage subjects tended to answer "Yes" to more than

singles activities. The question usually yielded straight

forward answers confirmed by everything else reported by or

observed in respondent. When a subject said "Yes" to

encounter group participation, psychotherapy and Human

Potential movement aspects, classification as a brief or

mid-length passage subject was generally precluded. Use

of the key indicator eventually enabled researcher to

quickly obtain data from many subjects--probably as many as

200 people were talked to in sufficient length--to test out

and/or amplify the classification system ultimately

selected because it was grounded in the data.

To summarize, a "Yes" response to the probe (more

than singles activities) meant that some of the HP movement

tenets had been or shortly would be adopted into conduct

of passage. Negative responses were similarly predictive.

This rough measure is not offered as anything more. Never

theless it proved to be extraordinarily accurate. Thus

the Human Potential movement as a topic functioned as a key

indicator of response and a major sorting mechanism for

analysis. It was also a major sorting mechanism for some

subjects' choice evaluation and goal selections--their

perceptions of options--but this applies only to the long

in-passage. The unequivocal finding can be stated in
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reverse: the availability of the value system provided by

the HP movement permitted, justified, and organized some

subjects' lives so as to result in their being in long

passages in which they attempted to transform themselves

and their lives to bring them into congruence with HP

movement ideology.

Therefore, degree of commitment to HP ideals--or at

the other end of the range of responses, lack of knowledge

about or interest in them, provided a relatively reliable

way to predict length and type of passage, including out

comes. It follows logically, then, that many interviews

did not center around the influence of the HP movement.

When it did not prove to be an influence on a subjects'

passage, it was not a focus of study. The rejection of

the HP movement by many subjects, if not their lack of

knowledge of it, provided a way to get at their reactions

to the social movements of the Sixties. While not unaware

of the student movement, youth movement, feminism,

pacifism, and civil rights activism, the subject who said

"No" to each item in the probe was not likely to say "Yes"

to any aspect of the activism of the Sixties. If not

approving of or interested in any of the previously noted

examples of Sixties activism, a subject would prove to be

relatively conventional and conservative about his/her

choices, and most likely, to be in a brief or mid-length
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passage. The following quotation is typical of the

point-of-view and way of summing up a situation seen by

conventionally-oriented subjects,

I belong to 4 singles clubs in my area of
-

They are each really nice I Everybody who belongs
is a respectable business person. They have nice
manners and dress well. You wouldn't want to

meet a more presentable group ! Nobody drinks too
much or wants to do any fooling around with group
nudity. You might see the same kind of people at
a Rotary luncheon or a nice little golf club.
No one uses bad language and the women dress
modestly and have nice homes. The point is that
we don't invite anybody not our kind. You'd be
welcome to come with me. You wouldn't have to go
as my date, that is. They're all nice people with
good reputations in the community. One of the
clubs meets at the Elks Club. We rent the city
recreation hall every weekend for another meeting
place in another club. The Singletairians is
another nice group. The men all come in suits
and ties and the women are respectable too. We
have live music on the weekends. It's nice music

to dance to--you know, fox trots and sometimes
waltzes. None of that rock band stuff. That's
for kids.

At the fourth club, we have potluck suppers
and travel films. Sometimes we have talks on
preparing for retirement. We're all well over
40--most of us are in our 50s or older. I met a

nice older nurse there. She is really sweet. If
nobody else shows up, I am going to start asking
her out. I'll give you my phone number and
anytime you think you could come, you just call
me and hang up. I'll call you back and that way,
it won't cost you anything.

One woman subject made extensive use of similar activities.

She was not interested in Sixties' activism. She was the

mother of a proper young teen-aged daughter when recruited

to the study. This is her story,
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Marcy was divorced after a marriage of 18 years
when first recruited. She attended singles
activities continually for two years. During the
second of these, her daughter was accepted by a
fine Eastern women's college and began her studies.
At the end of 2 years Marcy met and married a shy
divorced man she met at a singles club. He was
a quiet, humorous man whose hobby was marine photo
graphy. He was also heir to a modest fortune.
They house-hunted for sometime before marrying.
He was not interested in the type neighborhood or type
of house they chose, except he wanted their choice
to reflect staying within their budget. Also the
house had to have a good-size garage for a studio.

They have been married for 4 years. They bought
a retirement condominium in , Arizona.
Marcy's daughter graduated from with honors
and married a nice young man. Marcy is not very
excited about the prospects of life in but
her husband is enjoying wood-working. They depict
themselves as sensible and struck the researcher

as seeming older than their years. The husband's
inheritance amounted to less than he expected, so
Marcy did not take an early retirement from her
job. Her husband spent the winter at

-

She occasionally spends the weekend with him there.
They are undemonstrative as a couple. A friend who
spent Easter with Marcy at said it was
"boring" and Marcy and her husband seemed contented
with eacn other but live rather "parallel lives".
Marcy was glad to have Clare visit over Easter,
she reported, because her husband is tired a lot
and no longer agrees to going out. Clare and Marcy
went to several movies. Marcy seemed to Clare to
be depressed this winter living alone in the house
LIl -

Marcy is 54. She has told Clare that she looks
forward to not having to work anymore. Her
retirement benefits will take care of both Marcy
and her husband, along with the profits they
realize from the sale of their house. It will be

sold this summer. Marcy reads historical novels
and mystery stories, since her husband no longer
will go out even for a movie. In the evenings,
she reads while he is in his studio. Last year
he wrote a book which he sold. He was a Naval
officer for much of his life. He misses the water

at , but says, "sailing is for young people."
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As stated, three types of passage were found. They

were established by looking for passage endpoints. An

unexpected finding was that length of passage was

associated with type of passage and with type of outcome--

as options were perceived by subjects and chosen. As a key

variable, subjects' value systems--conceptualized as type

and degree of ideological commitment, were pivotal to their

decisions. Accordingly, the world views to which they were

committed, no matter how consciously, proved to govern

conduct of passage. Within the three types of passage,

eight sub-forms of passage (with eight accompanying

rationales for exit) were located. Brief passages were:

l. Immediate Planned Remarriage
2. Girling and Boying
3. Musical Chair Playing

The mid-length passages found were as follows:

4. Enforced Remarriage
5. Going Steady

Long passages are represented by the three forms found:

6. Hunting and Sorting
7. Running in Place
8. Passionate Searching

The last three forms involved unconventional choices,

although it is important to add, "in varying degrees." The

last or eighth form of passage was found to be influenced

to a great extent by HP ideals. In fact, it is not

incorrect to characterize Passionate Searching as a form

of passage, as organized around HP ideology. This will be
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described in great detail in Chapters Five and Six because

Sorters, Runners and Searchers appeared to tend to

represent social types not common in the American upper

middle class during the l850s.

That is, social change trends of the Sixties,

particularly Growth movement ideology, were central to

some long passages. Subjects exhibiting and defending

their long passages were, by and large, unconventional,

innovative, disappointed with traditional marriage, positive

in their evaluations of singlehood at midlife, not pre

occupied with worrying about ageing and/or retirement,

interested in considering contracting a series of affairs

or one or more Living-Together-Arrangements (LTAs), and

did not consider midlife a matter of deficits or a time to

view oneself as "getting old". They saw divorce as

liberating, not stigmatizing. In varying degrees, they

subscribed to some of the following activist positions of

the Sixties: feminism, pacificism, drug use (particularly

marijuhana), liberal or radical politics, minority group

rights (women, Third World aspirations, the handicapped,

ex-mental patients, seniors), the ecology movement, and

alternate life styles. They tended to have had and speak

enthusiastically about psychotherapy in the humanistic

psychology tradition. They were convinced of the value of

"body work", and above all, gave sensuality and sexuality
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a dominant place in their life schemes. While early and

mid-length passage exits were subscribed to by subjects

whose goals were to normalize or stabilize their lives as a

form of social restoration, long passage subjects sought to

transform their lives via a commitment to some aspect of

HP rhetoric, using the processes of experimentalizing life,

and in the case of Searchers, privatizing life.

Chapter Three takes up brief passages, describing

and analyzing them. Mid-length passages are dealt with

in Chapter Four. Chapter Five will deal with the first two

forms of long passage, Sorting and Running in Place.

Chapter Six discusses and analyzes the most extreme form of

passage, Passionate Searching. Chapter Seven summarizes the

findings, suggests leads for further research, and outlines

the processes involved in the Methodology. Various

relevant documents and tables are contained in the Appendices,

along with References.

Nevertheless, a methodological note is now in order.

The study was conceived as a way to learn about status

passages during midlife. The researcher was interested in

middle age as a stage. The first hypothesis for test was

to investigate midlife divorce among professionals to see

if the frequent attributions of pathology proved to be

well-founded. They were not supported. A second hypothesis

was that coherent "singles' social worlds" might be
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identifiable. The world of singles clubs and the use to

which midlife divorced subjects put them were studied.

Up to this point, the techniques of participant

observation were utilized. These included: depth inter

views, 400 hours of observation of singles activities and

participation as a separated and then divorced middle aged

woman professional. Approximately 200 informal interviews

supplemented the data collected in 34 formal interviews

which were open-ended but focused. Originally the sample

had been drawn by the "lay referral system", asking friends,

colleagues and neighbors to become subjects or to suggest

names of subjects. To these recruitment techniques were

added a variety of forms of finding respondents. The study

saw six years of data gathering simultaneous with analysis.

As the conceptual key of "value systems" or "ideological

commitment" began to emerge from the data, many follow-up

interviews were obtained. Of the 34 depth interviews, half

(l7) were men and half were women. Of these, l8 (9 men

and 9 women) became case studies examined in very close

detail. As hypotheses emerged to test, their possible

value was discussed with subjects. Before any conceptual

models were finalized, a number of subjects were invited to

review them as a panel.
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All subjects understood that they were participating

in a study and many of them eagerly accepted researcher's

invitation to participate in analysis. One man and one

woman became especially valuable respondents. Additionally,

one man's and one woman's stories involved my observing their

two different pairings (first through marriage and then via

an LTA). Each of these represented a fairly radical shift

in perspective, one from a prior divorce passage which can

be characterized as Going Steady to exit, and in the second,

as going to exit via an Enforced Remarriage. Both subjects

then re-entered the divorce passage as Passionate Searchers.

Therefore each summary total shows one extra form of exit,

or l8 each for men, and l8 for women. Forms of passage

(and types of outcome) cluster into brief passages (about

one half) and long ones (the other half), with few subjects

in the mid-range.

Brief passage means from several days (nominal

passage) to about two years. Mid-length passage means

around two years or possibly three. On the other hand,

long passages took up from five to seven or eight

years. * A few long-in-passage subjects are still in

the midlife divorce transition as is shown in Tables

in the Appendices. Two endpoints were: a final decision

to adopt singlehood as permanent adaptation. Two forms

*The reader is asked to note these approximate time
limits and continue to bear them in mind.
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were found: Girling and Boying (brief) and Running in

Place (long). And the other endpoint was called "Pairing

Out", through remarriage or contracting a stable (more than

two years) LTA. Six forms of this outcome were found (to

summarize previous points) : Immediate Planned Remarriage,

Playing Musical Chairs (both brief passages); going

Steady to exit (mid-length), and Sorting or Searching to

exit (long). These endpoints were not arbitrarily assigned

by the researcher but emerged as summary statements about

what subjects saw as the "real picture". These endpoints,

the impact of ideological commitment, the 8 types, and

the unanticipated strength of ideological commitment all

emerged after the study's midpoint. That is, they were

grounded in the data rather than being a reflection of a

research design that proposed to know before going into

the field what would be found once there.

There were two problems which constantly had to be

handled due to the type of study undertaken: the problem of

what constitutes "evidence" in this kind of qualitative

research, and how to solve the immediate difficulties of

researching a life situation in which one is undergoing the

experience of passage along with subjects. This last issue

involves the researcher's personal life and the difficulties

of doing "emotionally laden" research, which are intensified

when one is concerned throughout a study about the conduct

of one's own passage.
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The question of articulation of multiple careers

was not only highly sensitive and important to subjects,

but the researcher was attempting to further two career

lines simultaneously: a professional and an interpersonal

one. Obviously either career could innundate and reverse

the other one. These problems of doing field work while

one is "living in the village because it is one's home"

brought to the researcher several crises which probably

facilitated her progress in both career lines, but which

were at times exquisitely complicated. It is, in other

words, not so much a case of worry about "going native"

but a case of being a native in the territory.

The last point is that this type of study requires

a most serious review of the ethics of research on human

subjects and considerable attention being directed to the

issue of "reciprocity"--what did the researcher contribute

to the lives of her subjects which was in any way com

mensurate with subjects' contributions to her needs? This,

too, is discussed in the last chapter on Methods. For the

moment, perhaps it will suffice to say that I sought to

investigate an area that would possibly address common

problems in everyday living, in such a fashion as to add

to the body of literature on status passages as a formal

theory, to inquire into the issue of healthy transitions,

and to contribute thereby not just to my life and the
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problem-solving efforts of others, but to my field. Thus

I pursued a research problem symbolizing both intellectual

and life cycle interests. I suspected that the endeavor

would try my strength, professional judgment, and

integrity, both as a person and as a symbolic inter

actionist. Additionally, the research impressed me as

potnetially dangerous to me in a literal (physical) sense

and also psychologically.

Before the reader turns to subjects' lives and

what they and I made of them, it would be being remiss not

to acknowledge the patience, kindness, and interest with

which the researcher was received. Respondents opened their

lives to me and sometimes their homes and friendship net

works. They believed that the research was an important

area of study. They paid me the compliment of believing

I could be trusted. The accounts which follow are from life

as we lived it, often together.

A great deal of effort went into concealing any

relevant detail which might jeopardize confidentiality.

Some subjects were thus given a second set of pseudonyms,

in addition to those they chose for themselves, to make

certain no-one could be identified by a reader who might be

an acquaintance of mine. Because identity problems are

central to the human condition, I was heartened to not

find the extent of deprivation and suffering posited by
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those holding conservative views on divorce. Neverthe

less, I was not motivated by any prejudgments, e.g.,

divorce was "good", etc. What was found was categories

of people who generally got what they wanted, as will be

shown.

With respect to researcher bias, among all the

variation in adaptation found, some aftermaths had

varying degrees of appeal to me personally. However,

my interest was in charting the social worlds people

were able to reconstruct socially and their reasons for

so chosing. Out of the 34 depth interviews, one subject

studied suffered a breakdown. This coincided with an

acute phase of a severe chronic illness, followed by

mental hospitalization.* At the last follow-up, this

subject had successfully resumed his occupational role

of clinician. He is otherwise described in the subsequent

material. The thesis reports on eight ways of handling

the midlife divorce status passage which are common

responses. The categories are only ideal typifications.

Data collection ended when all categories were saturated

and no negative cases were encountered, but there is no

suggestion that other pathways do not remain to be

studied.

* Interruptions of customary sleep patterns were Common in reports
of subjects.



Chapter Three

EARLY PASSAGE EXITS, MULTIPLE CAREER MANAGEMENT

AND PERCEIVED OPTIONS

Specification of Terminology
and Conceptualizations:
Status Passages and
Their Properties

To discuss subjects' choices, it is first necessary

to delineate more comprehensively or operationalize, the

terminology and conceptualizations by which exits were

analyzed, beginning with "status passage".

The concept, "a status", is a social (human) posi

tion. Some statuses are ascribed ones into which one is

born; examples might be "daughter", "black" or "woman".

However, one is not automatically a marital partner simply

by virtue of the ascribed status of male or female.

Presumably becoming a wife entails being receptive to a

male's courtship, that is, "wife" and "husband" are

statuses which must be earned--achieved. Institutional

(occupational) statuses are particularly important in

industrialized societies and are achieved. Passages

between occupational statuses are usually formalized (as

in graduation with an MBA, promotion and/or retirement,

that latter often marked by a luncheon and co-workers'

87
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gift presentation). Early anthropological work on status

passages documented the highly ritualized rites de passage

observed with collective ceremony, especially as found in

preliterate societies, but many status passages in Western

nations are not marked by collective (community)

celebrations.

As Glaser and Strauss (197l : 3) noted, sociologists

have "tended to assume in their analyses that status

passages are fairly (l) regularized, (2) scheduled, and

(3) prescribed" in that passages are taken to be governed

by clear rules about "when the change of status should be

made, by whom, and by whose agency" with prescribed

sequences of steps through which the passagee must go.

However, the extent of the scheduled, regularized and

prescribed character of passages is highly variable as the

case of midlife divorce illustrates.

The conduct of any passage may involve other

analytic properties; some are: (4) recruitability (whether

or not anyone actively seeks recruits to the passage,

(5) desirability (whether passagee and others regard the

passage as desirable), (6) reversibility (some divorcing

couples reconcile), (7) repeatability (some subjects were

studied through two divorce passages), (8) circumstantial

ity (whether people undergo a solo passage or go through

one collectively or in an aggregate), (9) awareness
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context (whether people know that others are undergoing a

similar passage or, people know that one is "in passage",

etc. ), (10) communicability (the extent to which people

discuss the divorce passage is relatively high) and

(ll) choice about entry (some elect the divorce passage

but others go through it involuntarily).

Some additional properties are (12) control (the

degree to which passagee or someone sponsoring or monitor

ing a passage can control its trajectory; the divorce

passage at midlife is mainly in the passagee's hands),

(13) legitimation (officially the divorce passage begins

when a court declares a marriage terminated) , (14) clarity

of key signs (passage through professional school is

punctuated by a series of benchmarks--one passes into the

next phase of training (or does not) but such clarity is

usually absent in the divorce passage), (15) extent of

concealment (during a divorce passage, its fact can be

concealed as in the case of divorced women who wear

wedding rings when traveling on business to discourage

male attentions; furthermore, many opportunities exist for

a passage to mask intentions during passage activities,

for instance in dating; in fact, many passages in midlife

divorce are not themselves sure of what they are doing--

often referred to as "I'm not sure what stage I'm in now I "),

(lé) centrality of the passage (its significance to
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subjects' lives varied greatly), (l7) duration (length

of time in passage was a key variable in the study), and

(18) visibility (similar to concealment except for the

fact that in one's public presentation, at least, the fact

of one's divorce can be minimized or simply not referred

to as opposed to pregnancy or becoming a surgical patient

who is hospitalized and, therefore, absent from normal

routines for a time).

Also, (l2) ritualization (lack of ritual obser

vances is a great problem in divorce), (20) shape (periods,

peaks, plateaus and "direction" of passage), (2l) central

ity of account-giving (many midlife divorcees discuss

their rationales for the passage compulsively, others do

not give accounts that are so full of self-justification

but describe the passage at great length), and

(22) influence of ideological commitment (extent to which

one's belief system shapes a passage and impacts decision

to terminate passage). Presumably one could take one job

over another offer, or become a husband or stop being one,

without reference to any particular set of values or world

view. In the case of love, marriage and divorce, however,

people usually act on their values (or, despite them)

no matter how clearly they understand this.

Lastly, (23) complexity of the passage transition

is an important property to analyze. For instance, in
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boot camp one is supposed to become a soldier and one of

the main properties of this passage is the extent to which

all other statuses must be subordinated to the training

period. Men and women are confined on military bases and

every hour of their week scheduled with little free time

except to eat and sleep; contacts with the outside world

are severely limited. More extreme cases might be passage

through a period of incarceration in prison, hospitaliza

tion for tuberculosis, or being held in a prisoner-of-war

camp. The complexity of the midlife divorce passage is

very high because, although from time to time, the fact

of the passage tends to "flood out" other concerns, by

and large, people must continue their professional commit

ments, and see to maintaining all valued social ties

(while developing new ones), such as carrying on with

whatever familial obligations remain and are regarded as

desirable to protect. Thus the isolation which subjects

might wish for, especially during periods of difficulty

in recovering equilibrium, tend to be hard to come by

because other career lines must be relatively continuous.

In addition, many unfamiliar skills may have to be

developed quickly, as men who appreciated being able to

hand over to wives the details of money management must

become their own book-keepers and women turn plumber or

car mechanic. Both may be hard pressed to meet children's
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demands as single parents because of custody or visiting

arrangements, or in taking on the unfamiliar role of

parenting a new set of children who come as part of a

"package deal", as one subject put it, with a potential

partner whom one is getting to know and with whom one is

exploring pairing possibilities. There are many other

complicating issues such as the occasional necessity to

try to integrate two different sets of children who would

not be introduced were their parents not interested in

each other.

To summarize, core properties for analysis were

duration of passage, complexity of the task of managing

several careers simultaneously, centrality of account

giving which yielded a rich body of data, and the influence

of ideological commitment which proved to be very high,

though not all subjects were aware of the degree to which

their passages were shaped by their perceptions of what

was desirable and possible for them. In this last regard,

the social meanings to subjects of aging, divorce, single

hood at midlife, and conventional marriage, at the heart

of their appraisals about their prospects, turned out to

be exceedingly important for understanding the three types

of passage exit.
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Background to the Early and
Mid-Length Passage

The litigation process; structural conditions.

Early in data collection the final decree was chosen as the

starting point of a divorce passage, but some subjects acted

as if the passage began after the one or several separations

led, as they characteristically do, to litigation to end

a marriage. The divorce process frequently is time

consuming and lengthy, with problems getting on a crowded

court calendar and many opportunities for delays if

details of the divorce are contested, as they tend to be.

For example, in states like California which instituted a

presumed reform, the no-fault dissolution, legal struggles

over property division often are foci of ligitation. They

can be quite attenuated for a number of reasons: if one

spouse wants to inflict damage on the other in departing

by delaying resolution of the case (frequent when there

was no consensus on filing), or when assets are sufficiently

substantial to be worth fighting over, especially as the

contest takes place at midlife when neither party expects

the financial picture to improve. In states with an older

mode of divorce, the adversary nature of it might

necessitate collecting evidence showing other spouse

negligent in marital duties, but property considerations

can still be important, and joint custody is less likely,
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opening the way for a custody battle. It is also common

for a two-income couple to contend over who made what

financial contributions to the marriage, who has how good

an economic future, and who has what sort of company/

university reitrement plan of which, in the case of

community property states, half belongs to the other

spouse. Actuaries are often brought in by each side to

testify to what projected earnings can reasonably be

expected to be. Another common source of conflict is the

need to decide who is going to contribute how much to

children's education or which, if any, insurance policies

will be continued.

Consequently, the process of getting untangled from

a variety of dynamic possibilities for conflict leads to

drawn-out struggles between spouses who find the divorce

taking longer to conclude than anyone expected. Therefore,

a structural problem exists for people who may feel quite

"out of the married state" while not yet "officially

single", and they may undertake tentative exploration of

singlehood as if already there. Otherwise a divorcing

person faces many "dead periods" and can end up feeling

s/he has only been "running in place" for a year or two.

Generally no major steps can be taken until one's status

is clear and the economic picture is established, but

people tend to speculate, hope for support from friends,
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and end up acquiring new acquaintances. Subjects report

new involvements occurring unexpectedly; e.g., when

confiding one's troubles to a colleague elicits his/her

doubts about a current marriage which appeared happy. This

event sets the stage for a tentative affair (or thoughts

about one) according to some subjects and it might or

might not be converted to a remarriage if two divorces

then occur. There were several re-pairings found which

were prompted by such a disclosure.

Nevertheless, a research problem remains in that

final decree was taken as the starting point in interviews

and participation-observation, because "the final" as it

is called, is usually marked with at least a brief

emotional upset, and because it is the officially

sanctioned starting point for passage. Therefore subjects

were asked to omit details of their marriage and the

reasons it terminated. Nevertheless, most began accounts

of passage by summing up the marriage and pointing out

salient events occurring before they were out of litiga

tion. Had this not been the case, some passages would

not appear so short, but conceptually, the same sequence

of different types of passage would exist to be charted.

Lastly, the use of the term, "early", implies no value

judgment as to "premature" exit. The point is that some

passages were vastly longer and more complicated and
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represented conscious efforts on the past of passages to

make major changes in life investments; while other divorce

passages were purposively shaped to be relatively brief,

uneventful, and as lacking in impact on passagee as was

possible.

Early Exiters

Immediate planned remarriage. Theoretically, the

divorce passage as a process yields expanding options the

longer one is in passage and is therefore the opposite of

choices funneling down, but the number of passagees in

any given cohort declines sharply the longer passage goes

on. Among the first exiters are those who immediately

remarry a partner whose existence prompted the divorce in

the first place. Knowledge of first spouse's plan to

divorce and remarry is generally kept secret from second

spouse until the divorce is well underway because of

property settlement considerations, but plans are

divulged to intimates early on. These early exiters do

not consider themselves in a singlehood divorce passage

and tend to remarry immediately following the final

decree. Problems for them center on suspense about

whether or not spouse will ask for a continuance (setting

the final trial at a later date), or, if the fact of new

mate has been discovered, will argue through a series of
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pre-trial skirmishes for the purpose of throwing an

obstacle into first spouse's timetable. Thus remarriage

plans are contingent on receiving "the final" without a

hitch in timing. One subject's remarriage took place

promptly only because a friend was able to fly to another

city to deliver and return with documents insisted upon

by second spouse who had not fully exhausted her opportun

ities for harrassment, and threatened to bring other

action if a life insurance policy made out to her was

not immediately forthcoming. Since relatives and friends

from out of state had already arrived in town for the

wedding, first spouse was in no mood to negotiate further.

Another man who wanted to remarry at once "bribed" a wife

he was divorcing by offering to continue her medical

coverage for another year enabling her to have the plastic

surgery on her nose she had always wanted and could not

otherwise afford, if she agreed not to obstruct "the

final".

Thus, people simply waiting to remarry do not

regard themselves and are not viewed by close friends as

"single". For them there is no issue of going through a

transition period of attempting to re-establish themselves

alone. The meaning of the briefly experienced divorced

state is that it is just the means by which change of

partners is effected. Thus these divorced periods can be
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termed "transitions" or "transitional passages" only in the

most nominal sense. Few of these subjects were located,

primarily because they quickly disappear back into the

traditional world of married couples, although some were

observed to emerge and "play musical chairs" into another

remarriage.

Girling and boying. A second form of nominal

passage is seen in an immediate decision to try to ignore

the fact of a prior marriage and divorce to take up life

as if one had always been single--or would have been, if

sufficiently wise when younger. There is no challenge

to traditional values like the importance of the family,

but it is blood ties or the family of orientation, or

their children, that are concentrated on. In this type of

exit, subjects chose a permanent lifestyle of "girling",

"boying", or "girling and boying". By this is meant that

subjects maintain or set up relatively stable same-sex

or cross-sex friendships for the purpose of carrying on

a limited but continuous form of social life, which is

subordinated to but complementary to their allegiance to

the extended family. A characteristic which unites these

subjects is their flight from the idea of remarriage, on

the grounds they found marriage too penalizing or uncon

genial to ever be considered again. (An underlying theme
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is that "Marriage is beautiful but I wasn't lucky.")

Like most of the study's subjects, during interviews and

participant-observation, the marriage, not the divorce is

reported as traumatic. Hence, when people into "girling

and boying" swap horror stories, which all singles tend

to do at some point, certainly among themselves--these

focus on the difficulties of surviving a specific "bad

marriage" and the cost to them of this commitment, rather

than on divorce passage difficulties or present regrets.

In any conversation with a new acquaintance who

might draw the wrong conclusion about their availability

for serious dating, these subjects emphatically identify

themselves as "not looking for partners". This is a point

of honor, e.g., never to mislead anyone. Thus problems

for them lie in overtures from newcomers who might

become insistent nuisances. Rarely do well-meaning friends

pressure them to remarry, for metaphorically these

subjects carry placards saying "Marriage isn't for me !

Thanks a lot anyway." In other words, their conversation

is liberally sprinkled with references to their resolution

not to remarry. At public events, they sometimes rebuff

people well in advance of any interest in them being felt

or expressed; that is, they rush to make their point, which

functions to convince others that they have truly "taken

themselves out of play", as far as the partner search goes.
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This is important because these subjects sometimes use

singles clubs/activities to partially structure their

recreation. If so, they tend to form a nucleus of club

officers, likely to be the only members remaining on the

scene very long, because subjects eager to meet pairing

partners depart with them or soon realize that the singles

club is a poor setting for accomplishing this.

On the whole, if they stick to same-sex friends,

women go out to dinner on the weekend with one or several

women friends, "the girls"; and men tend to stay in touch

with several of the "boys" by means of weekday lunching

with a trusted male friend and confidente. On weekends,

men who do "boying" may go to singles dances in groups of

two or three simply because they love to dance, always

making their disinterest in pairing know to new women

dancing partners. Since single people are not expected to

attend club activities indefinitely--to do so is

stigmatizing, and also it is against the normative

expectations to attend if not open to partner exploration,

"the boys" may dance each weekend with the same "girls",

well known for their similar reluctance to partner but

comparable love of dancing. One reason "girls and boys"

assume the volunteer work needed for running the club is

that through such roles, their continued presence in the

setting as a clique is justified.
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The following excerpts from the data illustrate the character

of Girling and Boying to age-ing out,

When I divorced, I often went to singles dances.
There were always two good-looking men who came
and left together. They were fantastic to
dance with and got lots of attention. I went
four or five times before one of them started
to dance with me. The second time he did, I
was surprized when he began talking about how
much time he spent with his daughter and her
family. Finally he got to the point and said
he'd never marry again. Then I noticed that
each of them seemed to be "regulars" at the
club and that they were careful not to spend
much time with any one woman. After a time we
just waved when we saw each other. I guess they
knew I was interested in getting serious about
SOI■ leOne.

Another subject said,

I like having my women friends over for dinner
and they do it, too. I go out to this sort
of function about twice a week. We get to
dress up, swap office gossip and talk about
how our children are. I get sick of listening
to Elsie though. She thinks that sickly son of
her's is the greatest thing that ever happened.
I have met him a couple of times and he's a real
bore. But Elsie goes on and on about him. Some
times I think he's all she's lived for since her
divorce.

One subject said to another,

I come to Parents without Partners because it's a
good way to arrange outings with our kids. Next
weekend we're all going skiing. I'd be glad to
drive you up and loan you some camping stuff for
your girls. That way you'd have a man to help since
they don't ski much. I don't want to get into
marriage again and PWP and the church group for
divorced people give my boys and me things to do
when I have them on weekends. It helps me keep a
"family feeling" going.
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When "boys and girls" do get together in these

heterosexual groupings--which they do with regularity but

infrequency, it is usually for some kind of casual

recreation, as opposed to people on a partner search. The

latter feign an interest in the activity because it serves

to mask their hunt for partners, e.g., the activity is

"something to talk about" and an ostensible reason for

being in the setting. Although people pretend to be

present to dance, for instance, everyone assumes a partner

search is the actual modus operandi; hence "girls and boys"

continually must explain. Another type of activity

populated by "girls and boys" is bowling, in which two or

three "girls" who are old friends bowl every other week

with the same "boys", also oldtime friends to each other

and the women. The women go in one car, always meeting

the men at an agreed-upon destination. After bowling or

dancing, it is customary to go on somewhere for a late

night snack where everyone goes Dutch. The main clue to

the decision against remarriage and for a limited round

of "girling and boying" is that despite rather stridently

flirtatious joking, the wish to close off the passage

while appearing to be in one is evident, because, at the

end of the evening, women depart together in one car.

During the research, a women was never observed leaving

with a man, nor does anyone surreptiously make "outside"
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dates. While a man might stop off at a "girl's" place

after work to fix her washing machine, and people offer

each other all manners of practical advice, the character

of "girling and boying" interaction is markedly non-erotic.

What might again be pretexts for "getting together"--and

are, in other subjects, have only an instrumental function,

like helping someone pick up a car when repair work is

finished. The conversation of "girls" and "boys" centers

on what recently happened at work, reports on their

children, tips on investing money, and comparison of

travel itineraries or retirement plans.

Most importantly, "girls and boys" maintain a

round of calling on relatives and married friends (if

male), and inviting them and women friends from work for

party meals (women). The familial career line is the

segment of social life which is given first priority and is

the fundamental basis for identity ratification. Occupa

tional careers are niches to which one is long accustomed

and in which one has become more or less indispensable;

that is, "girls and boys" are not ambitious, but tend to

"hang on" to a job soon after divorce, using it to

structure time and insure the future. Thus the sexual

career is relatively muted or virtually non-existent and

the interpersonal continues, but not as a dynamic career

line, because midlife is seen by "girls and boys" as a
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time to be settled down in satisfying, low-risk rounds of

quiet living.

At the office, or in accounts to some relatives,

the bowling and dancing forms of "girling and boying" may

be described in an "as if" way--that is, as if these were

bona fide efforts to locate a mate, or keep open that

option. But there is never the slightest misunderstanding

on this among subjects themselves nor would they so

dissemble to intimates or other singles. In fact, an

"as if" report about dancing might be offered to someone

new to the work setting, where it functions to differ

entiate between newcomers and old China hands "in the

know", emphasizing that "girls and boys" are insiders whose

true story requires one's becoming part of the office

team.

Events of the Sixties are viewed by "girls and

boys" as regrettable illustrations of social chaos. There

is no interest in soul-searching about making personality

or lifestyle changes and they encourage their children to

lead conventional lives. These subjects seem never to

risk even one dinner engagement which could properly be

construed as being receptive to courtship. These are

single people who are relatively socially isolated but

quite content. Only a few were located in the study.

But among women in the category, some of whom were followed
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for as long as seven years, no-one ever reported going on

a date or seemed ready to allow this to happen.

Sometimes this posture is adopted after one long

marriage. At the most, people who do "girling and boying"

report two short marriages rather than one, all of them

a long time ago. In this, they contrast with "musical

chair players" who remarry compulsively and repeatedly.

A woman subject doing "girling" reported willingness to

look for someone "just this once", and attended a

convocation of CB radio enthusiasts, as the category's

one exception. She stated she hoped to meet a comfortable

widower in casual attire with whom she could strike up a

comradeship; but she encountered instead a large clique

of insiders who called each other by outrageous names and

whose jocular familiarities repelled her. This was her one

solo venture towards the opposite sex. During marriage,

she had avidly supported her daughter's career as a

competitive swimmer and had many good friends among other

adults who travelled around the state attending meets,

even after their children grew out of participation, e.g.,

married and moved away. Though she even owned a van

outfitted for overnight touring on the swim meet circuit,

she dropped this activity upon divorcing, thus forfeiting

ties with many old comrades who might have become

resources for mate search. During later follow-up
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interviews, she sometimes declared, "At retirement time,

I'll go home to Arizona and look for someone." This

statement seemed to function as a socially-acceptable way

to prevent unwelcome matchmaking; it effectively closed

off comments beginning with, "Why don't you--".

Fundamentally, "girls and boys" are child and

family-centered and take up roles after divorce rather

like the family's maiden Aunt or bachelor Uncle. When

encountered in field work, they tended to have been long

divorced, to have highly stable existences, to appear to

be very self-reliant, and to depict their marriages cum

divorce as "ancient history"--no longer of much interest

to them. They face with equanimity the prospect of

"ageing out" of the passage and carefully prerelmearse old

age. One subject even lied about his age in order to join

the American Association for Retired Persons before he

was eligible, since he looked forward to the insurance

plans, travel discounts, and other benefits his mother

enjoyed.

"Girls and boys" are stoutly loyal to children if

they remain as remnants of a marriage, and when children

are on good terms with the other parent (usually remarried)

may go so far as to invite former spouse and his/her mate

of long standing for dinner once or twice a year. They

take active roles in a round of family celebrations, office
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parties, and gift giving. Along with socializing with of

friends, they make other people's children into adopted

fice

nieces and nephews, if childless, as this subject reported,

Margie is being transferred to another department.
I am giving a party for her tomorrow night. I
hope she likes it over there better than I did.
I'm glad I asked for a transfer back before two
weeks was up. When you know you're not going to
remarry, it's important to like your work. She
is a good friend even though she's a lot younger.
And I'm just crazy about her little girl. She's
such a little lady! They never see the father and
Margie's father is downright stingey for a wealthy
man. I took her little girl shopping Saturday and
got her a dress for school. I helped Margie do
curtains for her room when they moved out of here.

A major source of recreation for women is shopping

expeditions. Men like to entertain relatives and office

friends at barbeques or spaghetti dinners. Women tend to

have apartments, men to own houses, but Girls and Boys al

like condominiums. Men tend to have a large supply of

recipes and households hints and to be hospitable, as was

this subject,

When are you going to come over to my house for
dinner? I have my sons several times a week. I
let them invite two girls and then I ask a woman
to come. That way they learn party manners and
I can watch over them while they are learning how
to date. They live in the neighborhood with their
mother. It's been 8 years since our divorce and I
still don't like that woman. I'm never going to
marry again l I'm a great cook and I have a lot of
nice plants. I give them away. Hey! come to
dinner on Wednesday, can't you? When the boys and
I have company, I buy a big bunch of flowers for
the table, and then we divide them, so each lady
has flowers to take home.

SO
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Girls and Boys are conspicuous for their autonomy

and the matter-of-fact way in which the past is more or less

dismissed. They do not romanticize singlehood nor discuss

it constantly as do people looking for partners or trying to

make extensive change in life patterns (common in long pas

sages which eventuate in re-pairing). They are traditional,

conventional, conservative with money, worried about retire

ment finances, family-oriented and view themselves as

"sensible" at midlife. The activism and Growth Movement

rhetoric of the Sixties did not appear to interest them. The

Sixties may have impacted them primarily via their children,

some of whose experimentation disturbed them, as a subject

reported,

Martie stayed here at my place last year. I guess
I told you when you first interviewed me two years
ago that I no longer see my daughter. She hitch
hiked around the country and never did finish
college. Well, she's grown now and I hope she's
alright. I tried hard when they were little and
she had a lot of advantages when she was a teen
ager and her father and I were still married and
in that big house. I don't think she ever forgave
me for all of that ending 1 Martie was a lot
younger and I felt he needed me. But he just lay
around all the time watching TV and smoking pot.
Then he wanted me to cook a big dinner when I got
in from work. He moved out a number of times but
he always came back. Finally I told him, "Look,
I've had my condo 5 years and I'd like to do it
Over with a guest room. Can't you 'run your own
trip' or whatever you call it?" I'm not going
to let him move in again. I think he respects
me a lot more this way. He comes for dinner about
once a week. He's OK. Sometimes you win; some
times you lose ! I like having my place to myself.
I don't dwell on the past. I'm getting a promotion
and trying to decide where I'd like to live when I
retire, now that mother died and we sold the house.
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Girls and Boys carefully protect the occupational

statuses on which their independence is based because of the

importance of retirement benefits and the extent to which

work roles secondarily sustain identity. Their watchword is

"security" and their social worlds are peopled with long

standing familial ties, old friends, and other Girls and

Boys from work. This subject's report was typical.

I think it's good you're doing some research at PWP.
A lot of nice women don't like it because they
think most men are just looking for somebody to
sleep with--or they're too shy to get acquainted
and get scared off. A lot of us here are getting
old together and some kids are getting too old to
want to go on the outings. I like to go with a
younger woman who could use some help with her kids.

I have people from PWP over to my house for
supper. Would you like to come sometime? I have
people from work too. I kept the house because my
ex-wife moved back to her folks after the divorce.

My girls are grown. I never left the company.
That's turned out well because I'm not in good
health. We have good medical and retirement
benefits at GE. I bought the house years ago and
the payments aren't much. I don't go out a lot.--
I mean on individual dates. I'm not going to
remarry and I don't have money to throw around on
eating out.

When you get my age, there are a lot of new
concepts in engineering. I suppose I'm kind of
obsolete. I know GE's just keeping me on until
retirement. I don't have to worry about anything
but my health. My heart attack gave me a scare,
but my doctor says I made a good recovery. GE
has a disability policy, too. I don't have to
worry about being poor and at my age, I feel I'm
pretty lucky. My dad never made it to college,
but my B.S. is going to take care of me the whole
way.
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the dual careers--familial and occupational, is relatively

simple in that both are mutually supportive and do not

become competitive, e.g., women did not feel exhilerated

about feminism and did not seek career advancement.

Playing musical chairs. A surprising number of

subjects took part in the third type of early exit, called

"Playing Musical Chairs". Many of these subjects remarried

almost as quickly, or as quickly as subjects whose intent

was simply to effect partner change; but they did so to

people not known well at time of divorce. The theme which

animates and unites these subjects is the drive to again

be coupled. They tend to view midlife as a time for

caution--not for risky adventures like remaining single.

Like "girls and boys", they are very worried about

security in retirement, which they define as having

adequate financial resources to live at least modestly

well and having a partner. Since they view long-term

divorce as highly stigmatizing, they do not relish being

labelled "single". They regard temporarily being divorced

as not inappropriate and talk a lot about "how times have

changed" on this point. Otherwise they are not very

interested in or approving of cultural change and regard

social innovators of their own age as, "not our kind of

people".
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These quotations from the data illustrate the perspectives

of these subjects,

Social movements? Sure, I know plenty about them!
I had the misfortune to have a feminist for a
second wife. It lasted 8 years. I was damn glad
to get out of it. We had a long battle over whether
or not I'd let her finish her Ph.D. She had a

job offer from a small Catholic college, but
wanted to turn it down. Said she'd started

graduate work late and couldn't write her dis
sertation with "no colleagueship in some back
water place." It was a God damn ego trip and I
told her so l She went ahead anyway--she was
always so stubborn. I thought she was "interest
ing" when we met. I gave her everything I had--
but she wouldn't listen to reason. It was a
$12,000 a year job. Not much compared to what
I made but I wanted to take an early retirement.
All she wanted to do was go to demonstrations.
What a ding a ling ! She said it was teaching
her a lot about political science. I heard
later she was living with some guy. Well, I
married two days after our divorce. A nice
widow. Ann's good-looking and she's glad to
have me. She's got a nice house in Westport
and with my pension, we're fixed nicely.

We ran into Ellie right after we married.
She was charging around all disheveled dragging
that briefcase. Ann always looks like she
spent three days getting dressed.--I mean,
perfect 1 I introduced them and Ellie blurted
out to Ann, "You look so pretty 1 " Evidently
she was fixing up a house in , because
she asked me if I remembered the old wreck we
saw out there and asked me for the name of the

carpenter we used once. About a year later, she
called me and asked if I could send the temporary
support payment early. Said she hadn't finished
the dissertation. I asked her if she was married,
and she wasn't. I asked her if she was living with
somebody, and reminded her if she married before
June, I wouldn't owe her anything after that. She
just laughed and said that if she were married by
then, it'd certainly come as a surprize to her.
Ann is like my first wife--knows her place. When
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I used to kid Ellie that way, Boy I did she blow
up !

Another subject said,

I met my second wife the week after our separa
tion. We married when I got my final decree.
She had a bad first marriage and was working as
a secretary at the company. I had another
family. June didn't have kids from the first.
She's a great manager--runs the family and handles
money well. My first wife had a college degree
and always wanted to go back to school. I tried
to get custody of our girls but no luck. I guess
their mother had her hands full. She used to

call me after I remarried and moved away--I mean,
about problems. I told her if she was a good
mother, there wouldn't be any. My older daughter
ended up in Canada with some young radical who'd
been studying art! Boys have to take hard
sciences to get anywhere.

I see my younger daughter about once a year.
She didn't get along well with her mother so I
used to send her a plane ticket. She's doing fine.
She was a Beauty Queen when she was l7. Married a
nice kid who got some electronics training in the
military. They have a house already.

I made quite a bit of money but not much of it
went for the girls' college. I don't think kids
get much out of it if they don't work their way
through. Anybody who wants to , can. I did. I
don't see much sense in it for girls anyway.

Now-a-days kids seem to be straightening out.
All that fooling around on the old man's money
in the Sixties was disgusting. I can tell you
June and I will never sit still for our daughter
living with anyone. I grew up in the South where
we used to say, "Men are men and the girls are
glad of it!" My first wife was always talking
about civil rights and wanting to work. June
enjoys being a wife. We have a country place in
North Carolina where we'll retire. It's a big
development with a security gate and people have
horses. A lot of people who've done well are
buying there. Some of our friends bought property
there when we did, so we'll be settled in a nice,
safe place.
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More than interest in specific partner character

istics, they are eager to be comfortably re-paired. They

view conventional marriage as so desirable a state that it

is for them simply a "given". Thus they are anxious to

terminate passage. Once married, they announce this

fact with jubilence and try to fit the new mate into a

settled round of married life as soon as is possible,

tending to be openly eager for old friends to like new

spouse and ratify them as a "once again married person".

One phenomenon seen among Musical Chair Players is that,

early in the new courtship, they are apt to call potential

new partner by former spouse's name. This occurs without

much self-consciousness or apologies; when it happens in

a group situation, it is the cause for merriment. The

goal is to re-enter the Noah's Ark world of pairs, not to

find someone distinctive whose personal qualities were

long admired. One subject described his handsome and

quite stately new spouse simply as "Someone I've known for

52 years", by which he meant they had played together

as children. Effecting a rapid remarriage is viewed as

a triumph; one subject observed with satisfaction, "Some

of us have more of a gift for remarrying right away than

others dol". Thus they can be characterized by their

determination to leave the divorce passage.
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While "Musical Chair Players" might be defined as

less socially isolated than people who turn to "girling",

"boying", or "girling and boying", this group of exiters

is also preoccupied with preparing for retirement,

which is why they are so energetic in the partner hunt.

They, too, take a conservative view of ageing. In their

judgment, middle age is a time for "slowing down". During

the part of their lives that involves passage, their

energies are focused on getting termination accomplished,

not on evaluating other options or looking to develop

alternatives to traditional marriage. Nor do they seek

to fill out their life experiences.

They deplore the social movements of the Sixties

and regard Human Potential Movement ideas about transforming

the Self as quite funny, tending to assume that no-one

in this setting is serious about personality change, but

is merely using encounter groups, for instance, for

partner search. A typical remark might be, "Those people

are flakey!" "Musical Chair Players" are persistent and

rational in their hunt for partners, and are not above

using singles club activities for the partner hunt, but

often find new partners through their jobs, married

friends, relatives, or neighbors. A typical "Musical

Chair Players" re-pairing would consist of a woman who

kept her family home after divorce and a man who took
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from his only a few pieces of family furniture, the

wedding presents from his relatives, some keepsakes, and

his clothes and car. Remarried "Musical Chair Players"

quickly settle into very married routines which reflect

long-term interests. That is, remarriage is achieved

with a minimum of changes. They neither remanticize new

partner nor midlife as a stage. On the whole, they

de-emphasize their period of divorced singlehood.

A favorite which often "tides one over", is that

until a potential partner is located, men tend to drop in

often to chat with the wives of their men friends (or let

people know they are available in a family emergency that

occurs when the husband/father is unavailable, which

permits a continuation of the husbanding career line, as

surrogates, until legally remarried). Women tend to drop

in on married friends before dinner time (e.g., on the way

home from the office) and may be asked to stay for

dinner. For all "Musical Chair Players", these occasions

are opportunities to ask someone else's husband for

advice, in the presence of his wife (women) or to give it,

in the absence of the husband (men), which also contributes

to the lightening of the second man's family duties when

daily problems are solved for him in his absence. Couples

used in this manner by "Musical Chair Players" are also

the people to whom new partner is introduced early. Their
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reaction to the projected pairing is generally very

important to the divorced friend, who hopes that their

encouragement will be forthcoming and it will symbolize

their willingness to incorporate potential mate into their

social life if it remains a stable pair. This type of

presentation may, for "Musical Chair Players", be more

important than presentation to children or parents as it

is the round of married couples activities which is central

to their identity maintenance. Thus the interpersonal

career assumes enormous importance to "Musical Chair

Players" during passage, a position probably long held.

A problem for MC Players lies in the possibility that

married couples who are valued old friends may be very

cordial to new partner, but the latter is not similarly

reassured by the meeting. Although "Musical Chair

Players" appear to focus on the hoped-for approval of old

friends for the purpose of continuing important social

ties, the courtship can abort if revealing them causes a

potential partner to "cool off".

Thus, while the goal of "Musical Chair Players"

is to effect remarriage precisely for the purpose of

continuing married life with some of the same set of

people, it may be necessary to change emphasis in order to

keep new partner's interest, demoting "best friends" in

place of another couple with whom new partner hits it off
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more comfortably. Because married life, not family life,

is the ultimate good in these subjects' eyes, it is the

integration of two sets of married friends which is the

primary hurdle to overcome, not the integration of two

sets of children. (If there exists an age gap, sets of

children may be of widely divergent ages, and not very

compatable anyway.) But it is critical to reach concensus

on the friends of both parties for the married life of the

new pair to look very promising. If the courtship continues

to setting a remarriage date, and neither party has a

house, the decision as to where to live may also symbolize

"which set of friends won", etc.

Generally speaking, old friends who are married

couples will go to heroic lengths to assist a divorced

"Musical Chair Player" in efforts to effect remarriage,

often standing in as "brothers and sisters", e.g.,

inviting a new woman's teenagers to their beach house for

the weekend, so that the male suitor can take the woman

on a short trip; or, he may offer to care for the woman's

house, children and pets if she needs to go out of town

on business, and his friends will entertain all of them at

a poolside supper, thus trying to help picture his social

resources as quite ample. Another potential problem is,

of course, being able to determine, early in passage

which pairs of married couples one has retained after the
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divorce and which have "gone over to the other side". In

general, research suggested that for women, it is their

old friends (perhaps from college or young matron days)

and their mates who remain loyal ; and for men, it is

long-term business associates who have become close

friends, who rally round with their wives. Thus the

appraisals of "Musical Chair Players" center on questions

like, "Which couples from my former round of married

life remain and will be acceptable to partner and approving

of her/him?" because a reconstructed social life as a

married pair is so earnestly sought.

Furthermore, because "Musical Chair Players" do

not romanticize marriage and potential partner, but simply

view the married state as the only tolerable way to go

through middle age and into old age, the divorce passage

is a period of testing, not the pairing intrinsically,

but its functioning as a well-received marital dyad. Thus,

Players tend not to be engrossed in each other and caught

up with a youthful sense of being very much in love, but

instead, seriously undertake to find out how well they

mesh in an elaborate round of social events. Thus their

interaction takes on a more public, than private, char

acter. It may include his or her invitations to other

partner to go to the golf club of one and the tennis club

of the other. Additionally, one may have a vacation house
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which remains after property division which has been the

locus of much past socializing with a stable set of other

vacationing couples, or, traditionally a man may always

have taken a summer house at a particular location. Thus

another set of valued people must meet new partner with

sufficient "fit" all around. One subject took a third

woman to see the area in which he had vacationed for 25

years with two different wives and the two separate sets

of children. Another frequent strategy is to attend civic

dinners or fund-raising charity events together to test

how the pair is received and handles being paired. In

other words, the major difficulty to surmount is fitting

two new people into two familiar life rounds, and a bonus

is located when one partner's friends prove to be

acquaintances of the other partner's friends, comparable

to being able to declare, "Bingol ".

In this round of testing out couplehood against the

backdrop of valued, long-term social allegiances, many

new combinations of couple friends may result, with

consequent re-shuffling into a new configuration of

married friends. Thus Players quickly get down to the

serious business of checking for potential fit and are not

very interested in integrating into the passage, new single

friends acquired during passage. The main exception to

this is that if Players, en route to remarriage, encounter
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another pair of Players similarly engaged, they may,

especially if one of the other Players is locally

acquainted "in the right direction", go so far as to

include one new pair of singles in socializing with old

friends who are married.

Another common strategy is seen when both members

of a pair hoping to Play Musical Chairs to a successful

(married) conclusion, take turns entertaining at an Open

House (ostensibly for some other occasion, e.g., enter

taining for a couple about to go on a cruise). At one

fell swoop, almost everyone important to their plans can

be summoned and then the hopeful Player (s) only has to sit

back to count the number of return invitations to assess

prospects based on what those appear to mean with respect

to ratification of the potential pairing. Many awkward

disjunctures can take place at this point, but the data

which the pair needs can rationally and readily be

assembled in this fashion. Really devoted married couples

who understand what their Player friend is up to will

frequently assist on this task, by themselves throwing a

party on some pretext where they can signal their own

approval and help Players acquire and read responses. If

unexpected support comes from someone not counted on for

this function, the friend or couple sympathetic to the

pair may then be carefully cultivated and assume a more
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central place in the Players' friendship network than was

previously the case. It is clearly understood by Players

that this point in passage is the time to "call in" all

social indebtedness; it also appears to be clear to friends

thus put on notice what maneuver is currently taking place.

Ability to read cues correctly and to utilize social

resources fully is important to the future success of the

marriage.

There are a number of friendly gestures from

married couples especially appreciated by Players testing

out a tentative pairing, e.g., the husband of a woman

Player's close woman friend inviting her suitor to go on

a fishing trip, or the wife of a male Player's business

associate inviting his "friend" for luncheon. An undis

turbed social circle and intact social status, then, are

paramount concerns of Players which both tend to be fully

aware of ; that is, although no-one may comment on the

awareness context, it is an open one to Players and

friends alike. The more quickly a social concensus can be

built, the briefer the passage can be, which is entirely

what Players want. Many appear to be quite skillful at

re-constituting a social life marked by a sole change,

partner's identity. It might appear that this amounts to

essentially a "salvage" operation, but, since at upper

middle class levels, men tend to retain the same set of
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business associates into middle age and are less apt to

be transferred, and women tend to retain friends from

college or to use them to locate new ones, a high degree of

continuity is potentially present if properly orchestrated.

Indeed, one subject commented on this by saying,

It is my women friends who are the constants in
my life. The lovers and husbands come and go--
as do my children now, but it is close women
friends who are tolerant of and cordial to the

men in my life as I have "switched partners."
They are the relationships which are sustaining.

In summary, all three types of early exits have

the same goal, restoration--the passagee accomplishing

a type of passage which ends with his or her satisfactory

relocation socially according to individual assessments.

The social processes by which this is achieved are each

different forms of "normalizing", built from a passagee's own

definitions of the situation. Among all the passages

studied, only "girls" and "boys" decide to abandon partner

search, and even they take care to retain a measure of

heterosexual interaction. In each of the three forms of

early exits, however, the people studied managed multiple

careers successfully enough to take possession of what

they perceived as desired, possible and "normal" options

for themselves.
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Significant Properties
of Passage

To highlight the differential significance of some

passage dimensions as they were outlined at the beginning

of this chapter, it is useful to analyze a few features

of the five forms of passage to exit which are involved

in the two passages of differing length heretofore

discussed.

First, in reference to Immediate Planned

Remarriage to exit, Glaser and Strauss (1971:75) noted

that

The clever end-runner tries his best to conceal
his tactics. He maintains a closed awareness
context with respect to them [until his goals
are accomplished ) which as a fait accompli,
opens the awareness context, but too late for
creating much disorder or instability.

Subjects planning immediate remarriage are veritable

entrepreneurs as they operate in the closed awareness

context they rightly view as vital to meeting the needs of

their timetables for divorcing, settling property or

custody issues, and remarrying promptly without disruption

of any aspect of the pre-rehearsed outcome. Another

dimension is that they undergo a Solo passage together,

despite the fact that at any given time, there is an entire

aggregate of other people attentive to similar concerns

and remarrying for the same reason. Except for attorneys

who may be consulted very early in passage or, more often,
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before passage onset by first spouse (who is the sole

marital partner aware of the need for legal advice),

agency is not a dimension important to passage. Acting on

the decision to remarry at once requires mainly the

rational, discreet, and unhesitating execution of a

carefully designed plan to which both members of the new

pairing fully assent. In the case of large assets, an

accountant might also be consulted.

Potentially, timing and shape of passage are both

important dimensions, because the longer the passage takes,

or the less smoothly it goes, the more difficult it may be

to prevent the inadvertent, premature disclosure of the

hidden plan, and the more such disclosure could cost.

For instance, the new pair is cautious about dining out

where they could be noticed by friends of second spouse.

And it is not unusual for first spouse to encourage the

second to hope for a reconciliation, e.g. , to take first

spouse's absence from home merely as a "trial separation"

or for the purpose of "finding" her/himself, or to pass

off being preoccupied as "being worried about my work", etc.

With such strategies, it is sometimes possible to fore

stall or prevent second spouse's realization that it would

be prudent to secure sound legal advice. The fact that

there is no need to expend time, money or energy on a
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partner search means these can go into carrying out what

is essentially, then, a covert plan.

And an additional motive for the closed awareness

context is the feeling on the part of the covert lover

that the community expects people to "suffer" at least

briefly at the breakup of a marriage, or to "wait a decent

interval" before replacing one partner with another.

Hence, a first spouse, going through a divorce passage

towards the earliest possible remarriage (on the most

desirable terms--his or her own), will think twice before

risking being seen by acquaintances or their children, etc.

in any obviously happy new pairing. Instead, onset of

passage may see first spouse's preparatory expression, in

muted and oblique indications to others, of a hint that

"something is painfully out of kilter" in first spouse's

life; that is, the delight which is felt is not carelessly

displayed. For instance, on any given afternoon, the

parking lot of one well-known resort hotel in the out

skirts of a large metropolitan area always contains at

least one nervous woman briefly sitting alone in her car.

Whether she is a stranger there for casual adultery or

the meetings prominent in the indiscriminate sexual

explorations of mid-length passage, or for a tryst with a

local man concealing their plans to remarry, she will not

be there long. Nor do these types of couples linger in a
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locale known for married couple holidays. The man will

arrive quickly, driving her off in whichever car is less

known in the neighborhood; that is, the parking lot is

utilized as a juncture where they can meet and one car

be left without much risk. At any rate, since the hotel

is commonly used for having a drink with business

associates or a friend, the presence of the car, if detected,

can fairly easily be explained away if second (local)

spouse locates it. Manipulating the property of clarity

of key signs is thus an issue in the closed awareness

context, e.g., efforts to prevent second spouse from

concluding that it may take hiring a private investigator

to accurately determine what first spouse's request for a

"trial" separation means. Another fact is that while the

rendezvous's so being observed could be highly damaging

to first spouse's plans, a hopeful second spouse is often

a participant in the other's deception by going along all

too readily with explanations which are only partially

satisfying. One subject, whose dispair over her husband's

apparent disinterest in doing anything about their

failing marriage led her to a series of romances before

one which prompted her to leave him, answered her husband's

belated if irate demand to know if she were seeing someone

else with, "How do you want the list? Alphabetized?"
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This is not to claim, however, that no regard for

second spouse was observed. The foregoing subject held

her news until her husband's best friend recovered from a

medical crisis and other subjects reported being generous

in the financial settlement in order to relieve the

second spouse's disadvantaged situation after the first

person remarried. Sex therapists Hartman and Fithian

(conversation, l075) reported treating a couple in which

the husband's motive for treatment--to assist his wife to

be more "marriageable" after he left--escaped their

initial screening. One subject who went to a planned

remarriage described being willing to forego his claim to

most jointly-held assets as a wish to "leave every woman

I have been with better off for that fact." Also, although

passage into Planned Remarriage may see the calculated

unfolding of a careful plan, subjects often reported

months or years of agonized soul searching before the

decision to divorce. It is often suddently generated by

meeting someone appealing, just as obligations (expense of

children, etc.) begin to diminish on the homefront. In

particular, male subjects reported that they were "simply

not in a financial position to take the step earlier, much

as I longed to." Therefore, while the switch of partners

may appear to take place with stunning rapidity, the

build-up to the decision to undergo passage may have taken
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a long time and involved reaching such conclusions only

very reluctantly.

Second, in the case of "Girls and Boys", their

determination to avoid remarriage is much facilitated by

an open awareness context during passage. They see

announcing their disinclination to remarry as preserving

their security and stable routines. Agency is not very

important a dimension to them as they intend not to

undergo changes during passage, viewing the divorce as

the desired change event and the prior marriage as the

traumatic and risky adventure. The time, money and energy

required for partner search, were it an acceptable

alternative, goes instead into maintenance and enhancement

of a status quo achieved early in passage. One subject

bought herself a condominium in a very pleasant wooded

community outside of the city and spent a great deal of

her money furnishing it, because she did not expect to

marry again and thus, she did not plan to move. Eventually

she was so proud of her home that she invited her former

husband and his wife to Sunday brunch, and began a round

of lavish entertaining to which she invited primarily

married friends from her former (married) life.

The occasional and relatively unimportant "girling

and boying" is a pleasant convenience, which functions

mainly to forestall anyone's aggressive campaign to urge
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marriage as a course, since this can be met with, "But I

do date sometimes 1". As one subject summed up opportunities

to meet new people,

City government is very active hereabouts and
our recreational facilities are extensive. I
could meet many people, but I have changed jobs
at the company and redone my place, and I just
don't feel I have the time.

Men subjects in this category seem to readily master the

tasks necessary to running a home and entertaining and

speak of "no need for a wife", and women often refer to

the fact that "I like my independence and the men I meet

don't interest me."” Thus reversability of passage is not

an important dimension because the reversed passage is a

possibility which is not elected. As one subject reflected

in a last follow-up interview,

I suppose a companion might be nice, but I
really doubt that I would be willing to adjust
to one. Haven't you noticed how people who
remarry just seem to tend to each others' needs
and sort of go into a cocoon together?

*one problem for people engaged in partner search
is properly identifying the "Girls" and "Boys" among their
new friends, because if they meet "Girls" and "Boys" at
the onset of the latter's passage, they are not certain
if latter's announcement of lack of interest in remarriage
is serious. But, in the main, "Girls" and "Boys" leave no
time for courtship activities and therefore readily take
themselves "out of contention." Other subjects who
announced at divorce that they will not remarry, generally
move gradually but quickly into dating patterns.
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Third, for Musical Chair Players, agency is a

dimension of paramount importance as it is a mechanism by

which passage is concluded through friends' willingness to

advise, counsel, and sponser a new pairing, as is

reversability. For Players, centrality of passage is an

important dimension. They are set on being safely

partnered well before the time to age out of passage, and

this requires their concentrated efforts, especially at

the upper age ranges. Like Players, "Girls" and "Boys"

are quick to note opportunities to meet people, but after

taking comfort in the availability of routes to repairing,

they dismiss them, unlike Players who jump to maximize

their potential for partner search.

As for shape, Players want a straight arrow course

into remarriage. A main problem for them lies in assessing

another person's inclination for, or availability for,

remarriage. This may involve locating someone who has

longed to be rescued from singlehood (e.g., a prosperous

widow who is too socially conservative to undertake an

effective partner search, or a man or woman for whom the

management of multiple careers quickly assumed the

character of a dilemma). Players are astute at sizing up

these possibilities and work towards a swift courtship

safely concluded, being willing to forego the travel, new

clothes, or remodeling a home which "Girls" and "Boys"
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throw themselves into just as rapidly. Thus Players tend

to devote as little time as possible to regretting the

impending divorce, but immediately begin scouting around

for a new partner, which enables many of them to be

remarried by the time of "the final", in states which have

a six-month or year's waiting period after the interlocatory

decree. If negotiating a financial settlement through

the courts takes up a similar amount of time but, when

concluded, a divorce is final, Players again tend to be

ready to formalize a new pairing immediately. Thus rate

of activity is an important dimension in Players' passages

as so much must be accomplished in the shortest possible

time, in contrast to the leisurely pace at which "Girls"

and "Boys" re-arrange their lives to shore them up with

the most luxurious and "self-centered" (as one subject put

it) organization of life permitted by their incomes.

Thus, money management tasks may be dismissed by

Players who will sink all their funds into partner search,

but it is a critical issue for "Girls and Boys". They

are extremely careful with money since they do not expect

the assets or income of a second person to become available

to them. One Player went so far as to escort the woman

he hoped to capture through a round of inspection of

expensive homes for sale, which puzzled her because she

knew his income was relatively modest. Later, several
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weeks before their extravagent wedding reception, held at

his obliging friends' home, he confided he had "gone

through all his savings," as a means to pursuade her they

ought to cancel the modest home purchase they had

contracted for, and take a small apartment.

The Social Meanings of Ageing,
Divorce, Midlife Singlehood,
and Conventional Marriage to
Early Exiting Subjects

For all early exiters, divorce seems to be viewed

as a stage to utilize as the means to a desired goal. For

the Immediate Remarrieds and Players, being divorced

temporarily is no cause for alarm. To Girls and Boys,

while a great deal of denial may go into their accounts,

the stigma of being divorced is mitigated by their

refusal to "go looking" again. For all three groups,

divorce is not linked to midlife singlehood, but to

marriage. All accepted conventional marriage as a social

good; Players and the Immediately Remarried race towards

the prize of a remarriage, and Girls and Boys invoke their

previously married state as sufficient legitimation for

the present lack of a mate.

That is, none question the desirability of marriage,

at least not as a concept. Girls and Boys simply point out,

"I was married, but never again!" which suggests that the

formerly married is more to be desired than the never-married
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state. Indeed, most Girls retain the ex-husband's surname

(as opposed to younger women or those in long passages)

and generally use "Mrs. " before it rather than "Ms.".

Also, Boys sometimes continue to cultivate former in-law

relationships assiduously, e.g., one long-ago thrice

married Boy called on his second wife's sister and

husband whenever he was the house guest of his cousin,

and it is not unusual for a Boy to continue to see a

former mother-in-law. One Boy who never remarried acted

as contractor for his ex-wife and her second husband when

they wanted to build a home, stipulating, "I'll do it as

long as she doesn't give me any of the orders. I've had

enough of that already." Girls and Boys view themselves

as not needing remarriage.

As for interpretations of Ageing, Players appear

to be haunted by prospects of facing old age. They are

retirement-oriented in that they hope not to be both old

and alone. It is not clear how the Immediately Remarried

view ageing, a research issue insufficiently followed. As

for attitudes to midlife singlehood, it is viewed as

highly undesirable by Players but as a time to have

privacy and to do as one wishes by Girls and Boys, the

latter continually counting this as a main benefit of

divorce. Their 's is an "as if" approach; however, they

glorify in midlife singlehood as if only later in life can
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one be astute enough to value the independence which was

potentially present in earlier stages of life. Also,

their carrying familial burdens earlier is frequently

cited as justification for having no present conflicts

about building self-sufficient and self-indulgent lives

now. This proposition is in direct contradiction to

Players who dread the onset of ageing and therefore see

middle age as the last time to risk "going it alone".

Taken together, all three categories of subjects who exit

early are pronounced in their conventional use of time,

as all three use a brief passage to establish themselves

as snugly as possible into comfortable social niches.



Chapter Four

MID-LENGTH PASSAGE EXITS, MULTIPLE CAREER

MANAGEMENT AND PERCEIVED OPTIONS

Parameters of Mid-Length
Passages

Complexity of these passages. Mid-length passages

are more complex than shorter ones. While subjects who

promptly entered into planned remarriage accomplished a

transfer of paired identity and partial rearrangement of

social networks while awaiting divorce, "Girls and Boys"

dropped back into the embrace of relatives, adjusting

occupational goals to minimize threats to retirement

security, and Players singlemindedly sought remarriage with

support from many friends; longer passages allow both

aspirations and troubling new situations to grow.

Mid-length passages are also more diffuse, less

clearly characterized, and have a more complicated pattern

of multiple career management. Subjects who moved to planned

remarriage generally had only to accomplish the change of

partner identity throughout whatever interpersonal careers

were maintained; the shift was swift and the courtship takes

place primarily in private. At remarriage, Significant

Others are present with it as a fait accompli, if they have

not already been confidentes or confiderates of the secret

pair. "Girls and Boys" cultivate the set of relatives who

135
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sustained them through the divorce, any in-law relationships

retained, and children if they remain from the marriage.

Players subordinate occupational careers to the partner hunt

stage, using friendships from their worlds of work to look

for ratification, and there is much less emphasis on chil

dren. If they exist, they are not central to the courtship.

Integrated management of careers which compete and constantly

must be juggled is more common in longer passages, as is a

belated emphasis on the career line as "a woman" or "a man".

Data suggest that subjects maintaining mid-length

passages were either more cautious than earlier exiters (with

the exception of "Boys and Girls"), more ambitious for them

selves, much more burdened with personal difficulties, or

less certain of what course to elect--if not influenced by

some combination of these. One subject proposed "locus of

control" as a factor implicated in longer passages. He made

an interesting argument for it, saying

Initially, people who do the "dumping" feel better
than their spouses, because it is their decision
to divorce that ends the marriage. On the other
hand, dumpees are usually devastated and just want
to recover what they lost--a husband or wife. But
the dumper, who knows only that he didn't want any
more of that marriage, has no idea of with what to
replace it. After awhile, the dumped partner does
find someone, and about that time, some of what the
dumper has tried, has failed to work out. It's at
that point that the person who left the marriage
starts to experience some of the confusion the
second spouse felt on hearing the original announce
ment. By the time dumped spouse starts to have
something to feel better about, the dumper has had
time to start feeling badly.
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The research yielded no conclusions on this point; but it

was evident that some subjects who decided against a

brief divorce passage felt that, while they did not want

to settle for simply ageing out of passage as did "Girls

and Boys, " they were less convinced of the value of

conventional marriage than Musical Chair Players. In

short, some subjects were more interested in at least a

tentative exploration of midlife singlehood than Players.

Others were forced into a longer experience of it than

they wished.

Problems Complicating Passage

Some subjects seemed to be "late starters" in

passage or to be using it to go into a "holding pattern"

temporarily. Others used it, first of all, to "catch up"

on career lines outside of the "man" or "woman" career,

but, of course, related to it, e.g., designed to allow a

more advantageous set of circumstances from which to launch

a partner search, later on. For instance, some went back

for more university or professional school training in

order to upgrade occupationally--thus having little free

time, energy, or money for undertaking a prompt partner

search. Or they wanted to stabilize their children's

situation, especially when divorce appeared to have

interrupted or disturbed children's development. Some

subjects appeared to begin passage by taking refuge in
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training or parenting, as if not prepared to muster forces

for dating. All of the above reasons were submitted by

subjects who postponed what they saw as the "real"

beginning of passage, e.g., dating.

While inner psychological states of individuals

were not foci of study, it also seemed that some subjects

"took the divorce harder" than others and were slower to

move on to re-pairing opportunities. For others, problems

were structural. Many subjects experienced severe

(sometimes only temporary) downward social mobility as an

outcome of divorce. While many expected or understood in

advance that this would be a consequence, and while they

nevertheless saw divorce as an improvement on their

marriage, they reported beginning passage with considerable

difficulty in adapting to changed circumstances, and did

not feel "ready" to enter the re-marriage market. But

others deliberately slowed the pace and postponed a

partner search they intended and had great hopes for,

because they simple first needed a year or two of relative

solitude--except for maintaining jobs--to get their

bearings. One subject declared, "I just overdosed on

marriage 1 " when explaining his reluctance to make a new

commitment.

Many subjects reported their resentment at well

intentioned matchmaking. One commented, "I can make my
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own plans !" It seemed to inhibit their progress back into

matehood if long-distance calls to parents elicited

persistent inquiries like, "Are you dating yet?", or they

perceived that friends were pushing, not helping. The

value they put on privacy was very high. They were

adament, if not vehement, about not wanting to alter

their private lives to suit the expectation, needs, or

wishes of anyone else. This feeling was very strong and

it was repeatedly reported in interviews and during

participant observation as a sufficient gain for justifying

their divorce. One man explained his several years of

reluctance to partner for fear he'd be enticed into another

marriage he was not sure he wanted with, "I've been in

cold storage 1" A woman subject reflected,

I just had to have a long period of being alone.
For months I went without a television set or
radio. I'd never known what it was to be alone.

I couldn't get enough of silence.

A second woman reported,

The only things I was sure I wanted was to
hang onto my job and have my own place. It
took a long time to find a place I could
afford. I was so happy when I was moved in,
that I'd get up early, commute to work and
come home exhausted, going right to sleep.
The next day I did the same. I hoped to be
dating after awhile but in the meantime, I
felt real joy about having my own place at
last. But, for months, I rarely even invited
a woman friend up for the weekend, though I'd
worked a long time getting a guest room ready.
Mostly, it just sat empty. My greatest
pleasure then was being able to lock the
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front door knowing nobody could come through
it without my permission. That alone made
divorce worthwhile !

Additionally, postdivorce "rebound romances" were

a phenomenon capturing many subjects for the first several

months or years of passage. Some subjects who nursed

people through a difficult initial stage of passage found

the friend's becoming able to take charge of his or her

life with less assistance and comfort resulted in friend's

announcement of a decision to end the romance because it

had come to "feel as confining as the marriage had been".

Other romantic pairs recently in passage together--but

originally for different lengths of time, found their

mutual attraction and hopes defeated by their failure to

recognize and deal with the significance of this disparity

in stage or duration of passage, which can be an important

dimension to understand when in passage. For instance,

a Steady finally past the final decree might suddenly

feel intrigued by thoughts of a period of sexual explora

tion, if only as a means to celebrate concluding the

litigation the lover concluded a year or two before,

and perceive as threatening the previously-appreciated,

unreserved acceptance of a partner who had been in

passage long enough to have reached the point of readiness

to partner. Frequently the abrupt termination of an
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exciting rebound romance left a subject so perplexed

that dating would be shelved in favor of a year of

psychotherapy, especially if the affair took place so

rapidly that no postdivorce reassessment was explored.

Subjects then had to go back for a time to "get my

life in shape", as one put it. Another common remark

was, "I've got to get my act together." By this

subjects meant that it proved necessary to have a well

organized base from which to develop options.

Two fundamental structural problems were common.

First the struggle to assume total responsibility for

running a household and caring for children. Second,

the race to retain (men) or build (women) sufficiently

coherent career lines occupationally to have the

financial rewards which lent a measure of stability to

life. These tasks meant at least partially resolving

problems before these singles could begin meeting new

people and building new social worlds. These structural

problems were sometimes seen together and they were so

severe in many cases that they cannot be overemphasized.

Day-to-day or week-to-week crises tended to "flood out"

all longer range concerns. Subjects often appeared to

be battling a many-headed Hydra; as soon as one set of

tasks were mastered, a whole new set requiring capable
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role performance cropped up. There were many disjunctures,

because difficulties in coping became a basis for role

discontinuity in the interpersonal career line. Many

people therefore found themselves continually pushing

back their timetables for their long-hoped-for sallies

into cross-sex friendship exploration. In these cases,

it was "life", not just dating, which subjects perceived

themselves as having to wait to start. In such passage

beginnings, the career as a "man" or "woman" would

thus be effectively blocked for what subjects saw as

a critically long time, as their futures as "somebody's

potential mate" were repeatedly fore-stalled.

In particular, these people tended to be single

mothers whose former husbands quickly entered into new

marriages entailing their fathering the new woman's

children or having more children with new mate, and

men who discovered, to their distress, that for them

divorce meant loss of children. The extent to which

many men were devastated by loss of children was an

unequivocable and unexpected finding. To the latter,

unprepared to relinquish the father role and unable to

or disinterested in parenting another man's children

or having more children, the single state can best

be described as "chilling". One man said,
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I was always asking my wife to keep the
children out of my study and they were
always nuzzling around me, demanding my
time. I had just not thought about how
terrible it would be if they were just not
around at all.

Thus, two serious miscalculations contrasted by

gender were women's failure to appreciate the loads they

might have to carry in assuming complete responsibility

for a family, and men's belated recognition of the degree

to which divorce effectively meant forfeiting access to

children. The worst part was that neither of these

possibilities had factored into the dicorce decision, and

overlooking them proved to be so significant a mistake.

In particular, women reported having no idea of the

extent to which they needed the contributions of the

father-husband role, and men that they had never before

seen the degree to which they had depended on family

life for emotional satisfaction and a sense of being

"whole men". One male subject commented, "At divorce, I

just thought I didn't want the responsibility of raising

a daughter. Much later on, I saw that I had missed a

lot." These dilemmas--of having former husbands who

refused to co-parent or former wives who withdrew

children.--seemed present in cases where the "overloaded"
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mother" or "discarded father" initiated what proved to be

a bitter divorce. That is, they may have been targets of

highly successful punitive strategies employed by former

spouses bent on retaliation.” At any rate, these subjects'

expectations during passage onset were later dis-confirmed.

Thus, down the road, some subjects saw that they had been

mistaken to assume divorce was a matter between spouses

alone, but that one major aftermath was a discontinuity in

parental roles with implications on which they had not

bargained.

Accordingly, many subjects reported a period of

emotional turmoil while they tried to deal with a sense of

being "permanently out of things." One woman reported,

When we divorced, we were new in that city.
Chad immediately remarried and left the state.
I discovered that the children and I simply
had no place, socially. It took me a long
time to get going and I never will know just
what it cost the children.

Another phenomenon which initially complicated a

passage was trouble dealing with the resumption of a

sexual career. Many men took up a course of sexual

promiscuity with highly positive expectations which were

destroyed in a few months or years, and women reported

*According to the Bloods" (1979) research on
amicable divorces, only traditionally-oriented couples
postpone the divorce so long that "bitterness is
inevitable".
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feeling that they had been pushed into a series of "one

night stands" with no understanding at the time of what

it might take to recover from the costs of this.

Initially pleased with the degree of sexual interest in

them, many subjects later pulled back from what they had

thought would be a rewarding activity, and had to insist

on their own definitions as these emerged. "For a long

time, I just went erotically crazy!", one man reflected.

A woman subject explained,

At first, I had no defenses at all against
continual sexual invitations. Finally I was
able to take control of my life enough to
refuse a new lover, because I just didn't
like him as a person. He said, "But every
body wants me for my body; I've never been
turned down after just one enounter." And
I said, "Well, you have been now; you'll
have to get used to it!" That was a real
milestone for me !

Turning to indiscriminate sexuality seemed to be a more

prominent feature in the passages of subjects who married

very early and without much sexual experience. This

included as many men as women. At first, they assumed

that reversing the situation ought to be a corrective.

Later, they decided on more moderate courses, such as sex

with affection. In the meantime, some subjects had to

re-evaluate the place of sexuality in their lives,

perceiving the sexual career as something they had

re-instituted before sufficiently thinking it through.
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For others, however, resumption of sexual activity took

place with unmixed consequences and was a sustaining and

enhancing aspect early in passage. Nevertheless, taking

up this career strand potentially complicated over-all

career management.

Mid-Length Passages

"Going Steady" to exit. A fourth type of passage

studied was "Going Steady" to exit. On the whole, this

mode is reminiscent of an old-fashioned courtship or

subjects' memories of being high school sweethearts.

Like "Players", an initial pairing usually led to

remarriage. However, subjects tended to be much slower

to pair, tended to set themselves a more deliberate pace,

to go therefore through much longer passages, and to have

as desired outcome, the formation of a stepfamily. In

character, the two passages also differ because the

"Going Steady" pattern is a more privatized bonding.

As in MC Playing, there is absence of experimenta

tion with a variety of partners and the presence of a

strong conviction that the married state is the "natural",

desired, adult condition. Thus "Going Steady" singles

are noticeably traditional in values, family-centered,

and relatively conventional, with one exception.

Gradually and discreetly, some "Going Steady" couples turn
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this mode of relationship into a Living Together Arrange

ment, or LTA, as a remarriage prelude; others "Going

Steady" do not do so, however. There can be much self

consciousness about the LTA as a transition because of a

concern about "respectability". Therefore, aspects of

"Going Steady" may be covert and somewhat uncomfortable

to participants, e.g., the perceived necessity to dis

semble to children. For instance,

One subject, when sufficiently satisfied with
her new partner to plan remarriage, agreed to an
LTA stage of courtship in the passage, but
before her new partner moved into the family
home, she told her children they had gotten
married. When they were ready for this step
a year later, they went out of town with her
sister and the sister's husband, who were
privy to the secret and acted as witnesses at
the wedding. Its actual date was not divulged.

Another subject who went Steady to remarriage reported

that after two years of cohabitation, "We left the

children at home and went up to the mountains, and got

married, by ourselves." Without cohabitation, Steadies

tend to "stay over" together--as staying overnight is

routinely called among these singles. He is more apt than

she to stay over at the other's residence, and he may

leave before dawn or park his car out of sight.

Subjects studied throughout a "Going Steady"

passage take quite a bit of time to slowly introduce new

partner to friends and relatives, and, from the very first,
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much of their interaction is home-centered. The familial

career line receives first priority, that is, subjects

focus on protecting ties with children and significant

relatives. Indeed, much of their early interaction

consists of taking her/his (or their) children on outings;

later, they go to his or her siblings and parents' home

for Sunday and holiday visits. They are thus careful

to integrate new partner into an ongoing situation and

try to give everyone involved "time to get to know" new

partner. They tend to review a prior marriage for the

purpose of comparing it negatively with the new pairing.

They do a lot of partner and tentative family unit

testing. A stable, reconstituted family is the primary

goal and their passage takes time to accomplish.

Together they grocery shop, cook dinner, take children

shopping and pick up his or her teenagers at the movies.

They worry about children being on drugs and are inter

ested in discussing the children's welfare and futures.

Their interaction with each other and friends is

somewhat formal, especially because of their concern about

appearances. They may be church-goers; at least they

faithfully attend the church weddings of their friends'

children, utilizing these occasions for presenting new

partner. The office Christman party or company's annual
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dinner dance are other settings in which to indicate their

intentions.

They tend to talk a lot about the date of the

upcoming marriage between themselves and to take these

wedding plans very seriously, particularly if a

transitional LTA was not instituted. They romanticize

their plans for remarriage, and plan large receptions in

parish halls, at civic clubs, or in her (to be, their)

new home. They try to contact old friends so that as

many as possible will be on hand for the wedding and

agonize over which ones to ask to stand up with them. If

they are not church-going, they tend to ask a minister

friend (or someone recommended) to perform the ceremony

at home. They also like to have his, her, or all the

children take roles in the wedding. A typical crisis is

the problem of whether or not former spouse will allow a

child (if former spouse has custody, and especially if

s/he has not remarried) to so participate. These "Going

Steady" singles thus tend to direct their activities and

thoughts towards finalizing their plans to have a step

family and the custom of having children take part in

the wedding emphasizes this fact. They are usually very

eager to resume marital careers and tend to romanticize

new partner as well as feel quite relaxed and comfortable

with the chosen person. Taking quite a bit of time

:
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allows children to learn to trust and depend on the new

step parent; additionally, some problem areas can ideally

be straightened out in advance of the new tie being

formalized, although child-step parent relationships are

notorious for causing the pair difficulties.

As implied, a major problem is the necessity to

deal with a prior spouse, because of the continuing

interest in children and possibly for a very long period

after remarriage. Thus a former wife who "cannot seem to

get on her feet" or "can't seem to stay remarried", or

a former husband who "can't keep a job" or tries to

undermine the children's loyalty--or problems of jealousy

and divided obligations--may present themselves and

unsettle the courtship. But one function new partner

may fill is to give advice and assistance on dealing with

a troublesome former spouse. Sometimes former spouse

seems to be a "common enemy" who bonds the courting

couple together early, particularly when the parent

member of the new pairing is continually upset by former

spouse's refusal to be cooperative or civil. Thus

subjects reported feeling that former spouse is almost

part of the passage. One subject commented,

We get everything going happily and it seems
as if Lenore can tell. We thought it would
help that she remarried again and moved out
of town, but now we just have to import Bob's
daughters further for their visiting weekends

|

º
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and I know that eventually she's going to start
throwing the girls out, one by one, and I'll
just be raising teen agers again!

Another subject said,

We know she'll be with us always, one way or
another. We may end up leaving the state,
or maybe the country--actually I have this
picture of her following us anyplace |

The subject who was studied the longest, encountered just

before her remarriage, reports "he still tries to throw us

into a panic. The only tactic that ever worked was to try

to ignore him and even that doesn't always do it."

One source of the former spouse becoming intro

duced to new partner or becoming almost a permanent

feature of the pair's interaction patterns, is the need

to discuss not just weekend visits, but the summer or

holidays ones and finances. Heated battles can rage

around who gets the children for Christmas or whether or

not a grandparent, valued by the child and the couple,

will accept an invitation when s/he is an in-law from the

former marriage. If children make a transfer of allegiance

to the new pairing fairly easily, in-laws may do so too

from their approval of the impending marriage or simply

their wish to continue to see a former son-in-law,

daughter-in-law or grandchild. It is not unusual for a

valued and affectionate ex-in-law to be one of the people

who gets acquainted with the new partner fairly early.
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The permutations of these Going Steady alliances, then,

can be quite complicated.

Throughout these passages, however, their

character remains sedate. Passagees pay little attention

to self-development rhetoric from the Growth Movement,

because their orientation is essentially conservative.

Later in passage, typical crises for this pair is a fight

to get custody of a child being with-held or, more

likely, sudden news that a former spouse can "no longer

manage" a child and is immediately shipping her/him to

ex-first spouse--which often precipitates a further

crisis, e.g., need to enlarge a house. Another emergency

must be met when the pair of Steadies are advised by former

spouse that first ex-first spouse must assume total

financial support of children.

Because the "Going Steady" pair does not regard

itself as two singles, but as a provisional pair, they do

not consider dating other people. They do not seriously

undertake personality or lifestyle changes because they

see the problem as replacing an unsatisfactory spouse with

a "proper mate", thus rejecting growth movement ideals.

The one change commented on is to remark with pleasure

about "being able at last to play golf together, as I

always wanted," or, conversely, "Now I don't have to play

|
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golf anymore 1 " That is, they are apt to change couple

recreational habits to bring them more into accord with

their personal preferences.

Because it is characteristic of Steadies to use

the passage not simply for partnership testing but for

pre-rehearsing a familial venture, their energies go into

this. Occupational careers are subordinated to the

effort and children are never excluded from the pairing.

Also, it is typical for friends in the neighborhood or

from earlier years to include the pair in customary

rounds of sociability and their motives include being

concerned about neighborhood solidarity.

It is salient, further, to realize that many

LTAs or "arrangements" are accepted by the very-married

as if they represent commitment to conventional marriage.

This is, then, a source of latitude for people with respect

to behavior at singlehood. The as if semblance of mar

riage, if not the fact of it, serves the function of group

solidarity, i.e., norms are partially honored, or they

look "as if" they are.

The following is an example:

One observed subject entered into a steady
relationship involving spending a great deal of
time with an enthusiastic suitor. He had a

luxurious apartment and seemed financially
secure. She had a luxurious home. For most

of a year, they stayed together; at one
location or the other, broken by frequent
travel, returning to care for her two

■ |
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college-age children. On these last occasions,
the suitor functioned as a surrogate father.

Although the neighbors did not like him or the
situation, they knew he was very much
interested in marriage. Therefore, neighbors
who were her old friends tolerated a normative

situation which they personally, but privately,
deplored. Some had relatively young children
to whom all of this had to be explained.
Despite their feelings, the "courting couple"
was routinely included in every social event.
The intimate nature of the relationship, which
neighbors saw as unfortunate and, certainly
much too blatantly presented, was tolerated
because the outcome of this romance was

uncertain. They were well aware that this
man could become the head of household at any
point. They thus "reserved judgment" or tried
to, and through an heroic sequence of temporizing
and apparently approving measures, they held
doubts in check until the woman, herself,
reached a decision.

The decision they really wanted to urge on her was marriage;

but not to this particular man, whom they saw as dis

interested in the children, inappropriate, and possibly

out to exploit the woman. Nevertheless their cordiality

never flagged:

When she finally reached a decision, rather,
unexpectedly, to break off the romance, the
relief in the neighborhood was extensive. Then
everyone came forth to applaud her decision,
and to express their reservations. When she
did marry, after a second experience of "going
steady", someone whom she had known a short
time, all rejoiced. His courtship had been
more conventional; he called with another
couple in tow, and took her out to dinner.
He also met their standards for neighborhood
participation, as the other man had not been
able to do. And in some cases, neighbors who
did not know this woman well, nor even met the
new suitor, sent rather elaborate presents through
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a telephone alert system, organized
by the wife whose sense of propriety had been
most offended the year before.

These gifts were, of course, rewards for a restored

normative equilibrium.

Thus, the "strains of pretense, the differences

between past and present status" (Rosow, 1974: 129) and an

awkward "holding pattern" in the neighborhood were

resolved to everyone's satisfaction, and the round of

neighborhood life resumed without much attention then

being paid to the newly-constituted pair. After a round

of observances of the home wedding, and the couple's

Open Houses in which the new husband was ritually intro

duced to everyone whom the woman saw as important, the

neighborhood paid little attention to him, and the couple

took up a rather private existence with little neighbor

hood interaction. It is this anxiety about the outcome

of a Going Steady period which both subjects and neighbors

undergo, despite other social credentials held by Steadies.

To continue, Steadies are cautious and a bit shy,

evidently hoping never to divorce again and to fit into

the neighborhood after remarrying. In this, they too,

are "normalizing" their situations as quickly as they

can. Initially, and throughout the courtship to a large

degree, they tend to spend a great deal of time alone or

in family activities, and to be tentative about entering
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social circles as a pair, in contrast to Players who see

their network of friends as an opportunity for manipula

tion. Steadies appear to be more genuinely interested in

and rejoicing about the other and to undertake several

years of earnest courtship before the wedding. Although

their sexual careers as a new pair may be extremely

gratifying to them, this theme is covert and muted-–that

is, a highly private matter. In public self-presentation,

they focus on the benefits to the children of their plans

and the contribution step parent-to-be is already making.

This often is sufficient to win over relatives, friends

and neighbors, as well as the children (as long as new

partner's intentions are viewed as "honorable" and her/his

motives as genuine). In a surprisingly high percentage

of cases, the first "Going Steady" experience did lead to

the planned remarriage, apparently to everyone's

subsequent satisfaction.

Enforced remarriage to exit. Another form of

exit, the fifth, was "Enforced Remarriage". This differs

from the last exit discussed in that it is characterized

by an emotional tone of uneasiness and confusion and some

subjects have a reluctance to remarry, entering what looks

like a "Going Steady" pattern only after something in the

passage has aborted. Generally, this happens when the

divorce is followed by an unexpected disappointment, e.g.,
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lack of promotion (usually male), loss of parent or

sibling, lack of sufficient career success to maintain

one self well as a single person (especially women

struggling with rearing children, simultaneously with

problems of career advancement), the early and apparently

very happy remarriage of former spouse--or some combina

tion of these. Another possibility was unforeseen

expenses, e.g. , illness, children's education, etc. But

subjects who terminated passage because of circumstances

which they privately defined as partly negative

expressed little direct reservations about remarriage

(as not matching hopes they originally held for them

selves at time of divorce), but revealed them primarily

by reluctance to discuss the remarriage, preferring to

stick to reporting on passage. Additionally, they omit

the many positive reference to the remarriage with which

Players and Steadies continually bring the interviews

around to discussing present (marital) gains. In the

case of an enforced remarriage, subjects tended to

emphasize the difficulties in first marriage, contrasting

them with a positive appraisal of the divorce, not the

remarriage. In the case of longitudinally following

subjects, the enforced remarrieds consistently de-empha

sized the present marriage after it had occurred. Another

way in which this type was noted was in later "confessions"

that necessary marriage had turned out better than expected.

- |

:
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An important point (belatedly made) is that in

many cases, exits were not of one Player marrying another

Player--though many were--but often appeared to be

marriages of one type of exit combined with another.

Thus Players found people who wanted Steadies and thereby

underwent longer courtships than they wished. A more

common occurrence was that a Player could accomplish

remarriage to someone regarded as suitable by finding a

person to whom remarriage suddenly seemed a good idea

because of intervening difficulties which disrupted and

complicated the hoped-for type of exit. In some

case, a Player "caught" a partner in someone perceiving

it was time to terminate passages not "going well" (that

is, for one person it constituted an enforced remarriage).

If the couple were followed, the person who felt obliged

to marry to solve a practical or existential problem

(e.g., loneliness) might elect to divorce again and re-enter

passage until it could be concluded more satisfactorily.

Methodologically, and on the whole, researcher

sensitivity and longitudinally following remarried

subjects to subsequent divorce appeared to be the sole

means to collect convincing data on the extent of cases

of "Enforced Remarriage", which remains the least well

understood type of exit. That is, one among the possible

outcomes of enforced remarriage would be a decision by
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its participants to bring to a close, a remarriage which

had not functioned as well as participants hoped it would,

or, on the other hand, had served them sufficiently well

to allow them to re-enter a divorce passage with increased

resources for successful management of multiple careers,

on the second try. In the second divorce passage, and

often only then, the few subjects who clearly were cases

of "enforced remarriage" retrospectively confirmed it and

contributed to analysis by becoming willing to confide

what their appraisals of their prospects had been, at

time of the enforced remarriage. In other words, only

then were most subjects willing to talk about the

remarriage with any candor. Difficulties lay, then, in

researcher tendency to take at face value what subjects

reported coupled with an originally insufficient under

standing of the complexity of identifying enforced passage

termination, as a research issue.

In the main, however, the fact that one partner

in a remarriage might conceal from other partner, as well

as from researcher, privately held reservations or "true

motives" for remarriage (or in extreme cases, did not feel

in a position to ask similarly "hard questions" of them

selves before remarrying) were issues beyond the study's

scope. A final factor complicating identification of this

form of passage exit rested in the fact that when one or
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both partners were terminating passage on the basis of

a perceived need to remarry as a means to "cut losses",

a pairing might tend to look like another form of exit,

e.g. , two Players, a Player and a Steady, or two Steadies.

In addition, it is instructive to note the element of

chance, or of random and serendipitously-fortuitous

pairings. Some remarried subjects seemed to think that

they had been uncommonly lucky in being able to re-pair

appropriately, according to their perceptions of their

needs, well before they had expected to be able to.

Another qualifier rests in a logical fact, which

was not an hypothesis tested or emphasized during data

collection. Some stably-remarried subjects who had

appeared to "Go Steady" to successful (e.g. stable)

remarried conclusions, might have merely represented a

highly cautious march into enforced remarriage.

A bottom line question underlying the foregoing

speculative lines might be, "Will enforced remarriages

be less likely to be stable?', e.g., permanent. However,

since subjects themselves took the fact of remarriage to

indicate "success" in passage termination, the issue of

what degree of remarriage was a reflection of actually

"successful" examples of passage termination was left out
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in favor of accepting the passagees' own definitions.

With the exception of "Girls and Boys", who are highly

decisive about preventing the risks they see as likely

to accrue to them from considering a second or third

marriage, there was a surprising amount of consensus

among subjects on the issue of remarriage. In subjects'

conversations studied during field work, in the state

ments they directed to interviewer, and in their own

speculations about singles who were their friends, or were

friends recently-single, or when projecting their own

futures, remarriage is simply their one general criterion

for determining when a passage is successfully concluded.

A typical datum offered to researcher was a remark like,

"She remarried fairly soon." Another common one was, "I

hope to remarry--" followed by a laundry list of desired

partner characteristics, or "I'll remarry when--" followed

by a review of accomplishments necessary to achieve before

being ready to seriously undertake a partner search. These

previous statements need only a slight alteration,

furthermore, to characterize reports of subjects who

terminated passage only after long passages of a character

9A question often posed by one single person to
another, when seeking to get posted on how a third single
(known to both) is progressing, is: "Has s/he remarried
yet?"
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widely divergent from early or mid-length passage exits.

The latter subjects saw pairing, not necessarily remarriage,

as the desired goal; hence their evaluations carried a

similar judgment. In explaining his long passage, One

men pointed out, "I've had several romances go sour on me

and a very gratifying professional life." One subject

ended a (last) follow-up interview with this summation,

"Well, I certainly went through a lot of LTAs and a lot

of women, before finding the right person to live with,

didn't I?", as he reflected on his stable re-pairing of

8 years standing.

A further illustration lies in the fact that

subjects in long passages do not perceive any need to

complete the following sentence, "I'm still looking."

And among passagees who are willing to consider "Girling

and Boying" patterns only if they find themselves ageing

out of passage, a "what might have been" reference to

aborted prior romances (not carried to termination into

remarriage) exists alongside a theme of "what might still

be", animating follow-up interviews of the long-in

passage. In summary, despite the frequency of what could

be called the ideology of singlehood--to be examined in

the next chapter, a major and unexpected finding was the

widely held, if tacit definition of the situation present

throughout most of the research; to wit, finding a
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partner was to take the word, "repair", in its most

literal sense.

Significant Properties of the
Mid-Length Passage

A critical dimension for the mid-length passage is

its reversability: in both forms, Steadies and Enforced

Remarriers--although more so for the second. While

Steadies work their way slowly towards successful building

of a relationship solid enough to sustain remarriage,

subjects whose remarriages were coerced by circumstances

such as their inept management of multiple careers or the

unexpected development of further difficulties for which

they were unprepared are in urgent need of passage resolu

tion. The shape of these two forms of the passage type

also vary, as Steadies tend to progress well, ironing out

problems calmly as they surface, using a considerable

level interpersonal skill. But a graph line of the other

passage would resemble a wildly-fluctuating stock market

chart. The hopes of the Enforced Remarrieds were

repeatedly extinguished as more and more problems arose

to complicate their passages. They may suffer through a

series of potential or more usually, actual mini-reversals

before they choose to exit as a form of loss-cutting.

The property of desirability may also be at issue, for a

passage which looked desirable in advance may rapidly turn
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into a nightmare. Therefore the dimensions of repeat

ability and choice about entry become other saliant

properties at least as posibilities for future considera

tion. One problem for subjects whose exit was forced

is that they failed to note the dimension of clarity of

key signs adequately enough to forestall an exit not to

their liking, because of the informal character of the

passage and their inability to take accurate readings of

their situations. For the latter form of exit, another

implicit dimension is centrality of passage to a subject's

life. If multiple career management becomes an overwhelming

task, the subject tends to find everything in her or his

life is flooded out by the difficulties of coping with

divorce, e.g., occupational goals and/or children's well."

being may be sacrificed to a stalled passage.

The Social Meanings of Ageing,
Divorce, Midlife Singlehood,
and Conventional Marriage to
Subjects with Mid-Length
Passage

As for Steadies and the Enforced Remarrieds in

mid-length passages, Steadies tend to be in less of a panic

than Players about ageing, but they do not view divorce

or midlife singlehood as desirable when compared to

conventional marriage. They appeared to be more confident

of their own capacities to manage a passage and to perceive
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themselves as more "marketable" than did Players, which is

another reason they tend not to view a frantic hunt for

agents as necessary. Generally, it is the Enforced

Remarrieds who change their initial appraisals. They may

begin passage with regrets or dismay about divorce but

the unmanageable complexity of passage is the dimension

which nudges them into viewing midlife singlehood less

and less positively and conventional marriage more and more

positively as time in passage lengthens.

To avoid what subjects see as premature

termination of passage, men must manage age and women,

money, which was an unexpected finding to be analyzed more

fully when discussing long passages. Men approaching or

over 50 confronted problems of ageing at about the same

time that they were hitting their occupational ceilings,

in most cases, while older women had been put in a similarly

disadvantaged position a decade earlier and had begun to

become comfortable with midlife, if not with midlife

singlehood. In an increasingly informal "hip" era and

when competing for the more attractive women, many men

suddenly found either their attitudes or behavior viewed

as quite dated, particularly because of the feminist

movement. To be shorn of the authority of their

previously-held roles of "husband" and "father" at the

same time that they had to deal with at least an
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occasional "new woman" was especially difficult for men

without the assets which had been undivided until divorce.

In other words, circumstances forced some men to look at

a pool of employed women who were newly assertive, because

they needed financial partners in order to remarry. For

women, it was a reverse situation; they might have

learned how to handle the variable of age only to be

roundly defeated by money management problems. In both

cases, conventional marriage could assume a new value.

Summary

While the goal of mid-length passages continues to

be restoration in the context of risk avoidance, in so

far as subjects' definitions of their situations go,

another social process is evident when early and mid-length

passages are analyzed together. While Steadies tend to

carefully "normalize" their situations and generally

appear to contract stable remarriages, subjects entering

into "Enforced Remarriages" are primarily involved in

"stabilizing" their situations, dangerously out-of-hand

with respect to perceived competence in management of

several career lines simultaneously. It appears likely

that the de-stabilized situation forces the hand of both

"Girls and Boys" and those people entering into "Enforced

Remarriage". Thus "stabilizing" becomes a property central

to both short and longer passages, and one gain from one
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type of early or mid-length passage exit is that by

"stabilizing", these two types of exit serve to provide a

more normalized social existence. For the "Enforced

Remarried", accomplishing a more stabilized lifestyle may

also produce an unmixed benefit, then, in that the profits

derived by entering into a more stable situation may

amount to life satisfactions which are unexpectedly high,

and which constitute adequate levels of satisfaction

contributing to maintenance of a remarriage tentatively

contracted. In other words, to re-pair, was a case of

repairing a broken social connection.



Chapter Five

LONG PASSAGE EXITS, MULTIPLE CAREER MANAGEMENT

AND PERCEIVED OPTIONS

Parameters of the Long Passage

The effects of subjects' previous mobility. While

early exits are accomplished by the Immediately Remarried,

Girls, Boys, and Players within a few days or months of

the final decree, mid-length passages generally take

Steadies or the Enforced Remarried subjects about two

years to conclude. Long passages, however, may involve

from two to five or ten years, during which many changes can

occur. Theoretically, the process is the opposite of

choices funneling down, as mentioned, in that while earlier

forms of exit continue to exist as possibilities, other

options are worked for and usually open up for the narrow

ing field of people still in passage, especially because

of their interest in and utilization of social change

trends.

Long passages are marked by diversity, creative

experimentation as a concept, and risk-taking. They are

dependent upon and characterized by relatively adequate

levels of career management skill--or control of course

of passage, in contrast to enforced exits in which

168
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failure with the dimension of controlling passage may

abort it. These are unscheduled and ideosyncratic

transitional passages which show a high degree of

complexity and demand personal flexibility from passagees

as they articulate and re-articulate careers during

transition. Usually this involves successive and

shifting emphases being put on the various career strands,

e.g., sexual, occupational, interpersonal. Subjects who

are interested in and willing to undergo long passages

typically define them as highly desirable, at least

potentially, no matter how others view them--from the

point of opportunities they ideally provide for explora

tions in self-expression and self-realization. Thus

passage is perceived by subjects as an exciting if very

challenging option to choose, in which one can test, and

hopefully, prove oneself.

The impact of social change trends. Long

passages are generally characterized by at least

intermittant periods of voluntary downward mobility

although this condition is not necessary or sufficient

for their identification. A range of lifestyles may be

sampled; they are consciously sought, savoured, often

rejected and replaced. Most long passage subjects are

interested in the emergence of alternative lifestyles,
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e.g., "going Solo" at midlife or collective living, at

least as transitory experiences which merit examination,

or may facilitate passage. Length of passage and this

predisposition to explore generate the complexity which

passagees may court and see as necessary for goal

attainment.

As Glaser and Strauss (1971: 153) noted, in

passages in which the multiple career strands must be

managed so as to maximize their potentially supportive

or reciprocal character, "articulation involved both the

expectation and control of potentially disrupting

circumstances." This is certainly true of many long,

transitional passages. They illustrate cases of passage

which may demand almost continual negotiation toward the

competent juggling needed, e.g., temporarily focusing on

whatever career strand needs attention or appears at

present most promising for optimizing one's position.

Because long passages are frequently undertaken

by those subjects most familiar with the geographic and

social mobility described in Chapter Two--"good

experiences" built out of a capacity to adapt to and

capitalize on the variable of change, these passagees

tend to define themselves as "modern" and to bring to

their transitions a great deal of confidence about their

ability to muster their forces well to meet circumstances.
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As Glaser and Strauss (1971: l'59) observed, "most mobile

persons must juggle the time at their disposal, allocating

various amounts of it to different kinds of activities and

juggling is, of course, inextricably linked with motivation,

that is, with priorities pertaining to desire and identity."

When expectations about the necessary future expenditures

of time (or money an energy) to be required are under

estimated, as is likely in the entrepreneurial conduct of

and unscheduled passage, there can be unforeseen demands

on any resources as well as unanticipated consequences for

professional status, courtship progress, health, or the

motivations that originally led one to commit a long

passage. But because they are accustomed to being able

to view themselves (and being defined by others) as

pacesetters who wrested from mobility routes the social

rewards they sought, these subjects often forged ahead with

a "What's to lose? | " attitude.

Thus long passage subjects tended to romanticize

their transitions. The dimension of centrality of

passage to one's life is a prominent feature of passage.

Additionally, the impact of ideological commitment on the

course of the passage is quite important. Since they

were self-defined "modernists," the nature of ideological

bases for decisions during passage differs greatly from

the value systems of earlier existing subjects with the
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possible exception of the "lucky" among them, e.g., the

fortuitously and readily partnered.

To continue, the point is that value systems may

change dramatically during passage, at the very least.

At any rate, one of the first pieces of baggage discarded

in order to "travel light" is usually some components of

conventional values. This is not to claim that such

passages were never found to use conventional niceties;

they did. But they made a selective choice of conventions

they enjoyed or believed in, utilizing others in an

instrumental fashion, e.g. , with business associates, in

their behavior in public places, or when meeting someone

to whom they did not wish to appear discredited. As for

the wholesale acceptance of conventional wisdom, they saw

it as a bundle of values they might not stand to gain by

uncritically retaining after midlife divorce. That is,

social conventions were not accepted as "givens." One

immediate and obvious gain in all of this was that

abandoning conservative appraisals of ageing, divorce,

midlife singlehood, and conventional marriage cleared the

way for re-interpreting their social meanings as will be

discussed below.

Otherwise they treated the problematic character of

passage as an intrinsic part of it and exactly as they

had handled issues of corporate careerism when these
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had been central problems of existance--as the occasion

for resourceful problem-solving. Therefore these subjects

were self-conscious about scanning for impending trouble

spots and assessing alternative ways to meet them. They

were determined to do their best with the passage. One

way they handled the problems they encountered in

transition was to objectify them after (or simultaneously)

experiencing them subjectively, to the degree it was

possible to do so. This quality of detachment, or ability

to distance oneself in order to examine a course-in

progress, helped them gain traction over out-of-phase

timing or difficulties which developed suddenly.

Continually comparing their previous expectations with

present realities often resulted in subjects modifying

plans or goals, if they so chose. The temporal dimensions

to these durable passages allowed enough time to try

various ways to combine career strands into a coherent

whole, or to put one set of goals first until they were

accomplished, and then to move to the forefront, another

set dependent on prior achievement of the first. As one

subject put it, "As soon as my psychiatrist said that I had

to put more thought into getting a more solid foundation

for my new life, I set up a five year financial plan--

which worked."
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Many of these subjects reviewed with themselves

such questions as "Where on the road am I now?" and

"Where do I want to get?". Many constantly debated such

questions among themselves, using friends as agents whose

unique experience or different outlook might help them

decrease the period between identification of a problem

and its resolution. No category of subjects was so

fascinated with the passage as those in long passage,

more open about their feelings during transition, or made

more use of the property of communicability.

Deviance Disavowal, The Utility
of Human Potential Movement

Ideology

No resources available to people who had to

control, in order to realize long passages were more used

or seen by subjects as more interesting than supporting

rationales from the human potential movement. To varying

degrees, they incorporated its ideology into their views

of themselves, the world, and their ideas about love,

marriage, divorce, midlife singlehood, and re-pairing

(or not doing so).

First, rhetoric from growth movement ideology

permitted them to re-interpret aspects of conventional

wisdom so as to depict themselves, not as "victims of

Fate" or "losers," but as pioneers of time and inner
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space--the new breed of Self Explorers. Concepts from

human potential movement ideals about personal growth

provided legitimation for subjects who sought to be

validated as they combined remnants of previously-earned

social recognition with their emerging talents. This

ideology gave them security about being long-in-passage

and bought them precious time and "space". For example,

some subjects were quick to see that they could be

validated in terms of their past (good) reputations, e.g.,

their track records as parents, their work histories,

their prior status as community influentials--at the same

time they were rewarded for talents they were in the

process of establishing, e.g., as potters or in setting

forth a new personal style of "being in the world" as a

man" or "woman".

In this activity of constantly measuring personal

and social assets against what might be termed potentially

a midlife crisis, many opportunities for disjuncture

existed. But they worked with a configuration (Schatzman,

conversation, l979) of identities which they formed and

re-formed according to their perceptions of the situational

context of passage, a primary condition being their roles

at midlife as "new people". Doing this was facilitated

by its taking place after growth movement tenets became
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widely known. Thus the rhetoric dignified what sometimes

looked to the researcher like a scramble after pos

sibilities.

Second, the growth movement furnished subjects

with formal agents who played roles critical to their

passages. Among these were such specialists as

therapists, encounter group leaders, body-work experts

who called themselves and were taken as "healers", and

self-appointed gurus who were equally quick to exploit

these winds of change. Thus the friendly family doctor

who might counsel reconciliation with a former spouse

could be replaced with an advisor who understood and

valued what the subject was attempting to accomplish out

side of traditional family networks. Of course not all

of the people in one's old circle might credit these

advisors with being legitimate. For instance, one

subject who met her second husband at a proper and some

what stiff encounter group, was assumed by her former

husband's mother to have been nude when they were

introduced, because of the meanings she attached to this

setting. In this way the ex mother-in-law may have used

mechanism of denial to rationalize away her disappointment

at her former daughter-in-law's rejecting and leaving her

son, but the subject was only amused and continued to make

considerable use of the available activities.
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Third, the movement offered other role models

to people busily trying to draw new life maps for them

selves, because in addition to the leaders, other

divorced middle-aged singles were present and (potentially)

were both new friends and/or people to emulate,

particularly those who appeared to be handling the

transition well or had been in it longer. Thus the

movement also offered one the benefit of a ready-made

set of new acquaintances--a social circle of friends who

were also very interested in the theme of "becoming" in

all its manifestations. Many of the group participants

had been child-centered in their years as parents of

teenagers and they recalled their convictions that they

must support their children's interests as they emerged,

and they tried on many roles for "fit". One subject

linked this to her own experimentation at midlife saying,

Well, we let Charlie try just about everything,
although some of his experiments--being an
amateur naturalist, becoming a sportsman,
were expensive. The neighbors called the
Health Department and reported that he was
catching rattlesnakes but after we joined the
Racquet Club, he proved to be a fine competitor
in tennis, so he sort of got through high
school on a trail of glory on that, until he
found skiing.

Now someone was doing the same kind of encouraging, she

went on to report, but for her.
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Fourth, the movement provided a chance for an

aggregate of people undergoing long passages to

experience themselves as a collectivity. That is, after

becoming through divorce, part of the out-group in their

neighborhoods or circle of relatives, they now had an

in-group of which they were members, rather than just a

reference group. This is a particularly vital fact since

it sometimes resulted in the emergence of what many

subjects perceived as a new form of group consciousness--

an enlightenment in an elite not bound by limiting world

views. Because the problems they were struggling with

were, as they were for earlier exiters who were "alone"

for shorter periods of time, important problems of exis

tence and the human condition, the siren song of this

movement was good news indeed, especially when compared to

corporate or familial ideologies. The constraints of the

latter were favorite topics to these subjects, one of whom

said of the family as a concept, "I think people are more

important than institutions !". Although the growth move

ment became a quasi-institutionalized sector of upper

middle class life which almost looked like a growth

industry, it did not feel like the old institutions. One

reason was that one's participation could be sporadic,

entirely voluntary, and episodic. It also involved a
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modest investment of time and money compared to the 24

hour-a-day or 50 weeks-a-year quality of family or

corporate life.

Most importantly, growth movement ideology

offered almost limitless vistas of human development

coming within reach, happily enough, just when conventional

wisdom would say that one had come face-to-face with

renunciation time--midlife. Accordingly, in addition to

such practical services as giving one somewhere to go for

the weekend and putting one in touch with a myriad of

possible friends of congenial age and interests, a

primary function of the movement lay in its usefulness

in converting what might seem to be a dilemma into a

respectable and enviable pathway. Thus divorce was

perceived as a route to the enlargement of personality, and

conventional marriage as the retreat of the timid.

As for young adulthood, instead of it being

envied, it was seen by subjects as merely an apprentice

ship for the vastly more important work of midlife in

which one became "liberated" from a novice's restrictions

and could then work on becoming more "self-actualized".

Subjects were aware of the stigma attached in some circles

to both midlife divorce and the social movements of the

sixties, but tended to dismiss this scoffingly by labeling
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detractors as "people who are unwilling or unable to

'move' themselves" and who therefore stood to lose, not

gain, from changing times.

It is not an overstatement to claim that the

movement became the new church or new religion to many.

These subjects saw themselves, then, as the more

courageous of their generation, illustrating Mannheim's

proposition that the Zeitgeist of any age is only its

range of potentialities to which people make a differential

response. That long passage subjects might become so

inspired by movement ideology that they were in danger

of flying about like Icarus was clear to some onlookers

whether or not it was to subjects. But the point is not

to make a judgment that they over-scribed to movement

imagery but to note that it could be and was utilized to

justify all manner of innovative "trips". The "long

march" of durable passage could thereby be recast as an

heroic journey with a moral purpose.

Rather than describe at greater length a social

movement well discussed in the literature, the attitudes

it engendered in many long passage subjects can be well

understood by quoting from the Bloods' (1979: 483-499) work

on amicable divorce, a phenomenon they have studied

carefully. They found that the amicable divorce symbolizes

"profound changes taking place in American marriage and
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divorce" reflecting a trend toward "an ethic of self

realization and away from an ethic of obligation and

duty." They noted,

many persons of both sexes now see their primary
commitment to themselves, rather than to the
relationship or to the other. Their only
permanent commitment is to themselves as
individuals, to their own growth and fulfill
ment. No marriage can flourish, they say,
unless both partners are authentic persons,
true to themselves, pursuing their daimon
wherever it may lead them. Each partner is
engaged in a life quest, a journey, a pil
grimmage, a spiritual calling, a vocation
which includes an occupation but much more
besides. When a man and a woman find that their

paths converge, they may choose to live together
and perhaps celebrate that common life with a
wedding ceremony. But their commitment to one
another remains ultimately conditional. It
lasts only as long as their journey takes
them in the same direction. As soon as either
partner finds that his/her journey leads in a
direction which the spouse does not wish to pursue,
it is appropriate for the couple to separate. As
soon as the marriage becomes an obstacle to one's
own spiritual growth, the new moral responsibility
is to divest oneself of the impediment to growth
by leaving the partner.

They added, "Better to go their separate ways than for

either person to give up his/her personal vision quest",

noting that this does not mean that change automatically

brings divorce. But they observed that since Sheehy's

(1974) and Levinson's (1974) work, leaving midlife careers

of all kinds is now seen not as evidence of any vocational

failure but as "evolutionary leaps" which enable

individuals to develop new potentials, lifestyles and/or
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partner changes. Thus, in this model, changes are seen

as opportunities. Changing either occupational career

or partner has become an acceptable and almost an

expected step in rich and full lives. In other words

each succeeding marriage [or pairing] may be
seen as good in itself as long as it lasts
[and] each person met the other's needs at
that particular stage in their lives.

The foregoing quotations illustrate subjects'

attitudes towards the long, transitional passage and show

the consequences of their ideological commitment to an

ethic of self-discovery, some details of which will now

be examined more closely.

Long PaS Sages

"Hunting and Sorting" to exit. A sixth form of

passage found was "hunting and sorting" to exit. This

mode can be differentiated from Players because there is

not the same urgency to pair and from Steadies because an

immediate commitment is avoided, not sought. Instead, the

hunting and sorting passage focuses on much trial and

error, e.g., the successive experiencing of a variety of

partner and pairing types.

This form of passage takes place not so much from

hopes of its conclusion into remarriage but from the value

put on the idea that one can "grow" through a series of
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tentative explorations of partner possibilities. In

other words, there was considerable reluctance to pair

because of a concern that one might opt for a choice of

partner that would, were one able to "hold out" longer in

passage, prove to have been a premature choice.

Although the issue of "emotional readiness to

pair" often appeared to the researcher to be implicated in

some cases of hunting and sorting, e.g., as an unconscious

motive for postponing pairing, few subjects ever saw the

matter in this light. They tended not to be interested,

then, in reading about "stages of recovery" or in looking

for psychological causes for their forestalling closure,

and not to include them in their calculations.” But an

important related datum is that while these subjects did

value pairing as a desired end, they were inclined to take

it for granted as something which could be accomplished

without much difficulty, but should be selected only

"when the right person is found". Therefore, they viewed

both Players and Steadies as people who "copped out", the

former for their willingness to marry anyone halfway

appropriate and the latter for closing out their options,

19An excellent resource book, Kratzler's Learning
to Love Again, addresses the issue of emotional readiness.
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probably on the basis of insufficient information about

themselves and the world--that is, much too quickly.

Thus Hunters and Sorters saw the fortuitously happy,

quick pairing of earlier exiting as almost "too good to

be true" and tended to be wary of such "traps". In

addition to not being worried about outcome of passage,

these subjects tended also not to display much anxiety

about the passage's course. They kept a weather eye

cocked for impending trouble but were much more able than

earlier exiters to be somewhat relaxed about the irresolu

tion in their lives.

In many instances, Hunters and Sorters seemed to

have a gift with managing passage, e.g. seemed to be

more able to "take the long view" and therefore not let

something out-of-phase momentarily disturb them.

Additionally, subjects doing Hunting and Sorting had

different expectations about the course of passage. They

expected rather horrendous developments, from time to

time, and met them with a somewhat humorous depiction of

what was now happening to them. They tended not to swap

horror stories about either the marriage or the divorce

but funny stories about passage, e.g. , the incongruous

thing that happened to them lately. Thus, while they

compulsively interrogated each other with "What would you

have done?", "What do you think she meant by that?" or
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"Has this ever happened to you?", their incessant debates

centered around how funny it was to be engaged in so

unpredictable an enterprise as their 's and they often

confided in someone, only to appear to completely ignore

the advice given.

Also, they tended to try to use the researcher

as a resource person, as did all the late exiters, and it

was often necessary to be extremely skillful during an

interview to prevent a subject from turning it into a

rehearsal for his or her next step. In other words, late

exiters were markedly interested in the findings of the

research and tended to invite the researcher to discuss

or argue points about long passages rather than to tell

their stories in a straight-forward manner. In some of

the last follow-up interviews, a late exiter might ask,

"Does this jibe with what you are seeing?" In other cases,

these subjects jumped to become friends of the researcher

and invited more interviews than appeared necessary. They

were quick to suggest other people who would be

"interesting cases for your study and were apt to add,

"I hope you publish a book about all of this I " In short,

a very important component of long passages as a whole,

and certainly of the Sorters' stories, was that subjects

tended to enjoy long passages and to think they were

important features of contemporary life.
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Like the other long passages, Sorters tended not

to worry about being middle-aged; they either ignored it

or discussed and dismissed it. One great but unnoticed

advantage shared by many subjects in long passages was

that they tended to be somewhat older than earlier

exiters, either because they divorced later, or because

they undertook passages of such length and therefore

without children. Probes for the significance of middle

age to passage in their judgment, led to the conclusion

that for these people, age became increasingly irrelevant.

Those long-in-passage simply did not view being middle

aged as much of a disadvantage. One said, "Well, age is

important maybe if the man is 20 and the woman is 40, but

if everyone is over 40, they're all more or less the same

age, aren't they?" He went on to say that in the case he

described, e.g., man of 20 with a woman of 40, the age

difference could be novel and interesting for both, adding

that he had had such a relationship early in his life.

But he said that in a pairing of a man of 40 and a woman

of 50, he didn't think much age difference was involved.

Another subject, when asked about the potential dis

advantages of being in midlife when divorced, said:

Some young people belong to the knapsack culture.
If a relationship breaks up, they can hitchhike
somewhere, crash at someone's place, and start a
new life easily, while middle aged people have to
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keep up appearances and have made more permanent
investments. On the other hand, that really is
better probably, because one has so many more
resources at midlife.

However, as noted, a factor in long passage which

greatly facilitates hunting and sorting, for instance,

is that because the late exiter is apt to be older than

Players and Steadies, s/he also tends to less often be

responsible for children's care. This proposition could

also be reversed, of course, to wit, because these

subjects tended not to have children to care for, it was

easier for them to remain in long passage. At any rate,

the factor of responsibility for children was implicit

in much of the freedom experienced by subjects and

necessary to the conduct of these long passages. Despite

the range of reasons for subjects not being responsible

for children (e.g., they married and became parents at

relatively early ages and had thus completed child-rearing,

the former spouse had custody and lived out of state or

withheld children, children had left home early, e.g.,

at onset of divorce, and were rarely heard from by either

parent; or children were living independently at relatively

young ages and they were engrossed in their own partner

searches) --their absence permitted extraordinarily

independent lifestyles. As one older woman subject put

it, "Since I live by myself and do not intend to remarry
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in a hurry, it really isn't anyone's business that I go

out a lot with 25 year olds, is it?" Another woman said,

My second marriage was really necessary since
the girls had never had a father around much
and I was simply without the means to send
them to college at that point in my career,
but after my second divorce, I was free to
look for someone to suit me.

One finding in studying hunting and sorting as a phenome

non, as well as other forms of long passage, is that

subjects consistently tended to choose options which would

not have been nearly so possible with children in

residence, but tended to overlook this factor. Thus the

long-in-passage often are people who undertook marriage

and family life very early and continued these commit

ments for what came to feel like an interminable length

of time. On becoming single at midlife, then, many

subjects began and maintained a round of dating which

looked to the researcher suspiciously like living out the

fantasies of young adulthood which appealed because

freedom was an ideal contrasting with the marital and

parental burdens they had assumed very early. Although

the advantage of being old enough to be clear of the

burden of day-to-day responsibility for children

generally went uncommented on, it was central to the

type of passage experienced, especially in regard to the

issue of the sexual career, to be discussed later in this

chapter.
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To continue, many Hunters and Sorters had married

the Steadies of their high school or college years and

thus went into and out of marriage with little experience

of heterosexual relationships outside of their own

marriages. One exception to this was the romantic

affairs which often took place in the last stages of the

marriage, as its deteriorating course became more

evident to subjects. In fact, the pleasure with which

some subjects had briefly experienced at least one affair

seemed to assist them into the divorce transition, in

some instances. Also, the support many thereby received

from other unhappily married or possibly single friends

may have provided a subject with the first clear

confirmation of his or her hopes for passage goals. On

the whole, divorced people appear to "recruit" others to

the single state much less often than might have been

expected, and less than the "very married" are apt to

imagine. Generally, subjects in long passages gradually

pull away from their married friends because there is

little commonality of interests among them, and it is

considered "poor taste" or bad faith to toy with a

married friend just for the sake of amusing oneself. It

is also perceived as a waste of time--since the married

friend is assumed not to be available and to take a

subject away from the very people one "ought to" be seeing.
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But the inadvertantly encountered person who becomes a

romantic intimate often is also in the process of

divorcing, whether or not this is immediately evident to

the second person.” Although these "friendships along

the way" did not often eventuate in new pairings between

the couple, they were the occasion of a great deal of

support to the person already single or of reciprocal

support for both, to the other one, about to be single.

Often these relationships are later converted to solid

friendships, especially if both are divorced, and thus

these early supporters of one's passage are apt to be

later introduced to new lovers or described as "a person

who was such a great help to me after my divorce."

In many cases, it is the absence of children

which allowed these friendships to develop at critical

junctures. Otherwise, singles tend to use their children

as agents, e.g., for advice and ratification, which can,

of course, greatly complicate and inhibit a parent-child

relationship. This fact was referred to by one subject

who said of her older son,

**The research does not suggest any causal
relationship here, but what is being pointed out is an
association: before the extent of a deteriorating mar
riage is fully understood by one of its participants, his
or her brief intimacy with an already single person may be
symptommatic of the impending marital collapse.
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It's odd but after his father and I divorced,
I leaned on him much too much. It seemed to

prevent either of us from finding anyone. At
any rate, I noticed that as soon as I found a
very nice man I became serious about, my relation
ship with Mark improved greatly and he seemed
very relieved. In fact, he went out and found
the girl he married.

Another subject spoke of the breakdown of what had

been a very close relationship with his older daughter,

She was always my favorite and her mother was
always jealous of her. But when she got old
enough to date in high school, she became very
critical of me and rarely came to visit at my
apartment. When I finally found Maria again--
the first woman among several I fell in love with
after my divorce, and we married, I thought I'd
see more of my daughter. Barbara likes Maria a
lot and stays overnight sometimes, but it's never
been the same, and I really don't care since I
have a woman of my own. I guess we both wanted
to do something about the opposite sex.

The practical consequences of the absence of

children in the home and the lack of their influence on the

single person's choices is extremely important. This is because

when added to the factor of lack of parental influence

(e.g., of the single person's own parents, who tend to be

"back home" in another state for people in long passages)

the period of long passage marked by absence of advice and

scrutiny from the older or younger generation may be the

only time in subjects' lives where they could sample

dating and partnering without an audience. In other words,

with almost no direct observation and/or comment upon their

dating patterns.
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This allows a great deal of latitude during

hunting and sorting. One subject who did not want the

woman he was currently seeing to know that she was the

only one he was dating convinced both her and his

children who were visiting him that he was interested in

someone else too. More often, men and women subjects

alike undertook to date a number of people simultaneously.

Problems in hunting and sorting, then were not from the

unwanted scrutiny of others but just simple traffic

problems of terminating one episode with one person in

time to make the next encounter, without too much dis

array. People involved in hunting and sorting, however,

tend to make their intentions or lack of exclusivity

well known if the others being seen represent important

relationships. Thus one problem which may ensue is any

objections of some of the others to the lack of

constancy. One subject reported,

A very attractive man I saw continually for two
years continued to object to my unwillingness to
have a monogamous relationship with him. I was
mostly refusing in principle, that is, most of
the time I was not interested in anyone else.
But we argued about this constantly and I saw
his refusal to accept my ideas as his effort to
control me. After all, we weren't engaged 1

Thus, a problem for subjects involved in sorting out

partners is that a promising person may refuse to enter

into or maintain a relationship which is not monogamous,
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and arguments over this are central to hunting and

sorting. Generally speaking, however, sorters chose

other sorters to spend the passage with, e.g., people

often stay overnight together when one of them knows

who the other will be seeing next.

Sorters tend to value casual sexual encounters

additionally, so that another likely problem is that one

person is more attracted to someone met in this fashion

than is the other, but this is written off as one of the

potential costs of what is viewed as recreational sex.

One woman replied to a friend's query about so-and-so

with, "Oh no, that's not serious. He's just a good fuck."

Other people into Sorting for a partner may retain a

friendly and casual sexual relationship simply as it

facilitates waiting around for someone "important" to

arrive in one's life. As one subject put it,

For quite some years I've gone to bed every
week or two with a pleasant man I find rather
boring. It sort of takes the pressure off for
my finding the right man and he knows where he
stands with me.

For people unfamiliar with singles life among the

middle aged in long passages, sexual interaction is often

viewed as the primary function of organized singles

activities or such casual pursuits as going out for a

drink alone or going dancing. It is also assumed that
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sexual activity takes place as soon as a couple meets,

probably going on in a motel. But for participants in

long transitions, friends as well as sexual partners are

sought. Two households may for some time have been

maintained on two (smaller) incomes and time is also a

dear commodity. Hence there was little evidence of the

popularity of the motel so ubiquitous in American imagery.

Going to a motel after meeting was almost unheard of

because it was defined as not resourceful, too expensive,

and just not "cool".”

Sorters may have homes they enjoy sharing or

showing off, or they may be nostalgic for "homey" routines.

Hence the site is much more apt to be the residence of

one, although travel time (distance) from their place of

**using a motel at which both are registered (or
one of the motels one is staying at) during the conference
both are attending when they meet, is not regarded as "using
a motel", as both people are already there for other reasons.
Use of public facilities for sexual encounters is much more
often present in a transcontinental rendezvous between
lovers whose relationship is well established. They come
in by plane from opposite directions and tend to enjoy the
location and comforts of a good hotel. If pressed for time,
however, staying at a motel at the airport is chosen, e.g. ,
if one or both have to make early flights out, as in two
singles, both of whom have business out of town, picking
an intermediate city and meeting briefly en route to
separate appointments or meetings. Much more often, however,
the pair carefully picks a peaceful, beautiful, or romantic
resort for a holiday tryst over a weekend. They may have
a "favorite" glamorous locale. But if a romance is "heating
up", they will forego luxury and glamorous surroundings in
favor of frequency.
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encountering each other can be a problem because of having

to get to the office in the morning. But since the time,

energy, and money required for raising children is not

needed for that goal, it often goes into getting quarters

which offer privacy. It is typical for people in long

passages to move a lot and to look for a variety of places

they see as exciting to live, e.g., on a houseboat in

Sausalito, in an apartment in New York overlooking the

Park, in a woodsy retreat or a house at the beach. Sexual

interaction, then, usually takes place at the home of one

or the other, since place of residence is used, like

clothing etc., to try out and announce one's identity.

Some people use these encounters for the latter reason as

well as for sexual gratification. One subject into the

stalking of hunting and sorting reported practicing a new

personal style,

I am trying to get used to wearing Ivy League
suits. I think I am handsome in a large, rather
rough-hewn way. But I think I am too ugly to try
to look conventionally Eastern. So I have
combined my new clothes with this pair of dark
tinted glasses I wear all the time. I think they
help me have a slightly ominous appearance, which,
taken with the correctness of my clothes, makes
me look "interesting." I really have enjoyed
losing a lot of weight and not being a big fat
slob for the first time in my life. I am still
not used to women turning around and staring at
me when I pass them on the street, and I love it!

Later in his identity explorations, this man affected jeans,

long curly hair, and moccasins, along with a slightly
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disdainful expression, and reported, "This works, too, but

with a different, classier type of woman."

One person's "staying over" at the other's place

is handled casually, ceremony being an aspect of life

which the long-in-passage experiment with dispensing with.

A new friend may sleep on the sofa so that the budding

relationship may be resumed on awakening, especially if

they meet on a Friday or Saturday night and the next day

is not a work day. Usually though, couples sleep together

and the new relationship is resumed over the Sunday paper

or brunch in bed. One subject described the "best thing

that has happened to me lately" as

I went home with a woman I liked, stopping
to buy a morning paper en route to her city
apartment. We discovered we both recently left
large houses in the same exurbia, and felt we
might have met there at a dinner party. In
the morning she served me brunch in bed and we
spent half the day there, lounging, making love,
and reading the paper. It reminded me of the
hopes I had for how marriage might feel. We
saw each other a couple of other times but then
we both got interested in other people I guess.

However, when a Sorter encounters someone

"important" enough to live with or pursue, monogamy is

usually acceptable, if in a serial way. That is, no LTA is

taken to be a final decision unless the pair so agrees

privately, between themselves, but they involve fidelity,

as a general rule. Sorters are inclined to be tolerant

of each other's point of view, however, and some LTAs break
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up because a partner wants not only monogamy, but a marital

commitment. A man who eventually accomplished a stable LTA

which resembled marriage without the fact of it, commented

on this, with,

I really liked Margaret enormously during the
time we were together after we both divorced.
Actually, we had an affair as I was divorcing,
and it certainly amounted to a love affair
afterwards. But Margaret was set on marriage
and I was set against it. When I met Janet,
after a number of LTAs, I was attracted to her
at once. We were at a weekend at Esalen. I

was sure she wasn't hung up on marriage. We
stayed together all weekend, but, not wanting
to jump into anything, promised each other we'd
not call the other for a week. But Thursday
night she telephoned me to say she just
couldn't wait to see me. And I asked her if

I could go over to her house that night and
start moving her things to mine. We were all
settled by Sunday and haven't talked about
marriage yet--that was eight years ago. As
for Margaret, she and Hank have been together
longer than that, as they lived together two
years before they married 7 years ago.

Since in Hunting and Sorting, the decision to live

with someone is generally assumed by other singles to

"take one out of play", at least temporarily, people not

ready for this restriction keep their own place of

residence and a couple will spend time at his place or her

place, in which each is only one of the men or women

invited, a fact understood by both of them. Another

variant of this, however, is that the residence may contain

other people, housemates or "room-mates" depending on how

they are described. Sometimes a single is interested in
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a number of people invited into the residence and only a

housemate gets much idea of how each is evaluated or what

is happening in the single's life. Because housemates are

potentially intrusive, most singles prefer not to have

them.

But if they are temporarily necessary for financial

or other practical reasons, e.g. , meeting one's plane

when coming in from business travel and the lover lives

elsewhere, or in caring for a house when one travels

often, the degree of intimacy with a housemate may be

carefully circumscribed and held to an instrumental

function. Housemates are potentially a problem since

they must be introduced to people one is interested in

and they may comment on the pairing without being invited

to, or regard the lover as intrusive to the living

arrangement. Hence the housemate, becoming a common

phenomenon, is an issue to be managed. Some housemates

are supportive of Sorters who are interested in each

other, but other housemates become a continual source of

friction between lovers. Like looking over friends of

Players, a person newly-interested in a man or woman may

include the housemate as an indicator of the person's

identity, and an unattractive housemate may privately be

defined as an indication that the new friend is not a
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very promising possibility. Housemates can serve other

functions which are concealed, as in the case of this

woman subject,

Sam and I have been seeing each other for two
years and I would like us to live together.
He seems to feel that he would be demeaned by
moving in with me though and his office and
apartment are too far from my office for me
to be there. So far, it has seemed silly
therefore, for me to stop sleeping with the
young man who is my housemate, but I don't
believe that Sam has ever suspected this of us.

Sorters are characterized by frequent switching

of partners and enthusiasm about the phenomenon of sorting.

Like all long-in-passage subjects, they value the passage

as an end in itself, not just as a means to an end.

Sorters particularly enjoy sorting through a series of

partners, each of whom offers something not encountered

before. As this following case shows, it may be simply a

chance to have a taste of different lifestyles, while

keeping open one's own decision, or while retaining a

lifestyle dictated by professional commitment and thereby

relatively fixed. One subject reported,

For two years I was with a man who held high
government office and also taught at the univer
sity part-time. He was a member of a minority
group and had an interesting philosophy about
upward mobility. Repeatedly we planned to live
together ultimately, but things kept getting in
the way, like the book he was writing and wanted
to finish before getting "more involved." We
worked in similar settings and he was a great
resource person for me in my career. Often he
escorted me to company parties or we went to
meetings together in Boston or New York. When
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he continued to put me off, I broke up and
immediately met someone else at a party. He
owned a large firm, was older than I, and
piloted his own plane. No-one had ever taken
me to such deluxe places to dinner or bought
me nice clothes. One day he announced his
decision to pursue someone else, "more his
age." He was dynamic and a powerful man--new
experience to me! But soon I met a lawyer
doing work in the poverty sector. He lived in
my suburb and was interested in holistic health.
We often spend some time at the local golf club
which I'd not been to before. Things like
walking around the course on a nice morning. I
am learning a lot from him and don't miss the
Other two men.

A man commented,

At the moment I'm seeing three women, all of
whom have some of the qualities I want. They're
each quite different and no one of them is
"right", but it keeps me too busy to go looking
anywhere else.

Another woman spoke to the issue of permanence,

which people in long passage jetison as either an unattain

able goal or else as unnecessary one,

Have I found anyone special? Yes, two or three
men. It looks to me as though I will end up
giving up on anything permanent because the
intensity I've got to have just isn't possible
in a long-term thing. Any one of these has
been more important to me than my long
marriage ever was.

Thus there is an element of casualness to Sorting not

present in the transitions in brief passages. As one man

put it,

The relationship I'm in now has gone on for two
years and is relatively satisfying, probably
because each of us has an apartment. There's a
lot to work out yet, but I don't get uptight
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about it because I know there's more than one
woman who could be right for me. If it fails,
I'll know it was just an affair.

Another woman evaluated her relationship this way,

We're a lot happier than we were in the
beginning and don't "blow it" nearly so
of ten. I'm not sure he's the one for me
but with the expansion in my career, it's
not the time to go looking. I don't know
what will come of it, but either way, I have
learned a lot so I'm not worried I'm wasting
my time.

Running in Place, Activities
as Ends in Themselves

A seventh form of long passage to an unpaired

exit was called "Running in Place". Although Sorters

eventually usually settle down with someone and doing so

remains a goal throughout the rather leisurely examination

of partner possibilities, Runners, like Girls and Boys,

early accomplish an equilibrium which involves a great

deal of socializing. But exiting with a partner is

rejected. Early in passage, Runners take stock of their

situations and arrange their lives to insure a good income

and relatively high standard of consumption. Like Girls

and Boys, friendship with same-sex friends is an important

source of ratification. These friends are married or

other singles, often known for a long time. Runners work

from "full calendars", and if there is any one rule of

thumb, it is to "keep on the go". One subject, a very

eligible and attractive lawyer, summed it up this way,
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Soon after my divorce, I re-instituted some
friendships with men I'd known in law school
but seen rarely during marriage. There are
three or four of them and I go out to dinner
with one of them about four times a week. We may
eat at ll:00 and if we do some wenching, that's
OK, too. New York is full of great places to
eat and good-looking girls. I have had the
same steady girl friend for a year or two. I
see her once or twice a week--and that takes
care of sex.

In response to questions designed to determine if this was

a temporary adaptation, he added,

What do I want to be doing with my life at
sixty? Exactly the same thing ! It's great!
All you have to be careful about is having too
many free evenings where you can sit around
feeling sorry for yourself. I weight train and
take fencing lessons--that takes up a lot of
time in the evening, and I'm taking painting
lessons. These are all things I was interested
in much earlier but really couldn't follow up.
I'm awfully busy getting it all in. All you
have to watch is that you don't end up sitting
around in your apartment. I have a weekend
place in the country, so all the vacation I
need is two weeks skiing at Vail where I go
every winter.

Thus Runners do not appear to worry about the

prospects of aging out of the passage. What they do dread

is accidently ending up married. As a woman put it,

I greatly doubt that I could put up with a man
as a live-in partner, nice as it might be to
have that much of a companion. I have a great
job, very high income, and travel at every
opportunity, often alone. Every time I work
abroad for a few months, I have an exciting
live-in romance, but it's all based on being
temporary. I've learned that if you entertain
often and well, you're never without something
to do on the weekends--which is one thing I'm
always careful to keep going.
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Although no data substantiate the hunch, Runners

appear to be anxious to avoid at all costs the vulner

ability and self-disclosure essential to developing an

intimate heterosexual bond. As the previous subject said,

As you know, sometimes I'd give my right arm
for a man around. I'm always asking a couple
to Sunday brunch so I can coax him to fix a
faucet or something. But I know that I give
off an air of invincibility, no matter how
desparate I feel. And everytime a really nice
man has waxed romantic, I end up being the
one to point out to him how self-sufficient
I am. I guess I am just in the habit of
talking my way out of everything that comes
along, but then, I haven't "accounted to"
anyone for anything I spent or any place I
went, for years. I can't quite see myself
starting at this stage in my life.

Because Runners do not participate in LTAs, e.g.,

tend not to use one for the purpose of testing out a

possible permanent pairing, they tend to rely on friends

from work for a supply of confidents, as do Girls and

Boys. These friends from work may be the main people who

know what the Runner's problems really are. One woman

spoke of how much she depended on two married men from the

office who were part of the couple network from which she

received a steam of dinner and houseparty invitations, which

were by way of reciprocating to her and in tribute to her

charm and thoughtfulness.

I don't know how Marge has put up all these years
with Charles 1 He seems a dreadful bore to me, but
of course she and I are old friends, and I
remember how determined she was to remarry. I
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don't comment on the marriage and I must confess
he is a dear about fixing anything that goes
wrong at my house.

Thus Runners treat both friends and their dates as

a way to meet basic life needs, but while eroticism is a

part of Running, commitment to the point of "falling in

love" or contracting partnerships for the remainder of

life are assiduously avoided. Since Runners do not

intend to re-pair, in any significant sense, they are not

looking for friends' approval of the date, and often

compartmentalize these two aspects of their social life.

As one subject said,

There are a couple of marvelous little inns on
the Cape which are perfect hide-a-ways for
romantic weekends. I suppose it is a little
odd, but I've been going to one of them with
this or that new man or an out-of-state lover

in for a few days, for years and years.
Everything is so luxurious and pretty, and I
never run into anyone I know from home or from
the firm.

Another phenomenon seen in Running is the readiness

with which older woman professionals engage in friendships

with a man who is "gay" and may be interested in "passing".

Gay men may pay a woman more courtesies than does a man

she is sleeping with and otherwise enjoys a lot. Gay men

are also into a variant lifestyle and "understand" how it

is to get along outside of the mainstream. Gay men are

among the few males whose advice on clothes may include

going shopping with a woman every season in order to help
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her select clothes. Additionally, gay men are more apt

than straight men to suggest outings where their knowledge

of the theater and what is "in", or will be, is quite far

ahead of most of the men who escort her. One woman

reported on this, as follows,

Whatever Justin is interested in in the art
world this year, will be all the rage in
New York the next. He's a very sweet friend,
and through him, I'm always the most avant
garde woman at the office.

In a woman interested in pairing to exit, these friend

ships could incline her to be critical toward her lovers,

or to have her attention directed away from the worlds

they inhabit. But since eroticism is not linked to partner

selection, these men fill functions she values, e.g., many

woman confide their objections to their straight lovers

to their gay men friends. Possibly fairly stable pairings

with gay men but without erotic commitment will become

common to this kind of woman, and perhaps represent

bi-sexual preferences in the men (e.g., they generally do

not abandon male erotic friendships although also in a

) 15 But since no-one is lookingrelationship with women

for a full commitment or legal, conventional marriage, these

non-exclusive relationships may serve some people well.

**Two women researchers have done a book on these

pairings (Rebecca Nahas and Myra Turley, The New Couple:
Women and Gay Men (New York: Seaview, 1979)).
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Preliminary Summary, the First
Two Forms of Long Passage
to Exit

As a preface to the summary of long passages to

be completed in the next chapter, where the last form of

passage to exit is analyzed theroetically, one can note

that while Runners seek the stabilizing desired by Girls

and Boys, Running can be distinguished from Sorting

because Runners wish to avoid the heterosexual pairing to

exit for which Sorters hunt through a variety of tentative

partnerships valued as ends in themselves. They are

taken as contributions to the "learning" process, even if

what is learned is only that "that type of person is not

'right' for me." Although either Sorting or Running can

result in restoration to a stable social network, the

continuity Runners seek to establish involves the familiar

routines of professional work and friendship, and sexual

alliances defined instrumentally, rather than valuing

partner's intrinsic qualities, which is not the case for

Sorters. However, these forms of long passage are

similar in subjects' non-conventional perceptions about

how to resolve passage, although pairing is the desired

end for Sorters and the avoidance of it for Runners. That

is, Runners appear to be content to "age-out" of the pas

sage as Solo Singles, which distinguishes them from

SOrters.
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When Sorters discuss their hunting for partners,

their emphasis is generally on finding someone "right

for me." Thus their use of growth movement ideology and

their definition of a "good pairing" stops short of the

lengths to which the last form of (long) passage to exit

exhibits, as will now be discussed in the following

chapter.



Chapter Six

PASSIONATE SEARCHING AS A LAST FORM OF LONG PASSAGE,

MULTIPLE CAREER MANAGEMENT, PERCEIVED OPTIONS,

AND THE TRANSFORMATION THEME

Parameters of Passionate

Searching to an Exit
with Perfect Partner

An eighth form of passage studied was the

transitional long passage called "Passionate Searching

for Perfect Partner". Passionate Searching may involve

an extreme type of Hunting and Sorting, but it is

qualitatively different on a number of indices. First,

Passionate Searching can be differentiated from Sorting

because of Searchers' passionate interest in pairing,

which makes partner change not merely a matter of novelty

and erotic transport, but a possibly painful route to a

desired end. This is, Searchers were highly serious

about the sorting they did and tended to be earnest when

describing what is going on or went on in a tentative

partnership. This quality expressed their concern about

what might be called New Age morality. This point will

be amplified upon shortly.

Second, it is qualitatively different because of

subjects' idealization of all of the following: the

208
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processes of finding a partner, of "finding oneself" in

the process, and of the criteria for what can be regarded

as a "good pairing". To explain, to Passionate Searchers

seeking to re-pair to exit, the task implies much more

than just patiently sifting through a series of tentative

partnerships. Some of these partnerships may take on

the dimensions of serious, long-term LTAs, and, in

addition to "looking for someone right for me", Searchers

also seek pairings which will be "right for the other".

That is, the life enhancement and well-being of the

partner are presumably part of the equations by which

both people are supposed to judge a partnership. Despite

the fact that anyone's account-giving can be conveniently

self-serving, Searchers appeared to be attempting to

take literally as many aspects of the New Ethic as they

could encompass in their journeys.

It is comparatively easy to contrast Running and

Searching, however. Subjects in both forms of long

passage rejected legal, conventional marriage, tending

instead to disparage such a goal and defining it as an

unacceptable alternative. This shows the extent to which

the long-in-passage subject cut himself or herself off

from "going back" to chose an end settled on by earlier

exiters, e.g., the enforced re-marriage. Searchers were

of course different from Runners because their
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determination to pair was as passionate as was Runners'

wish to avoid this. Searching to exit is a highly

complex passage, and difficult to describe or analyze

when compared to Sorting. While the temporal properties

of irresolution or impermanence (of any single pairing

or the re-pairing effort) were viewed in both forms

as quite valuable, there was in Searching a constant hope

for closure with a partner. But a heavy burden of

conditions were imposed on this goal.

Passionate Searching, The
Impact of Growth Move
ment Ideology

Passionate Searchers followed the implications of

the New Ethic code outlined in the Blood's (l'979)

research as fully as was possible, confirming their study.

Accordingly, a pairing cannot be ethically contracted

unless both persons perceived it as, as good for the

partner as it was for the Searchers. Hence, Searchers

worried about such issues as the need to be conscientious

enough to point out to partner (if with difficulty),

certain aspects of their pairing which might be less

advantageous for the second person than for herself or

himself. Therefore, this form revealed not just the

determination to re-pair and the readiness to re-define

partner characteristics, as criteria for partner selection,
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over and over again, but also a resolute intention to

keep viewing partner's needs as, as important as one's

own. An illustration of this is the nature of the

accounts Searchers gave about break-ups, as contrasted

to their depiction by Sorters. A Sorter commented, "We

broke up against my wishes, but it was because she really

didn't know what she wanted, although she thought she

did"; but Searchers tended to explain via the following

kind of account, "We were right for each other except

that it was not the right time for her." Thus Searchers

were reluctant to attribute blame or any deficiencies to

a partner after a relationship was concluded. And Sorters

tended to view the future as "something out there" which

could be tended to when it arrived, and in the meantime,

an LTA which resembled a hippie marriage was satisfactory

as long as the couple was satisfied by it. However,

Searchers felt they had too much at stake in a pairing to

be casual about its conduct or its termination.

Third, Sorters tended to discard successive

lovers with considerable dispatch, but Searchers tended

to keep a former lover in one's intimate network. One

Searcher reported taking part in a long, mystical

ceremony by which a prior lover celebrated her marriage

to his successor, a man he described as "pretty straight,

but right for Melanie and the kind of security she needs
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right now." Another reported continuing his support of

his former lover in her efforts to help her young adult

daughters establish themselves independently of their

weary mother. In contrast to these subjects a Sorter

reported the following,

I know it was hard on her at her age when I
insisted on the abortion Marcy had when we
lived together, but the next thing I knew, she
went to Vermont and married a dentist. Can you
imagine a dentist--after she lived with me in
Soho? I don't like the younger woman I live
with as much as her, but you know how it is--
she's in New York and Marcy's in Vermont 1

Another Sorter summed up an important LTA with,

You remember Pat I was living with when I
finally finished my graduate work? She
finished too and decided to take a job in
Southern California instead of staying up
here. That way she gets to see her kids who
are in college down there. I'm a grandfather
now--did I tell you? I live with a great
bunch of people in a terrific house in San
Francisco. When I went to LA to see the

baby, I saw Pat and she's doing fine.

From the fore going quotation from the data, it is

fairly obvious that one option Sorters may choose is to

become Runners, but the account may also represent what

one Searcher called "waiting in grace."--to encounter the

perfect partner. To continue, then, the fourth important

characteristic of Searching is the subject's across-the

board allegiance to the growth movement ideology, of

which idealization is but one component. Searchers went

to great lengths to be true to their ideals and committed
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themselves to struggles which looked like Wagnerian drama

to other subjects. As one said of her Searcher friend,

"Well I realize that its a pretty enthralling pairing my

friend is trying to pull off, but who needs life going on

that untidely? She must like it!" Another Searcher

reported on her evolution in a way that suggested that

remarrying perfect partner began another sort of passage,

Timothy and I have been together l2 years now all
told. There were two that we lived together at
my house but he kept his apartment the whole
time, and we've been married for ten. I know we
couldn't have made it without Transactional

Analysis. There's always a lot of stuff going
on that we have to handle. Right now I'm dealing
with my brother's death and Tim's in a whole new
set of pressures because this promotion left him
with so much responsibility at the clinic. If
my story has any message for anyone else, it's
that you have got to have patience if you find
a marvelous person but each of you has a hell
of a lot of problems. I always knew it could be
great for us if we could get through all the bad
tapes from our earlier lives. My God, it's taken
a lot of patience I Like the time he thought he
wanted an open relationship, sexually, and I nearly
collapsed.

Another Searcher reported,

I had two long marriages you know, and I still
think they were to two pretty special women.
Now it's like they were two different lives, and
this relationship is the third. I haven't been
with Allison nearly so long--it's 3 years
compared first to lo and then to 15. But it
feels like the first "real marriage." I've had,
even though we don't even live together all
the time--she's still got her house, too. Summing
it all up now, it's like I did the best I could
each of those other times, but both marriages
were like "being on the road" to somewhere else.
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I can see that what Allison and I have together
has a lot to do with my finally being able to
be frank about my feelings. Before I used to
leave the emotional work to the woman.

Another Searcher reported the following conversa

tion with her lover which illustrates the conditions

which Searchers put on themselves and Others during the

period of testing out a tentative commitment between

them,

He said to me one day, "We are beginning to
to really learn how to stand in for each
other when the other person gets upset."
And I said, "Yes . . . it's not just that
you are good for me--for instance you never
encourage me to be helpless to make me
dependent on you--but I do the same and am
really good for you, aren't I?" It was
exciting to us to realize that this is
true. I added, "Trust is built out of
relationships in which the other person
has been trustworthy. If you give some
people enough rope, they'll be glad to
hang you with it. It is important to love
wisely--a person who can be trusted". Then
I added, "If you were to "give me a lot of
rope"--which you really don't, I'd not hang
you with it, and we both know that." There
are enormous satisfactions in working
through a relationship until it starts to
work and in knowing you chose a "good
person" to do this with. It seems like I
was getting ready for that trip for the
first half of my life. Like getting ready
for the Olympics for 20 years 1

Shifting Emphases in Managing
Multiple Career Strands

For most Passionate Searchers, the professional

(occupational) career strand serves many functions during
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efforts to conclude passage by exiting with Perfect

Partner. Some already discussed have been the foundations

it lends to passage in terms of finances, recognition,

mobility opportunities, and contributions to a strong

self-concept. Implicit in these benefits is the

continuity lent by the occupational status as only one

of the person's careers. The experimentation in ways of

self-presentation and the temporary defeats with which

some experimentation results (in interpersonal or

sexual careers etc.) is compensated for. That is, the

occupational career line is an on-going source of

stability in that one can always reach a new equilibrium

on the basis of professional competence. As one subject

put it,

This summer I am going to take part in a
special program at on a grant to
look at leads in biological research. There's
enough of a stipend that I won't have to
rent my house. It will be good to get out
of for the summer, and some of my
colleagues are bound to be interesting. I
can look up some old friends in New York
and help Henry with the galley proofs on
his book. Can you imagine his waiting til
he's 55 to get it out? . Anyway, the whole
thing amused me. I'll be going out as a
reputable woman scientist being put up at a
delightful inn where I spent my second honey
moon as a green 28 year-old ! I won't have
too much of a sense of deja vu--and I might
just meet a great guy.
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Another woman subject reported,

One thing I can say for my career is that
I'm never bored At 47 I have a lot of
options left. So far, my work has permitted
me to alternate between living on the East
and the West Coast. The best opportunities
exist between New York and Washington,
but I like getting to do a stint in
California. It's also allowed me to keep
my options open as to which region I settle
in. Did I tell you I turned down a teach
ing post at university because
my middle son is starting there this fall?
I have more options than he at this point
since my work is going well and I didn't
want either of us inhibited by the other's
presence. It's been good to straddle both
Coasts and both lifestyles. You know, I
think that most advantaged position a
person can occupy today is to be a sharp
Eastern who's spent enough time in
California to be laid back. Also, in my
work, I belong to two networks--East and
West, and it's been easy to translate
that into a national reputation.

Another subject reported,

When I started doing research in
sexuality, I had no idea how the topic
would intrigue men. The first time I
read a paper at a meeting, I was puzzled
at drawing a large audience. Then I
started to notice that all sorts of
attractive men asked me out for a drink,
or out to dinner afterwards, ostensibly
to discuss my work. They were VPs in the
publishing world (who said they "wanted a
book"), delightful men doing similar work,
and so on. I finally decided everyone
wanted to score with a woman sexologist.
There was really a rush in my direction.
After a while, I caught on to how to handle
it. At the least, I really felt good when
I had it figured out as another professional
"card" to play.
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A man reported,

As you know, I am a Mann scholar. I have an
arrangement with my University that, anywhere
I travel, I will try to add to our Mann
collection. Therefore, no matter where I go,
as long as I can hit several major cities and
university towns, part of my expenses for, say
Eastern Europe, are underwritten.

Another subject said,

While I no longer will invest myself 100% in my
field, I still turn up some great short-term
research contracts. As a field, telecommunica
tions looks like it's going to hold up for a long
time yet! Last summer we went to Japan for the
R & D division of a large American corporation.
I was able to see my sister who's been teaching
there and to take Barbara. It's something we
always wanted to do if we stayed together, but
because I can consult, we could take the trip
then. Actually our interest in the trip was
behind my taking the contract.

Another subject summed it up this way,

Having been in my part of the business world for
25 years really pays off in my life as a single
man. I'm involved with a woman now--to say we
are dating is much too old-fashioned In any
case, the point I want to make is that I can
"call in my debts" anytime I want to show her a
good time. She wants to go sailing? I have an
account indebted to me in the form of an old

friend who belongs to the St. Francis Yacht Club,
who would be glad to take us out on his boat and
to the club for dinner. She wants to go to the
mountains? I can always pick up the phone and
get the offer of someone's house. It took me
sometime to realize that these favors were just
part of the system of "perks." She wants to
spend a weekend at Carmel? I can get us invited
to a houseparty. Seems to be no end of it as
long as I am clear in my messages to men for
whom I am a big account. It saves me a lot of
money and planning and if there's something she
wants to do, I just hint around. Now I just
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consider the invitations that appeal to Natalie
and we turn down all the others.

Another subject,

My career has really supported my journey as a
woman. It was a long time before I realized that
everytime I had a set-back in that role, I just
hopped a plane, like hailing a taxi. I might
run out and get something new to wear and then
I scrounged around for some pretext for leaving
town in a hurry. Half the time I got so
exhilerated on a business trip--like seeing the
Impressionists in Chicago and shopping Michigan
Avenue after my business appointment, that I
hardly remembered once home how low I'd been on
starting out.

Parameters of Career Manage
ment Tasks as Seen in
Deviant Women

Women undertaking long passages while commiting

themselves to ambitious occupational goals were in

"double jeopardy", since to be unmarried at midlife and

taking career advancement seriously are both deviant by

conventional definitions.” Nevertheless, some of these

long-in-passage women found opportunities to stand this

equation on its head--and did so with considerable success,

partially by virtue of their occupational career.

Examining their passages and the strategies with which

**The status of being "formerly married" is
capitalized on by both "Girls" and women of higher pro
fessional status; but it is less useful to the latter who
tend to minimize familial ties. They still have to
dispose of the stigma attached to being serious about
work (as opposed to treating it like a "job", as do
Girls).
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these women simultaneously tackled work and the exigencies

of partner search, illuminates the combination of

negative and positive elements which must be articulated

in such a way as to optimize all possible leverages.

For early and mid-length passage women who are

relatively conventional, as most appeared to be, status

inconsistency at midlife is much less of a problem. Their

occupational achievements are less substantial and their

approach to heterosexual pairing is more conservative;

thus they are not "bucking the tide" to the extent

implicated in holding higher professional aspirations

and undergoing longer, more individualized passages.

Additionally, since they have less access to professional

recognition and its financial remuneration, earlier exiting

women may appear "eligible" to a larger number of

potential mates than do higher status women, because

society encourages pairings in which men "marry down"

into a pool of younger women or women of lower social

status. In other words, the socio-economic character

istics of earlier exiting women mean they face fewer

dilemmas of status. Furthermore, the earlier exiting

women may have perceived with accuracy that they stand

to gain more by remarriage, e.g., it may provide a

desired level of economic security they cannot attain

alone. It is, of course, a well-known datum that marriage
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rates are lowest for the most highly educated among

American women; but for some higher status women in long

passages, professional rewards and relatively high

incomes lead to a mixed bag of handicaps and perogatives

which they must reconcile in innovative ways.

First, higher status women beginning long passages

customarily emphasize the occupational career strand,

at least privately. So prioritizing careers usually

assures them a continuing source of economic privilege

from which to derive emotional security. It thus permits

longer passages and these subjects being less anxious

about passage outcome than are some of their earlier

exiting sisters. That is, structurally, higher status

professional women have the means to remain in passage a

long time and these can also translate into a stronger

self concept. While hopeful to re-pair--they are less

dependent on it because professional success is an

alternate route to both creature comforts and ego

strength. Most importantly, being professionally active

in an enjoyable field which accords them the respect and

interest of others, as well as an array of possible

roles to enact, tends to organize their social existences.

Nevertheless, for higher status women in long

passages at midlife, the spector of ageing out of passage

(if simply from having been too engrossed in the demands
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of gratifying work to undertake partner search eagerly)

remains. Thus the temporal dimensions of long passages

can be both urgent and poignant. More time has already

elapsed in passage than in earlier exiting and time is

notoriously in short supply in professional life. Thus

rational calculations about how much time to allot to

what career lines, goal clarification done fairly early

in passage, and all means by which to use income to "buy

time" must be considered. One subject addressed the latter

issue by saying,

As someone who fought for minority rights and
dignity, it galls me to realize that my main
route to securing enough time to meet my own
goals is simply to buy the BTUs of less
advantaged women.

Another subject commented on this issue,

The first work I did out of law school was

for the Peace Corps in the Phillipines. I
was the only woman there who refused to have
any domestic help. I still don't feel right
about having people work for me in my home but
having a gardener and housekeeper is the only
way I can stay afloat as a corporate executive.
Further, it seems necessary as part of my image
to have as much help at home as I do at the
office, but I'm still uncomfortable about it.
I find I never learned how to "run a staff" on

the home front, because I grew up on the wrong
side of the tracks.

Higher status women are often well aware, then, of

the contradictions between their professional and personal

status--integrating worlds of work and social worlds as

single women can be difficult to manage. In addition to
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problems in integration, higher status women know that

the very achievements which bring them "strokes" in

professional settings can be disadvantageous to them in

relating personally to men, e.g., being interested in a

man whose standard of living is lower.

Less often do these women see that because of

having a solid occupational basis for receiving recogni

tion, they are sometimes disinclined to sally forth into

unfamiliar singles settings or gird themselves for the

uncertainties possible in adventurous encounters. They

may fear they lack knowledge of what will be expected of

them, or the interpersonal skills or personal attributes

needed to secure equivalent levels of recognition during

dating and partnering. These fears cause some to

hesitate to launch a partner search, with as determined

and effective methods as they utilize in order to command

professional rewards. In addition, the very tactics by

which they insist, no matter how "nicely", on being

recognized in occupational settings may have to be

suspended during a partner search, particularly initially.

Lastly, the business and academic worlds are structured

around informal as well as formal procedures and the

influence networks which they can "read well", but the

social worlds of heterosexual interaction can involve

locating and interpreting muffled, oblique cues, e.g. ,
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about partner response to one. Also it is often hard to

locate role models or mentors among other women. One

subject said,

When I was throwing myself into my work and it
began to really "pay off", there were lots of
women further along to emulate; but I don't
know anyone who seems to want--or has, the mix
of professional and personal satisfactions I
am looking for, so all of a sudden, there
aren't any role models.

Women tend not to want to share "inside information" about

partner hunting to the degree that they share tips about

stabilizing a professional career line. And men have

their own stock of privately-held strategems which they

have an equal investment in concealing. Nevertheless,

some women become or are sensitive to the social contexts

in which they must circulate and attempt to sharpen their

self-appraisals as a precondition to successful partner

search. Manipulating the amount of, timing of, and type

of disclosure about both their occupational life and their

levels of comfort with men can lead to maximizing whatever

positive aspects of professional status exist to be

capitalized on.

That younger women are alert to these problems

was reported by Broadhead (1979), in his study of medical

students' articulation of multiple careers. He found that

some young women medical students recognized the degree

to which occupational success might "backfire" on them by
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inhibiting the receptivity of men in dating encounters.

They tended to be wary about disclosing exactly what kind

of study they were engaged in, leaving men to infer a

less prestigeous level of training--rather a case of

anticipatory socialization. This ruse is less available

to older women in well-established, highly visible

careers. Therefore, instead of minimizing work commit

ments, some older divorced professional women look for a

way to turn potential handicaps into advantages which

"give them the edge" over women of less substantial

achievements.

The Conversion of Higher Status
Resources into Supports for a
Career as a "Woman"

First, the primary resource at the disposal of

these subjects is the previously-mentioned income, a

factor women can manipulate to great advantage during

partner search. For instance, it is unlikely that a

high-salaried woman will need to ask a potential partner

for a loan for dental work, or will have to decline a

weekend invitation on the grounds of being unable to pay

for a sitter for older children or the wardrobe necessary

for specific activities, e.g., tennis. One woman made

this point, when comparing the lean years of training to

her present experience of singlehood, by saying, "Being

poor just wasn't sexy!"
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Second, in addition to rarely being in a one-down

position economically, another positive function of her

profession is the mobility it permits her. Not only did

these subjects have to travel on business, they were

also free to go to conferences which they know will be

attended by potential partners. Thus they can step up

the frequency of interaction by being present on business,

rather than having to wait to be invited to accompany a

man as his guest, without any ready-made role to play

once there. This fact may facilitate courtship, because

it may take a pair interested in each other out of the

familiar round of work and ordinary routines. If their 's

is a colleague courtship or they are in related fields,

they can test how well their professional interests mesh

or how much more they can accomplish together than either

could alone. Regardless of the couple possibility,

additionally, conferences are notorious as locales in

which many participants "suspend the rules" for a time.**

At the very least, if her attendance provokes only

transitory interest on the part of a new man otherwise

committed or occupied, this "time out" in the course of

**An excellent picture of this situation is drawn
in Doris Lessing's novel, The Summer Before the Dark.
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her work can sustain her morale and expand her horizons.

Additionally, for long periods, many higher status women

maintain relationships with professional men who live and

work at sites much too far away for regular contact but work

may make possible the continuity necessary to develop a

relationship that neither party is yet prepared to act

upon in so drastic a manner as relocation. There are

other considerations in this regard, as these quotations

from the data show,

Eventually we decided against marriage
because I would have had to make a move that

would damage my career. He had just received
a promotion he worked towards for years; I
was several years away from knowing what
direction I would take. We continued to meet

in the Midwest or the Rocky Mountain area--
midway between our jobs. It was a romance
which changed my life, and we are now very
good friends.

I see Marshall whenever he can come out or I
have a reason to be on the West Coast. We are

nearing retirement and have not ruled out
marriage. I doubt that this will happen
though. Nevertheless, we keep in touch and I
value him very much. If I do not find anyone,
I will always treasure that year we met and
lived together when we were consulting in
Asia. Of course I could have given up my
career, or taken a chance on a minor job
there, but it hasn't seemed a realistic option
because he pays such high alimony.

Another subject explained,

My stage of work is critical right now. A
cross-country romance is absolutely all I can
handle.
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Although women Searchers enjoy the latitude they

have (e.g., to make decisions about travel, housing, how

to spend money and the right to be self-indulgent with

it), other problems plague them. Foremost among them

is the fact that professional success is only partial

legitimation for women. It is hard to convert a promotion

into social capital because the life one must lead to

secure occupational status is a different route from the

requirements for socially establishing oneself in the

community. One Searcher commented on this by saying that

while she found it easy to entertain colleagues and other

friends at buffets, without a spacious home or a husband,

it was harder to cultivate new people she liked or wanted

to know. Most of all, Searcher women had neither the time

or interest for the community activities often utilized

by suburban wives who seek to widen their social circles.

Searchers found themselves characterized as "different"

or discovered that they had to explain their work

continually at social functions which they found otherwise

pleasant. One noted,

Saturday morning coffees at my tennis club are
well-attended and I've met nice people there.
But when I try to connect with them because we
are neighbors, I find that they already have
rather stable friendships. At midlife, couples
tend to settle into familiar rounds. Or else

they are off on cruises or tied up with visiting
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children. Everyone is cordial, but the wives
live different lives. It's easy to talk to
the men, who simply include me in their
"shop talk". The women are terribly nice
and listen to me as patiently as they do to
the men. But they don't treat me as a woman.
I mean, they keep their distance and look
awed, if not cowed. It's just the opposite
from the set we had during marriage, where
I usually feel like "the ex-wife". But it
isn't anymore comfortable. I'm dis
appointed as I thought it would be a good
place to make friends. The main role for
a woman at the club is to be somebody's
wife or else play tennis with the same
foursome every Tuesday.

Additionally, women face more social pressure to

remarry than do men and the assumption that professional

work is compensatory for women, e.g., "nice since she

doesn't seem to be going to remarry." While married

friends tend to be repective to a man the woman Searcher

brings along, they tend to define any pairing as a

potential remarriage, as this incident illustrates,

Because I was well aware of their hopes I would
remarry, I deliberately did not take the man I
was interested in to my friends' supper party.
My date and I sat on the floor by the fireplace
with our plates. We were soon engrossed in a
conversation that was more interesting than I'd
anticipated. When people started to leave, we
didn't pay much attention. Later we noticed we
were talking with no-one around us. We called
out for our host and hostess and found them
waiting alone in the library, as if sitting up to
chap erone a college-aged daughter and her beau.

Since the man a woman Searcher includes when accepting an

invitation is apt to receive more attention than she would

like, Searchers sometimes strategize by going to parties
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alone. But the main consequence of the pressure put on

them to remarry is that it further reinforces the

privatization of personal life which already characterizes

Searching to exit. Frequently, Searchers tend not to

introduce a potential partner to old friends. Once a

tentative LTA is established, there is an inclination to

view older friends as "outside of" or threatening to the

paired interaction, in great contrast to the use Players

make of their friends.

This state of affairs tends to become a vicious

circle--because Searchers avoid community scrutiny in

their pairing experimentation, they accept and return

fewer and fewer invitations. And this results in their

receiving and extending fewer invitations. Thus the

normative ambiguity of the Searcher woman's social position

is reinforced until she is apt to resolve this contradic

tion in status by seeing her former friends primarily by

herself. Once in a relatively stable LTA, she is too

happily immersed in her work and the relationship to have

many unmet needs for sociability. Either way, the outcome

is generally that she gradually realizes that she has

dropped some old friends along the way in passage.

An important characteristic of the lives of women

Searchers is the extent to which they have been influenced

by the feminist movement. All these subjects subscribe
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to feminist rhetoric in varying degrees. Most take it

rather matter of factly--as a part of life which has

become an habitual way of thinking but is no longer as

exciting as it was when they were incorporating some

feminist ideals into their lives. As careerists

interested in self-determination, women Searchers cannot

dismiss conventionally-oriented men but tend to avoid

them as much as possible, socially. As feminism became

established in their thinking, it became customary, in

other words. One interesting change in their initial

(perhaps, lifelong) concern about issues as women, is

that many subjects found that feminism began to take on

new dimensions for them. The longer women Searchers are

in passage, the more they tend to focus on their private

lives. Thus, some of these older women continued their

commitments to the advancement of women, particularly in

the public sphere, but tended to be cautiously aware of

their concern that they could invest in women's issues to

their detriment in searching. That is, some were

conflicted between their public and private lives; and

realized they did not wish to make an unconscious choice

between work and pairing.

My career was both so rewarding and in such an
important phase that I avoided entanglements for
a long period. As a feminist, I saw remarriage as
a series of obligations which would destroy what
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I had worked so hard for. Some of my friends
reached similar conclusions. One by one, most
of us have become committed to a man. Some
relinquished some career aspirations in the
process. Most of us found liberated and
sometimes younger men. The conflict between
career and loving someone seems to finally
have been overshadowed by the relationship.

One subject discussed the problem as follows,

After divorcing, I avoided men who attracted
me, joking about it to friends. I put my
career first until I was so starved in my
personal life, I had to rectify the
imbalance.

Another subject mentioned the conflict,

When you get out of a marriage that inhibited
your work, it's hard to trust men. I
stuck to seeing men who were as little
interested in being serious as I was. I
was very anxious about being able to combine
love and work. I thought only men could do
it. I was terrified of falling in love
because I equated it with failure on both
fronts.

Another subject said,

Professional women are not talking about the
dread they feel that careers and marriage
can't be combined successfully. We are not
afraid of failing at work, but of success I
Feminism taught us to de-emphasize private
life and identity with our careers. Some
of us had fathers who imbued us with the

idea that only professional work was true
achievement. My therapist did. My father
was ecstatic about my Ph.D., saying "I'm
glad you didn't take an M. R. S. instead."
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The Expansion of Private
Satisfactions

Despite the advantages of the occupational career,

or perhaps because of them, people gradually began to

temper this commitment, and move to a higher priority,

some other career strand, usually the interpersonal.

Related to this fact is another, that continuing success

after-struggle in one sphere seemed to encourage subjects

to tackle other areas of life from which they hoped to

secure similar or greater gratifications. One factor

at issue is that success at the occupational career line

not only paved the way for other developments (and then

could be maintained more easily with less effort and

thought), but after savoring this type of accomplishment,

subjects were heartened to scale the heights of

Mount Everest--a transformed private life was the goal.

In most cases, these subsequent career goals had

to do with the private life. This theme was very

prominent in Passionate Searchers' stories. It also

represented an "as if" situation, in that it was as if

occupational success was sufficiently ratifying to provide

a take-off platform for flights which a subject perceived

as more risky and less well understood. To explain, as

Glaser and Strauss (1971: 40-83) noted in their discussion

of the temporal aspects of pacing and the dimensions of
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shaping a passage, it "becomes important to determine

the basic means of its control." Scheduled (institu

tionalized) passages in one's work are more regularized,

predictable and controllable than non-scheduled ones.

Thus the occupational career line may exhibit a more

coherent and steady ("level") line of progress. Becoming

a nationally-known scientist is furthermore, a matter of

controlling and shaping a rather clearly laid-out career

line, compared to the mysterious business of enhancing

and enriching one's personal career as a "man" or "woman"

according to New Age ideas which are understood to be

important, but nonetheless somewhat speculative.

A related phenomenon is "cutting back" (Glaser,

conversation, l975). Upper-middle class professionals

who have "made it", tend to be at least interested in

"cutting back" on the striving they have directed toward

their work. This is especially true of men, or in cases

where the professional careerist has taken care to make

the investments that would pay off in the form of more

leisure time in 5 or lo years. As for women, a gradual

backing away from the 200% basis for participation in

professional life is common, but only after a significant

measure of occupational success as a professional has

been secured. As one subject commented,
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For a long time, I couldn't seem to get anything
going right but my work. It was a lot of
consolation for messing up marriage and about
everything else I tried. But I've been flying
around carrying an expensive briefcase--my
status badge-- for lS years. I guess I want
something more written on my tombstone than
just "Ph.D. "... I'd like to think that matephor
ically at least, I could write on it two other
things, "good person" and "beautiful woman".
The jury isn't in on that last item yet but it
seems to me that I'm finally in a position to
take a shot at it !

Another subject put it,

For a long time, I got a lot of satisfaction out
of being an important man in my field. In fact,
for years I just took it for granted that I
always would be. But that kind of recognition
begins to pall after awhile. It isn't enough,
I mean. So I took a year off from work. It's
clear now that if I am sensible enough to under
take some "right living" in terms of how I use
my resources, I never have to work so hard again.
It's odd, but it certainly does facilitate
thinking through goals to have a little time
to oneself. I never had it before.

Another subject commented on another aspect of cutting

back,

When I was pushing my career so hard, I was always
leaving town when my ex-husband needed to know I
was putting him first. I don't think that
mattered too much because I am convinced that we

weren't right for each other. But since I've
begun to free-lance and take a lot of time off,
when anything important is happening in my rela
tionship with John--or we just decide we'd like to
go away for a couple of weeks, I go.! We have
developed a level of intimacy in just three years
that I don't think is possible in a lifetime if
one or both people are totally career-oriented.
Some of our most important times have come out
of our being able to be relaxed and "take time"
for each other. It's turned out that it was
taking time for "us" to happen. My work was just
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"cold comfort" there for a long time when it was
all I had. It also think of it as my being in
"prime time" now, where I shouldn't have to
hustle in my career the way I did when I was a
neophyte in a hurry.

A male subject reported,

It's good to schlepp around in boots and jeans
and not worry about status. I'm especially
pleased to have settled in at Columbia and
gotton out of academic politics while I'm still
pretty attractive. I've got lots of hair and
my own teeth I I live with a beautiful woman
professor who teaches at NYU. We're pretty
mellow--like hip kids I guess. I realized
that none of the things I wanted as a man
besides my occupational career were going to
happen if I put everything into it, year after
year. My ex-wife is still in the big house.
Valerie and I have an apartment in the Village.
We don't ever straighten up the bedroom. Haven't
unpacked most of her books yet. As soon as you
start to see the old rat race will always be
there if you want it, it begins to diminish in
importance. I think the whole business of
backing off has paid off for me.

Another subject summed it up,

At the point where I could have moved to a
much better job, I had a long-awaited Sabbatical
year coming up. I didn't want to give it up,
so I took the time off and stayed with a more
modest post. They finally got around to giving
me a raise, despite my activism in the Sixties.
At least they didn't fire me ! In the meantime,
I've learned to play conga drums and I play with
a group. I also found a woman to "merge with",
after all that waiting. The kids are grown up
now. Timothy lives over the mountains with his
lady. Christine is home a lot with us. I never
even got around to buying a house but apparently
I can keep on renting the house on the summit as
long as I want it. We put a sauna out in back
and a geodesic dome for guests. We don't see
much of anyone but former students of mine and
their friends, but it's a good life. I do a lot
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of work simply because I enjoy it. For instance,
I just made a film. Even though I will show it
to my class in "Media and Popular Culture", I
really made it for my own pleasure. I have a
veritable laboratory of recording and filming
equipment, you know, so I do stuff just for fun.
I never anticipated having this sort of a life at
50, but you know, it could be titled, "Another
Freak Goes Free l l ".

Generally, de-emphasizing the occupational career

to whatever extent was desired (or partially dictated by

a changing job market), permitted Searchers to achieve

goals in the interpersonal realm, e.g., pairing rather

than ageing out of passage. Nevertheless, as these foci

changed, an intermediate step seemed to take place, the

decision to give the sexual career primary importance.

Evaluations of the Sexual Career

Strand, as Experienced by
Searchers and Influenced

by the Growth Movement
Ideology

Another unequovocal finding (which was unanticipated)

was the importance of the sexual career, certainly among

Searchers. In fact, the focus on this aspect of multiple

career management almost amounts to a condition necessary

(if not sufficient) for identification of this mode of

passage. It is inextricably linked to the wishes subjects

had for the course of passage and their intentions to

partner. If marriage is the winning sweepstake ticket to

Players, the establishing of a deeply gratifying sexual
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bond with a partner in an LTA assumes the same proportions

for Searchers. In this pursuit of the sexual career

strand, a closed awareness context was generally continued,

as far as anyone but other Searchers were concerned. But

among Searchers, there was little hesitation to take up

this topic and no lack of consensus about sexuality or its

place in one's life, that is, its worth. Thus, to

Searchers, there was a unity of perception that one of

the great yields to be secured via Searching (perhaps

possible because of limiting the work commitment), was

the chance to establish this type of sexual relationship.

In this regard, the research on the role of sex in

the lives of their upper-middle class subjects (Cuber

and Harroff, l965) is instructive. They found, when

interviewing a stratum of Americans who had "done well",

that many were unhappy with their original perceptions of

sex. About half the men thought they had misunderstood

sex, they had either taken it too casually (e.g., they

had jeopardized a marriage that eventually terminated

because they were determined to pursue a course which

precluded marital fidelity), or felt that they had gotten

by with too little sexuality. Among the women, about

half were similarly dissatisfied, and for the same

reasons, e.g., they had over- or under-emphasized

sexuality. Among the people who were satisfied with their
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lives at mid-life and with the place they had assigned

to sex, were the other half of the female and male sample.

However, their reasons did not reveal much except that

sexuality can be differentially evaluated. Half were

happy because they had not given sex a central place in

their lives and the other half attributed their present

happiness to the fact that they had decided that

sexuality should be a front and center issue for them.

Among Searchers, conclusions were not divided;

all Searchers felt that a component of their earlier

(unsatisfactory) lives was that they had not given sex a

first place in priorities. Men complained that their

ex-wives were content with perfunctory sex; women

complained that their ex-husbands had been willing to

settle for their perfunctory approach to sex; everyone

complained about inexperience or meager marital sex.

The following is a typical report,

I am resentful at growing up in an era where
the importance of sexuality was denied or played
down. Can you imagine a marriage of l7 years in
which I existed without experiencing orgasm,
let alone even being sure that this dismal state
of affairs existed?! I was crazy about Paul when
we married after knowing each other briefly and
he certainly did well in his career. But after
ten years, I began to suspect the reason for our
increasing distance emotionally and my increas
ingly nervousness and tension. In fact, I
wanted to cry all the time ! Probably my
worsening asthma was a reflection of that fact.
At any rate, it was ironic to have all my friends
tell me how lucky I was--with "the most attractive,
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successful man in town, the biggest house and
adorable children". How come, I wondered, I
am so unhappy if I am so lucky?

Before feminism, I even accepted the fact
that I was "lucky", without realizing that I
had contributed a lot to Paul's career success.
After feminism, I knew sexual satisfaction
was a basic right of mine. I remember asking
Paul if he thought everything was "right"
with us sexually, and he scowled and said,
"If it weren't, I'd tell you! But if you

think anything's wrong with Yºu, get a
doctor and I'll pay the bill. That was
the extent of our conversation. Two years,
one divorce and one affair later, a physicist
from the lab turned me on--like turning
on lights. He was an interesting man. We
both realized this was happening to me
for the first time, although I didn't
say so. He even wrote a sonnet at work
the next day to celebrate the event. My
analyst was pretty excited about it too,
and tried to take the credit. I suppose
because he spent such a long time trying
to desensitize me. Anyway, I told him
I deserved some of it. After several more

years, I saw that I had been married to a
premature ejaculator and that we probably
didn't like each other, or it wouldn't
have gone that way. Although I confess I
wasn't exactly like Maria in For Whom the
Bell Tolls, it was worth the costs of a
divorce.

A male subject reported,

I think that as far as sexual gratification
goes, there's a lot going around. Nevertheless,
I also think that many people get "burned out"
in other areas of their lives and it affects

the sexual aspect. The last life satisfaction
I would relinquish is sexual gratification.

Another subject reported,

It puzzled me to find that some men would drop
me after the point in our relationship when I
felt enough confidence with them to become
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multi-orgasmic. It will probably come as no
surprise to you that I then decided to keep looking
until I found a man I liked who placed on sex the
same value I did, and who was strong enough in his
masculinity not to be threatened by my responsive
In e SS .

Another woman reported,

Part and parcel of conventional marriage, it
seems to me, is that the husband is assumed to be
the sexy partner. Under the double standard, he
is also supposed to be the more sexually active
partner. I think going to bed with someone can be
the height of a political act, and I certainly
don't intend to go to bed with someone who wants an
inexperienced woman follower 1

A male subject offered this comment,

The sexual revolution's surely changed a lot more
than just attitudes. I know from my own experience
with divorce at this age that everything's
changing ! A lot of the women I go out with are
lawyers or physicians. They can go to bed with
whomever they please. Frankly, I find it a
turn-on to be seen as attractive by such women.

The most common thread in Searchers' stories about

the place of sex in their lives was their regret for having

married early and on the basis of very limited sexual

experience. One Searcher woman whose story differed from

that of most women's in this category reported the

following,

There was one thing that was a plus in my life
through the whole dragged-out marriage to a
General Motors manager, the motherhood thing,
moving to California, divorce, and going back
to school to begin my career. I always
appreciated sex 1 I wasn't very experienced,
considering I was considered a "hot little girl"
in high school. I was embarrassed about my
reputation, actually. But I kept having affairs,
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or thinking about having affairs the entire time
we were married. By the time I was divorced
and had gotten a job, that was definitely a
positive part of my life. I already knew how
to get a good thing going sexually, and then I
had a good job finally. Sex made me feel alive
no matter what else was going on. It kept me
going, in other words. Now that we've followed
up our arrangement by getting married, I still
love to flirt and I often visualize sex with
colleagues. Mort isn't crazy about that fact
but the other day I explained to him, "Look,
I'm safe to flirt with ! Sure I get lots of
offers, but everybody at the clinic knows how
I feel about you, so it makes us all feel great
and everyone knows I'm not going to do anything
about any of it."

Another woman reported,

I found that no matter what a man had to offer

me, if we did not have enormous physical
attraction between us, everything paled in
comparison. Marrying once or twice (or living
with several men in turn) gives one a chance to
see how this factor adds up. I think many women
(or men, for that matter) don't care all that

much about sex. But to me, it's synonomous
with life. It's also at the heart of loving,
because if the man and I continue to be immensely
attracted to each other, I feel great all the time
and I can handle almost any problems that come
along. Without that, nothing's right.

A man made this point,

Anytime there was a really big physical
attraction with a woman, I considered her for
an LTA. As I told one, if the sex isn't
there, nothing else good will be. If it is,
everything else can be "worked out", if we're
determined. That was my first rule.

One little-known aspect of how the occupational

and sexual careers can be integrated, is that work becomes

a cover for the extent to which sexual considerations take
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precedence for Searchers. For example, failure to

continue to attend the public functions connected to

work can always be explained away with the suggestion that

one is immersed in work at home, is working to the point

of exhaustion, etc. Thus the decreasing amount of time

and energy devoted to work, which was evident in many

Searchers, can be put into following out an emphasis on

the sexual strand, with no-one being the wiser should the

Searcher not care to disclose this. In fact, being

involved in high-status work as a personal attribute is

amenable to all sorts of manipulation. As mentioned, it

allows women to travel at will, to travel with a lover,

or to move about the city alone at night, as if leaving

her office after working late. Many men who were assumed

to have not done well at their careers or to have not

wanted to have continued so high a level of commitment

to work for an indefinite number of years, were thought

to have been financially well off enough to put "cutting

back" first. What was often left undiscussed was the

question of "cutting back" for what? In many cases, it is

for the exploration of sexuality. However, it is not

apt to be a form of recreational sex, as is the case for

subjects who are Sorters or Runners, for the following

Iº e a SOIn S .
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First, for Searchers, no relationship without a

significantly intense sexual dimension was perceived as

a significant relationship. Second, the issue of

authenticity was seen as at the heart of sexuality, that

is, no truly intimate bond could, in the eyes of

Searchers, go un-celebrated or un-sealed, erotically.

A frequent observation, third, among Searchers when no

onlookers were around was that "sexuality is where it's

all atl" But Searchers appeared to worry about one thing,

that this state of affairs was exactly what their

conservative and very-married friends feared. Hence

there is a closed awareness context to the sexual career

experimentation and ultimate triumphs of Searchers. In

other words, their conversations with each other, even on

very short acquaintance, are candid in this regard, but

otherwise, quite guarded.

Fourth, it is a basic tenet of growth involvement

ideology and the Searcher's non-conventional "modern"

approach to pairing, to expect many sensuous "body

pleasures". Hence massage, hot tubing, saunas, good

food, exercising to a point of feeling a "good physical

tiredness" are all defined as essential to a good life.

Many Searchers are also into sport as play (e.g. , hiking,

kite flying, swimming), and being amateur naturalists.
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At the top of the list of pleasures which also include

"community" is sexual expression in one's partnership.

Putting the occupational career on the backburner,

so to speak, while giving the sexual career first priority

midway through passage facilitated pairing. And it

frequently also resulted in the sexual strand becoming

incorporated into the interpersonal career, after which

the latter becomes the focus of a passagee's concentrated

efforts. Typically, this step is accompanied by another

critical one--the decision to re-define criteria for

desired partner characteristics, if it became necessary.

Before examining this phenomenon, problems common to

Passionate Searching are now outlined.

Problems Confronting Subjects
Attempting to Search to
Paired Exit

While the extent to which Searchers passionately

adopt growth movement tenets as ideals in Searching

protects them temporarily from self-doubts and general

discouragement (e.g., if attempts to find a partner

continue to fail), the passage may become more difficult

as the cohort of mid-life divorced people "thins out" and

married friends tend to assume one is planning to "age

out" of passage. In other words, Searchers were in no

way inclined to identify with Runners and did not wish to
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be taken for them. Nevertheless, without a partner, it

was hard for some Searchers to hold to their identities

as people with the potential to pair. What Searchers

sought was a vital pairing in which the personal qualities

of Other were intrinsically and immeasurably valuable,

and this did not prove to be an easy order to fill.

In the meantime, two strategies were available

for adoption by subjects. One was celibacy and the other

was multiple relationships, the latter meaning "simul

taneously experienced". A period of celibacy was not at all

unusual among Searchers despite the emphasis they put on

the sexual career. But, since Searchers felt themselves

quite capable of indiscriminate sexual episodes--and

most had had periods of this type of activities, especially

at passage onset, they had had plenty of opportunity to be

so ratified (as desirable sexual partners) but they were

not disposed to find such interaction very gratifying.

They did not object on principle to "one-nighters", but

they defined them as of illusionary satisfaction and

unlikely to lead to what they were looking for, despite

the fact that some pairing began in this manner. Never

the less, a round of "one nighters" was uniformly regarded

as for people into "sport fucking," which Searchers

thought was fina for them, in that one "ought not" to be

judgmental, but hardly the big game they were after.
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Therefore, they preferred to use "time-outs" (between

relationships) by devoting themselves to celibacy while

tending to other matters or by restricting sexual

expression with one or several people similarly in a

holding pattern. Since Searchers felt ready to "really

know someone", they sought intimacy, not superficial

relationships. Thus their evaluation of the casual sex

which might be a mainstay to Runners was that it was too

trivial for them.

Another mechanism which Runners might enjoy, the

singles' group activities, were used by Searchers only to

hunt for a new partner after an LTA broke up. Generally

this could be accomplished after participating once or

twice, because Searchers were relatively comfortable in

such settings and prided themselves on using them

rationally. One subject reported,

Tom and I seemed to have arrived at an impasse in
our relationship, and when he said he needed a
long separation from me, and had no idea when he
might want to see me again, I was terribly
discouraged. I felt like crying a river because
it was on a Saturday after a hard week at work,
and my job wasn't all that inspiring. With Tom
in my life, I didn't care, but without anyone,
it looked quite different by Saturday night.
I knew I'd be depressed if I didn't get going,
so I got all dressed up in some evening pajamas, and
drove to a nice club known to be a place where
singles dance.

When I got there, it was a downer to be
back out "on the market" again, and that was why
I decided to spend two dollars for valet parking.
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By the time the car door was opened for me, I
could hear the band inside. I started to cheer

up, because I love to dance. Inside I got a
drink and stood with my back to the bar so I
could watch the dancers. It seemed good to
be "out and going" at least ! I saw only one
man in the 70 or so there that I'd even care
to meet, going by appearances. Just as I
noticed him, he started to walk past me. So
I pulled myself together and practically stuck
out a foot in his path. And I said as clearly
as I could because he was so surprised and
those places are always so dark, "If you are
not in the mood, it's Ok, but if you'd like to,
I'd love to dance." He was terribly pleased.--
stopped like a cowboy reigning in his horse !
After several dances and his buying me a drink,
he asked on impulse it seemed, if I'd like to
see the new plant he had just bought. It was
nearby in the warehouse district of the water
front. I guess it was just one more time
that I took a chance on running into Mr.
Goodbar. But he seemed so eager and boyish
about it, I agreed. En route there, I followed
in my car, in case my judgment proved wrong.
It turned out he was a physicist who'd taught
at Berkeley years ago and been a neighbor of
Tom's then, of all things I He'd been in Europe
for lº years, during which he had an electronic
plant in Nigeria. By Sunday night, he was
determined to be my "white knight". He was a
cosmopolitan and interesting man. And our mode
of meeting seemed to recommend me to him. He
had a marvelous Italian sports car coming in by
boat and a beautiful rich young daughter. She
and I hit it off at once. Turned out he had a
TV installed in the dashboard of the car, which
was the first one in a car in France.

Clifford was all set to move in with me. So
I tried to go to bed with him, but I froze up
like a convent-educated lo year-old. So I knew
it was back to celibacy again, because while
Clifford was fine "with my head", in my gut I
was still Tom's woman I I suppose that's why I
was the one who telephoned, to Tom, I mean. I'm
glad I did, because we had our block cleared up
in no time. Clifford called me constantly for
several weeks, until I had to be flat out with
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him, refusing his calls, after explaining why repeatedly.
He finally went, at my urging, to a singles dance
in Orinda, where he was taken in tow by a
handsome, wealthy widow. So he moved in with
her instead. The last I heard, he was walking
her dobermans and supervising the construction
of a corral for the horse she wanted. I

thought it was the funniest thing the way I
froze up on him. He kept sputtering from the
living room sofa that night. And I was tucked
into my bed, thinking "the body never lies . "
Of course I would have tried the Orinda dances

myself, if Tom and I hadn't gotten back together.

Searchers, then, become adept at initiating conver

sations with people they see as attractive. They are

practiced at "reading" people's clothes and bearings for

clues about their social identities. The woman in the

foregoing quotation, for example, explained that one

criterion for picking Clifford was

such a well-cut blazer ("you know,

buttons", she said), that she felt

presentable friend. Men and women

welcomed the new freedom women had

that he was wearing

the ones with the gold

sure he would be a

alike appeared to have

to do the scouting out

themselves, e.g., most men were flattered at being asked

to dance and most women were philosophical if a man

declined. Nevertheless, middle-life Solos know that

singles' activities were stigmatized in more conversative

circles, and they would not enjoy becoming "regulars".

For these reasons they left a closed awareness context

with friends from their married days about such aspects

of their lives as where they might

who became a potential partner.

have met a new person
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A typical opener at a singles' party might

consist of a man saying to a woman, "What in the world is

someone like you doing here?" But more often, plain

friendship is extended. One subject reported meeting a

delightful man when both took refuge on a terrace from a

singles party they regretted having attended soon after

arriving. Rather than being "polite" about the hostess

or the other guests, they confided their distress and

shortly left together. The subject reported often seeing

this man, adding,

He was really a very nice fellow who had a big
house and pool and two young adult children he
was trying to launch. His father had been
President of the University we had both
attended, although Wilfred was several years
ahead of me--just the sort of man I was after,
then. Sometimes I went down to Woodside and

helped him chaperone a young people's party--
he had a sensational-looking young daughter
who was "boy crazy". He needed someone to
help him get her safely married off and
straighten out his 17 year old son. But by
the time we met, I felt I was lightyears ahead
of him as far as California lifestyles were
concerned. He was still dazed at the break-up
of his marriage, but sweet in a courtly old
fashioned way.

Sometimes I stayed overnight in his guest
room instead of driving home to the city. "You
poor kid," he'd say, "stay over and have a swim
in the morning !" He loved my presiding at the
brunch table and I kind of liked it, too. His
son didn't, and I think he's been able to "run
off" every woman his father had found. But I
eased out of it soon because I knew I couldn't
ever be in love with him. And it seemed to me

he ought to be in circulation so he could find
somebody who could handle his Charlie, and
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wanted to try. He was really pleasant company
though and I kind of missed him. Once when we
went to pick up Charlie and his friend when they'd
been trout fishing in the Sierra, it was so
beautiful when we got there, that we put the kids
on a plane and kept the gear and hiked and
camped for four days. It was never overtly sexual;
he didn't appeal to me at all. He needed a wife
and mother person. I had four lean months after
that with no-one to take me to dinner and my
aunt said I was "silly" to be so scrupulous.
But he wasn't my kind of guy and I didn't want
to lead him on, especially with his son so
terrified to lose him, and watching us all the
time. Who-ever got him had to sell the boy first
I think I

Thus one problem for older professional women was

that men their age might be committed to norms from older

times without knowing this aspect of themselves. Thus

many women tended to look for partners in somewhat younger

men, seven years being an age gap characteristic of these

solutions. Men who looked their age and expressed it by

behavior which was conventional also found problems in

pairing because they were threatened by newly-assertive

women and not accustomed to having to make allowances for

a woman's professional life, e.g. , the Wilfred of the

previous quotation continued to treat the subject with

fatherly protectiveness although she was a well-established

mathematician. Therefore, men like Wilfred were at a

disadvantage with "new women", and had to look for partners

in places like church functions or bridge tournaments,

leaving a narrowed field for women into Searching as far
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as men they saw as eligible were concerned. In fact, one

woman reported having the following conversation with an

aggrieved fellow, who said,

It was nice to be asked to dance, but the next
thing I knew, she asked me if I wanted to go
home with her, which I thought was pretty damn
forward. So I told her, "No, I don't; I'm
used to doing the asking !"

This man was typical of the "old school tie" man

who was not seen as eligible by women Searchers because

their expectations for her would be so unacceptably old

l6 In the normative evaluations of these women,fashioned.

his disinterest in her invitation should not be expressed

as anything past "No, thank you." Old-fashioned men

complained to women Searchers that "women today are too

independent and they're just out for a good time". Thus

these men were written off as not able to be comfortable

with the weakening of male perogatives, e.g., are completely

"out of it" (meaning the modern world). Thus while women

into Searching might be relieved to be less than formerly

constrained (e.g., no longer having to be constantly

passive), role strain and conflict were often prevalent

quickly. Women not willing to have to deal with this

**cohen's research (l.879) findings state that
male adherence to traditional attitudes and behavior
inhibit their dealing well with midlife transitions.
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type of male discomfort and nor ready to be

seen as females who were "exploitive about their new-won

autonomy" had to keep looking. But this paved the way

for younger men or men who were more flexible to rank

well with women Searchers, e.g., because they were ready

to undertake non-traditional age pairings. Furthermore,

a great deal of confusion rested on problems of

ascertaining age. A common way to clarifying this was to

ask about children from a previous marriage, then

shifting to, "How old are they?" But while some younger

men did not do this, and appeared so little "uptight"

about age that they would comment favorably about "liking

older women" because they are "not so helpless and set

on a house in the suburbs" as are younger women, there

were not always enough of them to go around.

And as for midlife males, many could not adapt to

changing sex roles and did not realize that they must

thus forego trying to attract a professional woman who

enjoyed her relatively autonomous life. Many women

Searchers passed up many suitors who might have seemed to

their mothers to be "good catches", because they were men

who simply were not happy about the new definitions by

which women felt they stood to gain. Having no fore

knowledge of a person's expectations often resulted in

someone feeling caught in a double-bind. Like the young
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women in Brødhead's (1979) research, who felt that women

could make good physicians, but physicians might not

"make very good women", many women Searchers who

delighted in their careers were deeply (if privately)

afraid that careerists would not be viewed as very good

at "being women". Their work would inhibit their

chances to pair. But the most assured people, as

Searchers had to learn to be, simply plunged ahead,

collecting data, and being good-natured about dealing

with whatever came along in the way of Other's response.

Many promising-looking pairings immediately failed in the

face of such negotiations, because sex role issues

related to Searchers' perceptions of options, to their

interest in new forms of less sharply-defined heterosexual

behavior, and to their fondness for new forms of role

taking or role reversals.

Nevertheless, sex role behavioral modifications

were so in flux that Searchers had to improvise as they

went along, since no-one could know in advance how Others

would like to have behavior tailored to fit a situation,

were one ready to "go along", which Searchers were not

prepared to do, again on principle. Many men into

Searching reported pride in managing cooking and laundry

or enjoyed buying themselves a matching was her and dryer.

One woman Searcher reported that she had never been allowed
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to prepare a meal or offer the man she partnered with a

cup of coffee when he arrived, for the whole first year

she knew him. During the second, they often cooked

dinner together, but generally at the house he had

remodeled because he was very pleased with the kitchen he

outfitted with chopping-block counter tops. Tips about

house management, e.g., how to clean burned pots, was

something women Searchers got used to receiving. Because

of the age of Searchers, the single father as an example

of role reversal was not often encountered. Unlike

Steadies, then, Searchers were looking for a highly

rewarding form of couplehood, not step families.

Searchers tended to use psychotherapy extensively,

possibly as a tool for becoming rapidly re-socialized.

In this way, earlier emotional conflicts could be worked

through and therapists helped them elaborate a new range

of normative possibilities, as well as assisting them to

relinquish other roles more easily than they could have

accomplished alone. Furthermore, through therapy, many

Searchers found support for their experimentation, which

often amounted to a rather random casting about for new

social identities which would "work" and be acceptable to

the sort of person they hoped to attract. One subject

reported,
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I went to considerable financial hardship and
lost some time in order to go through 3 years
of Jungian analysis. It meant sticking to a
dull clerical job while holding my graduate
work to night classes. My husband had been a
successful corporate manager who offered me a
high standard of living. But it was easier
to skimp and "wait", than to keep going
through continual business transfers, with
nothing to look forward to. I was fascinated
by academia and longing for a professor for a
husband 1 Finally my analyst helped me see
that maybe I could put aside catching one,
for being one. As a sociologist looking
back, I guess he was doing anticipatory sociali
zation.

Many women Searchers seriously entered professional

careers rather late. Thus they had income levels for a

time which did not meet their hopes. However, they

romanticized their entries into professional ranks, whether

or not this brought them less recognition than men received

at similar educational levels. Thus women Searchers tended

to be somewhat "behind" sisters who had trained earlier.

They knew they would be behind career women now thirty

years old. Still they reported so much satisfaction at

being valued in professional circles, especially as they

did not feel appreciated in their marriages, that they

waxed enthusiastic about the approval they encountered

professionally. Nevertheless, it tended to "get old", if

pairing could not be accomplished. They also knew that

while men took "refuge" in their work, they were much

more matter-of-fact about their use of the professional

career to help in mastering the long passage transition.
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A major problem for both men and women into

Searching, but much more acute for women, was that the

structural realities of life still had to be dealt with

outside of work. Searchers who wanted "new people" for

partners had to look long and hard. One woman who

retained a circle of married friends she particularly

liked and saw occastionally, partially as a mechanism for

keeping her occupied between relationships, finally

abandoned what had looked like a place to be sheltered.

She explained,

It's great to be welcomed back into the bosom
of old friends with lovely homes and great
parties, but I decided I can't afford the
down payment. There simply wasn't any
recognition of the fact that I have become a
well-established professional with a business
world of her own. Recently when I went out to
a dinner party at friends I like immensely, the
entire assemblage listened to one after another
of the men recount a recent career triumph,
masked as a funny or indigent story. I sat
there dying to talk about the new account I
got at the agency, but when did my turn to talk
come? As I was going out the door in the middle
of a line of people. The hostess put her arm
around me and said, with an expression of
concern as if I were courting TB by over-working,
"How is your job going?" And it also wasn't
lost on me that I didn't have an attentive room
ful of people to tell. The next week I was
being entertained by another couple I really
like. Martin used to work for John way back then.
I know they know how important my work is to me,
but when I mentioned it, John immediately took
off on his worries about his investments. Of
course I don't have any worth mentioning yet, but
he certainly knew how to "take me out of play !"
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When either men or women Searchers chose instead

to entertain themselves, they found it hard to collect

their single friends, since singles tend to work hard and

travel often. Furthermore, their devoted married-couple

friends, who presumably were interested in their welfare,

tended to dodge invitations in which they would not have

their luxurious homes to display and might, indeed, end up

feeling de-valued themselves. Thus the relentless Noah's

Ark quality to what they saw as "mainstream life" often

seemed to offer them more problems than pleasure.

Searchers tended to be wistful for, but discard their

hopes for extensive couple friendships. Because their aims

were so opposed to those of Players, they ended up fore

going the endless array of invitations which had been part

of early (married) life and tended to refer to them as

"what goes on when you're younger". Thus Searchers sought

to learn how to handle the frequent confusion or dis

appointment they felt, but around the holidays, tended to

admit to each other that "things seem pretty quiet without

the children or loads of party invitations". One Searcher

couple reported their shock at being refused (politely) by

neighbors who found excuses for not being able to get to

the New Years' Even cocktail party they hastily put

together, saying,
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The house was so pretty with all our Christmas
decorations and it was our best Christmas since
we have been together, so we got a lot of good
cocktail food and called the whole block and a

few singles. The neighbors seemed rather
floored by our gaity and cordiality. They all
said they "had plans" or were "too tired", which
was the first indication we'd had that our
relationship might be disturbing to them. The
only other thing we could figure out was that
they were all just tired Two different groups
of singles friends came though, and we sat
around and drank champagne. By midnight,
instead of having a full house, we were sitting
drinking champagne on the floor all alone. And
we were laughing and laughing 1

Searcher women tended to have good levels of

physical health and high levels of energy, another reason

they preferred younger men. They tended to be either some

what non-conforming women early on or women who had

secretly hated their roles as community influentials, at

least after they had grown accustomed to them. They

tended to make friends readily and to use old friends as

confidentes. Many of them had rehearsed the divorce

transition by consciously looking for other women as role

models, in preparation for the adjustments ahead of them.

Generally, women tended to remain enthusiastic

about being accepted in new social circles, such as

careerist ones, which they had long coveted. While their

job titles sometimes outran their salaries, or they moon

lighted for a time on two jobs, they described their work

lives as major resources for reorganizing their lives as

well as
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the immediate source of many specific gratifications.

Generally, Searcher women tended to be bright and to have

been uncomfortable in conventional marriages where they

were encouraged to stifle their aspirations, e.g., not to

rock the boat. One remembered that her conservative

young husband had not wanted her to smoke or to ever refer

to having graduated from a university (e.g., having

attended was "OK"). Thus, Searcher women subjects tended

to perceive their career accomplishments as less than

younger women would strive for and achieve, but as a great

deal more life satisfaction than they had originally

expected. One referred to her life as a conventional wife

and mother being followed by career success as,

I guess I have had the best of two worlds. Of
course a younger woman would not settle today
for not being a partner in the firm, as I have
been glad to do. For women in my generation,
I've done well l Doing family life and then
career life in succession, rather than simul
taneously, worked out quite nicely. For one
thing, I haven't had to worry about how you
deal with a dual career marriage along with
raising children. I never would have wanted to
tackle that actually, so the fact that I didn't
have the chance, doesn't bother me. The women
I like best now--who have done well professionally,
all had their children l9 or l2 years later than
I did. On the whole, they've done better with
careers because the training was behind them so
early. But who'd want to be fifty and dealing
with teenagers? Not me ! Don't ask me about the
women who are not going to have children because
it might interfere with their careers or marriages
though. That one I'm not ready to look at 1 I
really got off on having Tour daughters though. I
suppose I really wouldn't have done that differently
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either. I particularly like the fact that I had
them so early, because they are off on their
own trips. In my opinion, if you're dead set
on kids and a career, you have to do one of them
very early and the other very late. Since I
don't think that American women get around to
understanding being women very early, I think
you might as well have kids first, so that the
best part of your life is left to middleage,
when you really have earned the right to some
goodies.

Many Searcher women had children early. It was

typical of them that they chafed (privately) under the

restrictions of motherhood or never identified themselves

primarily as mothers. One explained,

I adored having the little boys early and of
course I had no idea then that I would ever

leave Charles. But I might have guessed,
because I always was a rebel, like going back
to college when they were in grade school and
it just wasn't done. You know, I really didn't
want to pick up a baby again until I had my
fifth grandchild. I'm really enjoying this one.
Maybe having such a terrific man in my life has
allowed me to go back and pick up on some of
those feelings.

Another summed up her impatience with family life, with

Look, I know I had a great house, and beautiful
children, and a lot of money, and nothing ever
like the problems of working class women. But
do you have any idea how lonely it is being
responsible for everything when you're married
to a man who's always off "doing well". House
wife? To me that means being married to a
house ! I did all that mandatory PTA stuff and
entertained boss after boss. We got promoted a
lot! One winter that I had to be a Cub Scout
mother for the fourth year, I had a headache
and went to bed every Tuesday afternoon until
summer came. I am having fun now and I don't
care who thinks what about it--because there's

one thing I am very clear about, I have paid my
dues 1
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As for Searcher men, in order to search avidly,

they had to be persons who willingly abandoned some of the

rewards masculinity generally carries, or used to carry.

For many of them, like Searcher women, this involved

following out on ideas they had had much earlier. As one

said,

I've always been a little bit disappointed in
men. I never did get off on that macho stuff
and the friendships I hoped for didn't seem to
be what my men friends defined as I did. I
really don't care for the stag fishing trips
where everyone drinks too much and walks around
all the time with their balls hanging out. I
used to think something was wrong with me, but
now I tend to think that I may have been a little
ahead of my time.

Another said,

All that male competitive stuff really tees me
off. I never did enjoy it, for all that I could
play that game. I hate guns and I think men who
collect them are dumb. I never let the boys have
them around the house and I think that settling
things by fighting is pretty boring compared to
using reason. I guess you could say I've always
been pretty tolerant, and I got tired of being
faulted for it.

Another male Searcher reported,

Careerist? I guess you could say I was into it
pretty heavily for years. I was not only a "big
man" in town, I was all over town. They couldn't
hold a meeting or form a Committee without me.
Frankly though, I think a lot of it was running.
I hated my marriage and it never occurred to me
that there would ever be a way out of it. I was
on the go all the time because it kept me from
thinking of how miserable I was, and everyone
seemed to expect it of me. Since I found
Margaret, I'm happy and I can afford to sit down
often and "feel how I feel". I think a lot of
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men are running around in the rat race because
somebody told them it was their role.

Of course my income 's down--it goes to two
households. But my friend Margaret keeps me so
happy, I don't need much to spend. She has a
career, too. Therapist? Sure, I had one. The
road out was a long road. We had such oppress
ive divorce laws in my state I had to move to
another, or I wouldn't have a shirt left to
wear. I had a hard time with the split. I
went through many adjustments. It's just as
difficult for us therapists as anyone else. I
tried to help many people with the transition,
and there I was, listening to the same advice
from someone else. My whole life has changed and
I like me a lot better now, too.

Another finding was Searcher men who had not "made

it to the top" in occupational careers, but done moderately well,

who were greatly advantaged by social change trends.

Their flexibility, relative lack of male chauvanism, and

interest in New Age living stood them in good stead with

"new women". Thus, they could assume strong positions vis

à vis career women whom society increasingly defined as

"interesting". For these men and "new women", the

increasing legitimation of careers for women and less

competitive attitudes for men meant that "time was on their

side". Middle management men with fair salaries--or higher

status men with assets depleted by the divorce, could thus

undertake a second (midlife) partner search with new self

worth gleaned from changing times. These men were

particularly well received by late career women who divorced

prosperous and busy husbands whose work left them too heavily

scheduled to have much time for the marriage.
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Additionally, these men still held positions pro

viding them with an adequate financial base and modicum of

status--all they perceived they needed. They emulated the

casual "hip" attire of younger men, e.g., wearing medallions

on chains around their necks and turtleneck pullovers, and

they tended to stand out and be easily distinguishable from

other greying "Establishment" men in singles settings.

They were visible and very popular, often monopolizing

attractive younger women and sought-after older career

women. Potentially, they were role models for other men

in their generation. A life stage which could become

traumatic for their "more successful" brothers, who were

hitting career ceilings and facing competition from young

"comers", was rich with unanticipated gains for the former

men. Their styles of self-presentation, e.g., clothing,

vocabularies, were similar to younger men but so were their

values. All of this helped them mitigate the potential

disadvantage of being older. By so exploiting shifting

norms, both men and women Searchers maneuvered to their own

benefit. Nevertheless, age for men and money for women,

coupled with the fact that they rejected "going Solo"

despite the difficulties of finding Perfect Partner, added

to complexity of passage. But as outlined, the major

mechanism used to resolve the troublesome nature of partner

hunting was maximizing the interpersonal strand, both in

order to find a partner and when a promising person appeared.
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The Ideology of Singlehood

While the "going Solo" model certainly appealed to

Girls, Boys, and Runners, it impacted other subjects only

as a stage in passage. Stein (1978) has made a good case

for singlehood as an end in itself, and presently, a

debate is underway as to whether this is emerging as a

temporary or permanent adaptation. When marriage was the

norm, people were derisive about the divorced and it was

much less acceptable a lifestyle. This study shows that

singlehood was a permanent alternative for some people and

only a stage, albeit a common and useful one, for others.

Passionate Searchers put little energy into denying the

importance to them of a warm partnership, even when it was

not yet accomplished and being less open might have been

less painful.

They were glad to have singlehood as a more and more

acceptable option, should they have to end up ageing out

of passage and for its utility "between engagements", but

this did not alter the fact that an effective partnership

was their ultimate good. They tended to hang on to the

ideal of pairing out with Perfect Partner, before all other

goals. Thus, while singlehood might work well for others

and was indeed assuming a greatly increased significance in

American society, it was simply not taken seriously by

Searchers.
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Probes for the significance of being middleaged

while attempting a paired exit brought up almost nothing

on the pangs of middle aged singlehood, since it was always

defined as a temporary, "stop-gap" state of affairs, as far

as Searchers were concerned.

All categories of subjects tended to assume they

would "get what they wanted out of passage," except for the

enforced remarrieds (who at least felt enforced marriage

was right for them, at the time). Searchers were no

different in this regard. They tended to pair out of

passage, if only by virtue of their considerable efforts

to do so. In the process, they created a world of meanings

attached to pairing and to singlehood, as did other

subjects. Searchers' decisions were justified by growth

movement ideology. For instance, celibacy or a temporary

and partial allegiance (sexually) until a promising person

arrived was "taking responsibility for oneself." Con

tinuing to long for and work for Perfect Partner was

"confronting the facts of one's existence" and "giving

oneself permission to believe in getting what one really

wanted for oneself."

One subject summed this up this way,

I think any woman would have to be hardy to
follow the path I chose. Maybe I should say
foolhardy. It always struck me that I was
"going for broke" in holding out for exactly
the kind of man I wanted, especially when I
was older. But I went on the assumption that
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not all men were looking for a youngster who
had long blonde hair down to her ass. I took
it for granted what I wanted was possible.
For one thing, I thought I had to offer in
place of youthfulness, my courage. Secondly,
I have been tested by life and I know I can
count on myself. I mean I am finally capable
of loving. It seemed to me that any man I
would want to be with would value that

quality as much as I did when I was trying
to develop it.

It is more important to be able to love than
to be loved. But the first led to the

second for me. It may have taken me a long
time, but I've gotten there. If my life
were over tomorrow, I'd tell myself, "Baby,
you earned it--and you got it all !"

Another subject had this to say,

Singlehood? It was what I thought I wanted
when I got divorced. What I thought I wanted
was to be free and single and date the men I
liked. But it was just a stage. Within the
year, I found this didn't suit me well at all.
I wanted the security of knowing the person
I cared about and his caring for me.

Most of the single men out there were schnooks.
I found superficial, casual things weren't
enough. In fact, they turned me off. I could
have friendships, but whenever the romantic
sexual ingredient was involved, I couldn't stay
casual. In order to go to bed with a man, I
had to feel good about him and "know" him. For
me, sexual relationships are a big vulnerable
area. I can't go to bed and be that vulnerable
physically and emotionally with a stranger--a
man I don't really know. I did have several
sexual relationships with men friends. I was
secure with my work and with friendships with
men, but not with respect to romance.

I'm not sure what other reasons were involved,
I've been in therapy--after my divorce. And
I learned there that what I want is a very
close one-to-one. I identified this as a
prime value for me. I didn't know it at first,
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I learned it about myself. Now that I've got
that relationship, it's still a prime value.

Another subject said this,

I am still perfectly capable of meeting a
pleasant man, talking together over a drink,
spending a night in bed with him and then
saying "So long, it was nice to meet you."
It still kind of appeals to me. While I
had to work to be able to enjoy it, I
have been able to for a long time now.

But more than that, I want to partner and
not with a man who'd encourage or overlook
such minor adventures. If he did, I'd
no longer think highly of him nor want to
stay with him. I am also capable of not
telling him, but that's not the point.
I prefer to be partnered; but I can take
care of myself if it's necessary to be
single and I would choose it over being
with the wrong man.

Although the thought of "side games" still
tempts me, the second reason I am glad to
forego them is that I think too much of my
partner to deceive him or ever want to put
him in the position of our being out together
and his standing proudly beside me, where
there was any chance of there being another
I■ lan in the room thinking, "I just had your
woman." I am not my partner's property; I
gave myself to him! I could marry "well",
and I could see men on the side and I can

be single. It's only after you are capable
of all of these that you have a choice,
isn't it?

The preceding appraisal is typical of the seriousness

with which Searchers pursue the partnering goal. Another

subject spoke of the practical realities of her life as

well as her evaluation of singlehood as an alternative,
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Sure I know how to drop in at a bar and
find myself an attractive man. But I also
know that it takes a long time to develop
a relationship. I live a time-limited
life. Why waste time getting to know a
man a bit and then begin all over with a
second one? I think the ideal model of
singlehood is very simplistic because
there are many considerations nobody seems
to be talking about.

Another point is that I have a lovely teen
age daughter who is often with me. I'm
not going to drag home a series of men to
present to her, I'm not going to have
different men staying overnight, and I'm
not going to hang out in bars. Wouldn't
work for me any more than it would for her.
. . . Besides, I like things warm and
comfy, with lots of continuity. Like they
are In OW .

Another subject said this,

I've always thought multiple relationships
would be fun, but I never could manage them.
Furthermore, I want a lot of intimacy and to
be absolutely sure of my woman.

Another subject reflected on her evolving attitudes,

I was really a free soul after my divorce and
had some lovely affairs. But I had to be
honest with Michael as soon as I saw I
wanted to be faithful to him. I wasn't
sure it was consistent with my claim to
being independent-minded. I thought he'd
accuse me of mis-representation. Instead
he was shocked, accused me of wanting to
get married, and said I wasn't "very
liberated after all." Then I was shocked 1

I've seen lots of marriages without
fidelity. It turned out I was fighting
for a monogamous relationship and calling
him conventional.
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Singlehood was a stage for me because I
married young and without looking around.
I think the change in my feelings grew as
the realtionship did--not from timidity.
Of course I was taught to bargain for
marriage when I was young. I was a very
correct young mother. The worst part of
my marriage was putting so much unnecessary
work into being "respectable". The easy
part was playing a role I could hide
behind. I don't hide much from Michael.

. . In my judgment, the imperturable
new woman is just this year's role. I
could have kept on playing it. But if
anything happened to him, I couldn't face
looking back knowing I'd just played a role
with him.

Thus passage takes a long time. Also, Searchers give

themselves a long time because they perceive themselves

as engaged in a journey for authenticity and exploring

the boundaries of social organization which few people

attempt. Nevertheless, a further development is involved,

much of the time.

Re-defining the Criteria for
Perfect Partner's
Characteristics

Searchers may stretch the patience or expectations

of onlookers and they are willing to stretch themselves

in the course of self-development. Another case of

evolution in their thinking which often takes place lies

in their willingness to bend definitions for what type of

person would be appropriate for them, or what partner

situational difficulties they will entertain.
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This is nowhere more evident than in the re-defining

of their criteria for Perfect Partner. Many difficulties in

pairing are endured to get to the desired exit, and many

unusual pairings result from highly individualistic choices

which look inappropriate to people. Because intrinsic

qualities of partner are given first priority and these are

not very visible, many unusual-looking pairings result.

Some pairings are cross-class and others support Neugarten's

(l'974) research on what she called the "increasingly age

irrelevant society." Commenting on the fact that the "age

distributions of industrialized societies are changing

rapidly", she attributed this to "pervasive changes in

economic, political and other aspects of social organization."

In most societies in most periods of history, an
equilibrium becomes established whereby all age
groups receive an appropriate share of goods
and services and an appropriate place for their
different world views. Unusual circumstances

arise, however, in which relations between age
groups become strained and customary modes of
accommodation are no longer regarded as equitable.

She spoke of new alignments between all age groups which

are "related to and influenced by changing perspectives of

the life cycle and of the periods of life". In the age

irrelevant society which she posited as now underway,

"arbitrary constraints based on chronological age are

removed, and . . . all individuals have opportunities

[which mesh with] their needs, desires, and abilities,

whether they be young or old."
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This picture applies to the degree to which some

of the study's subjects re-work definitions of "being in

midlife" and the extent to which Searchers view age

grading as a vestige from conventional wisdom which they

can discard to their profit. Considering their collective

consciousness and their lifestyles which presumably

center on expressiveness, spontaneity, and exhuberant

sexuality in partnering, as a group, Searchers look like

the vanguard of the "new young middle aged". They do not

view themselves as old at fifty, but only fully under sail.

It is true, however, that any claim for their

constituting an emergent sub-group is dependent upon

social class distinctions. Professional men and women

Searchers comprise a group protected from life's

fundamental hazards by virtue of education, levels of

medical care, and nutrition, etc. Furthermore, they

represent only a small minority of people within a larger

group at this age and class stratum. That is, the process

of self-definition central to their passages is associated

with many other factors. Nevertheless, they seemed to

succeed as divorced and potentially stigmatized middle

aged adults in maximizing what Neugarten called "oppor

tunities for both self-enhancement and extensive new modes

of social participation".

At any rate, they consider that this is the case,

and one of the ways they have found for being innovative
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enough to conclude passage is to abandon age-grading and/or

the imperatives of class distinctions. New Age marriages

(cohabitation) contracted between older professional women

and younger lower-status men are common. The following

are illustrations,

One subject, a well-paid lawyer, was "married"
to a fisherman l2 years her junior. They have
been together for 7 years. Last summer Peter
accompanied his "wife" on her annual summer
visit to her aristocratic home outside of
Bostom. He spent some time at a nearby marine
biology station while Natalie accompanied her
mother on a round of luncheons in Newport where
Natalie's family has summered for three genera
tions. Like her father, Natalie graduated near
the top of her class at law school.
Before they left the East, they travelled to
Washington, because Peter was interested in
conservation issues. Her father suggested
that he contact a sub-Committee studying an
aspect of oceanography in which Peter wished
to become involved. Natalie often went abroad
for a month on the firm's business, but she
has set two weeks as her limit since missing
Peter so much on her last trip. Her mother
confided to her sister that she thought Peter
might "be the best thing Natalie has going
for her." Peter and Natalie live in a modest

apartment overlooking the harbor in Norfolk
which was originally his. They have not met
their neighbors since she moved in with him
5 years ago. Most of the men are merchant
mariners, long shoremen, or fishermen. Peter
has not met Natalie's business associates and
he does not care to .

Another case,

Diana is a surgeon on the staff of a famous
teaching hospital. She and Brian live on his
salary as a park ranger on a small wooded
homestead in what was once a colony of summer
homes. Her mail from the hospital goes to a
post office box in the chic country village
she drives through en route to work. Her
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colleagues do not know Diana is "married" and her
neighbors do not know she is a surgeon. Since
her divorce l8 years ago, Diana has been an
amateur naturalist. She met Brian when visiting
a national park in . He took a new job
in order to move near her. Originally, Diana
termed the relationship an affair, but whenever
she was separated from Brian, she fell ill.
This is one of many private jokes between them.
Lately, she has found excuses for not going out
of town.

Another case,

Abagail is a nationally-known professor of
whose books are avidly read. Her "husband" is a
radio operator who is at sea six months a year.
She writes when he is gone and on his return,
they party and frequent their favorite water
front bars with his friends who do not know of

her work. They have been together 8 years but
only a few of her intimates know of her "marriage".

Another case,

For three years, Elizabeth has been "married"
to a attorney. His parents have met
her and like her as do his children. They met
through a computerized service which matched
them on interests and personal characteristics.
She is a corporate executive with an MBA from

. A few of her business associates
know her "husband" as one of the consultants

she uses. They do not introduce themselves
as "married" except when they are traveling
on his or her business-and then not to business

associates. People are drawn to their vitality
and delight in each other. Elizabeth's brother
met and liked her "husband". Her mother

attributes Elizabeth's "marriage" to her great
unhappiness when she was married to a scientist.
She thinks she will "get over this stage".
Elizabeth and Finley have separate residences
and often travel separately on business. Each
has extensive income property. They advise
each other and compete to see which one makes
the best investment moves. Elizabeth has not
had and does not want children. She is glad
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that Finley's are grown. Their major problem
lay in Finley's concern about having a white
"wife". Elizabeth hopes to be made a Vice
President. Finley has been her primary mentor
and they often review the strategies he has
developed for her promotion.

Another case,

Paul was studying painting at
university when he met Barbara after her
divorce from a physician. She was the first
woman to chair her department. A year after
she met Paul, she was offered a Deanship,
and the following year, she became a Vice
President. When she was offered the

Presidency of a midwestern university, Paul
and she had been "married" for two years.
Her colleagues have not met her husband and
know only that he is a sculptor. Barbara is
ll years younger than Paul, who had never been
married. Her children are grown. Barbara
is on good terms with her former husband but
Paul is not cordial to him when he telephones
long distance, so she rarely talks to him.
She has been extremely successful in her new
post. She was ill and carrying her work with
great difficulty when they met; it was at
Paul's insistance that they "married".

Common to Searchers' stories are reports of a new

found capacity for expressiveness. Men spoke of a prior

emotional rigidity and women of a newly-won opportunity to

flout tradition, if in a somewhat tentative and cautious

rearrangement of personal style. Three women Searchers

spoke of "keeping younger men" as a good stop-gap measure.

One said "It's cheaper than keeping up therapy." Men spoke

of leaving constricting obligations--"I was just the person

who paid the bills" is typical of the comments. Thus women

spoke not of leaving responsibilities, but of going to new
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opportunities. Searchers are preoccupied with talking

about life changes because most of them now live lives

that they did not anticipate and which they see as

unexpectedly rich.

Because many of the alliances Searchers contract

(especially women) are relatively unconventional, and

the intimate bond is so gratifying, most Searchers "live

two lives" in order to guard their privacy. The public

sphere is not regarded as the major life setting, for all

that work structures and organizes life. By and large,

work provided the strong self-image and the income which

permitted a long passage and being confident about under

taking an ideosyncratic path. Accordingly, work and

private life are compartmentalized. One Searcher woman

reported that she shielded her private life from view,

leading her colleagues to infer that it was unhappy or

she was without a partner, as she thought she would thus

be subject to less scrutiny, e.g., be pitied and left

alone. Another reported making it a practice never to go

escorted to any function with colleagues or friends from

former years. Men go to less lengths to conceal partner's

existence, but conceal the details of their pairing, e.g.,

one Searcher told his visiting father that his lover was

his secretary. Many Searchers were high achievers since

childhood and spoke of being carefully groomed by a series
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of coaches, e.g., tutors, watchful parents, mentors, etc.

Therefore, after a time in passage, they tended to relish

a chance to side-step agents, admitting no-one to the

role of confidente and adviser except therapists and old

friends whom they see alone.

By the time Searchers have been long in passage,

agency is not important to them, then, except some retain

therapists they consult at intervals--more often for

assistance in a career matter than in partnering. Once

an LTA becomes somewhat stable, Searchers feel capable

to make wise decisions about partnering, as the following

shows,

Lawrence has been everything I have dreamed
about, but he is also a difficult, compli
cated man. Most of all, it has been hard
for him to deal with the remnants of my
sheltered Southern upbringing, and for me
to stop judging him as my mother might
were they to meet. I went to both of my
prior therapists briefly to discuss our
problems and like my friends, they advised
me to give him up. When I didn't, the
second finally said one day, "Follow your
feelings." I had already reached that
conclusion. It has worked for me because

otherwise, most of my energy would be
going into figuring out how I could settle
for a conventional remarriage and the sort
of man I left in the first place. Rationally
there were all kinds of reasons to give up
on our "marriage". In my gut I knew he was
right for me if we could ever work through
all the shit.

Another subject commented,
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On the face of it, I know Jules would in no way
strike the average person as eligible for me.
But the longer we have been together, the more
I see we are extraordinarily well suited. He
had no money when we met and we may not ever live
as well as we would like. However, I am very
happy and count myself a fortunate woman. The
more I look at what I want, the more I have
stopped feeling any need to justify my choice.
A good thing about midlife is that you are
finally strong enough not to care what anybody
else thinks. After all, I certainly got in
plenty of trouble doing what others thought
was right for me.

Preliminary Summary, The
Last Form of Long Pas
sage to Exit

As a preface to summarizing findings of the study

which are reviewed along with methods in the next chapter,

one notes that Sorters, Runners and Searchers by and large

reject more conventional solutions by which subjects in

shorter passages arrive at rationales and strategies for

terminating passage. While former categories of people

were interested primarily in some form of being restored

to group social existence, long passage subjects sought

transformation--lives markedly different from those they

previously lived. Hunters and Sorters generally appeared

to pair out of passage; Runners aged out, still full of

enthusiasm for a newly-legitimate type of singlehood. In

the process of completing passage, all three forms of

long passagee were seen to experimentalize their lives.

Searchers, in particular, also privatized life. No long
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passage subject sought mere restoration, perceiving that

goal as some sort of surrender, sort of a "going back to

square One", as one put it.

Long passage subjects sought to be innovative,

viewing themselves as avant garde people who were not

satisfied with traditional answers for locating healthy

transitional outcomes--and who did not have to be. Belief

systems from the Human Potential Movement functioned to

allow them to gradually build new images of themselves.

It also facilitated reaching new perceptions of conventional

marriage, love, divorce, midlife, singlehood, and pairing

(or not pairing). From Growth Movement tenets they derived

definitions of their situations, e.g., vocabularies of

motive and situated actions, from which to construct new

parameters for what they saw as desirable options after

divorce. A central datum is the extent to which work

organized life. Professional status allowed them the

leeway and gave a base of resources from which to follow

out suggestions from social movement rhetoric. Searchers

tended to infer that they were almost an elite group in

their generation, e.g., as people who resolutely enacted

alternatives once alien to them and never before seen

so widely in "regular people" at midlife. (They tended

to view similar decisions in people of earlier historical

periods as typical of artistic or intellectual rebels, e.g.,

Mme. George Sand.)
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Social change trends were more critical for the

conduct of long passage transitions than for shorter

passages. Earlier-existing subjects sought freedom from

restrictions e. g., an earlier oppressive marriage, but

Sorters, Runners, and Searchers sought the freedom to

radically re-define themselves at mid-life. Many saw

themselves as new social types, as the summary of conclu

sions in the next chapter will discuss. Quite apart from

the fact that Searchers' reports may have been unduly

self-congratulatory, their claim to having achieved the

goal of self-determination was taken seriously, as some

thing "real" to them. In other words, while non

conventional or experimental pair bonding is not a new

social phenomenon, Searchers meant that since they were

neither young nor Bohemian, it was for them.



Chapter Seven

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, METHODS, AND LEADS

FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Introduction

The issue of methods being integral to findings is

very important to qualitative research. Questions about

the nature of evidence must be raised, in order to

demonstrate that problems in proof, plausability, and

presentation of findings have been satisfactorily

addressed. These issues will be examined in the last half

of this chapter.

First, the findings will be summarized in the

light of the study's original design and in the context of

the formal theory of status passage explicated by Glaser

and Strauss (1971), with attention directed to subjects'

perceptions of their options, as these were differentially

manifested in the eight subforms of passage. Second,

these perceptions will be related to the core property,

ideological commitment, and to its linkages to passage

character and outcomes. Third, Mannheim's work on the

problem of generations will be taken up again briefly,

because his conceptualizations have contributed to the

study's formulations. Fourth, methodological and analytic

280
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procedures will be carefully reported and discussed as

they evolved in order to establish that these considera–

tions have been adequately handled.

Summary of Findings

Glaser and Strauss (197l) stated at the outset of

presenting their work on the formal theory of status

passage that researchers have tended to assume that status

passages are fairly regularized, prescribed, and scheduled.

The study's portrayal of eight variations in adaptation

confirms and extends the point made by these researchers

that status passages are more or less regularized, pre

scribed, and scheduled. Investigating progression through

formalized medical school training, as a form of status

passage, uncovers a temporal framework which dictates the

unfolding of a series of role performance tasks which must

be met in sequence. The temporal framework is the vehicle

through which prescribed, regularized and scheduled

segments of training and evaluation are meted out to and

surmounted by all medical students who go on to certifica

tion as physicians.

There was no over-arching framework governing the

passages of the study's divorced midlife adults, much as

some felt in need of one. On the whole, subjects had to

(and did) "invent" their passages. The eight subforms

of passage studied represented not just variation in
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adaptation, but an extremely complicated range of differ

ences in the extent to which passages could be (or were)

regularized, prescribed, or scheduled. In the case of long

passage, rate, direction and even "desired ends" were not

known early on. Pacing was only one of the many properties

which some subjects tried to control, or at least, be able

to predict in advance. What Glaser and Strauss have

termed "the sentimental order of passage" was, however,

tied into temporal dimensions of passage to some extent.

By sentimental order is meant that people involved in

passage will

have feelings that things will happen according
to temporal expectations. The more these
expectations are scheduled, the stronger the
feelings of expectations, and the more dis
quieting are unfulfilled expectations.
[Underline added. )

Midlife divorced passages are replete with oppor

tunities for disjunctures, delays, reversals, and the

re-assessments demanded by changing circumstances. One of

the greatest contrasts among the variations in adaptation

herein portrayed lies in the very different needs and

perceptions of a subject planning Immediate Remarriage

contrasted with, for example, a Searcher subject attempting

to implement an open-ended passage. In the latter

instance, the passage is seen as a valuable "trip" in itself,

regardless of outcome, although we have seen that the wish

to partner is strong.
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Brief passages. On the other hand, in a passage

to an Immediate Planned Remarriage (generated by the

existence of the desired Other), control, rate, and

awareness context are critical properties for goal attain

ment. IPR subjects wanted the highest possible degree of

control over passage and the fastest possible rate of

movement to outcome. Few Others could be admitted to

their confidence, since a closed awareness context was

necessary for hiding the conspiracy to remarry until the

last possible moment. In this example, the sentimental

order protected is twofold: the secret relationship of

the lovers aspiring to marriage and the uninformed

marital partner's everyday, customary web of expectations,

which are left intact while a hidden agenda is carried

forward. In the following case, the important aspect

was that the two marital partners who were going to be

"left", not get into contact with each other. The

following is a retrospective summing up by a subject's

SOIn ,

Mother wasn't interested in being single 1 She
told me that many times. I knew she was not
very happy with dad, but I am sure she would
never have left him unless she was certain of

Leo. He asked her to marry him three times in
the two years it took him to get his divorce.
She always said "Yes" but she did not file
until his divorce was going well.

The following is the subject's account:
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Leo filed for divorce back home but there were
immediate legal problems, because his wife
filed a countersuit to stop the divorce. We
were terribly nervous that she might find out
about our romance. He established residence

in another state, and filed there. It was hard
the first year he was in the mid-west and I was
still home. The move turned out to be a lucky
break for us in terms of careers. He was able
to resume his work on at the medical
center and I found a clinic in which I was able

to continue my work with disturbed children.

I waited until the last moment to file and

sold the house just before joining Leo and
waiting for his final decree. We were going to
a conference in an adjacent state. I got all
kinds of fantasies about last-minute hitches.
I was sure the Sheriff from would show

up as soon as we arrived together at the meeting.
Looking back, I suppose my former husband must
have suspected something because I made trips
out of town to be with Leo. At the end when

he knew I was remarrying, he didn't kick up much
fuss. He sort of took the position that a
"better man" must have won. He was anxious to
see the children over that summer and that was
what he wanted to talk about.

This instrumental view of passage goes contrary to

the perspectives with which Searchers handled, that is,

conceptualized passage. In order for my conceptualizations

to "work", they had to be built out of the prior definitions,

meanings, and categories employed by the actors themselves.

In contrast to IPR subjects, Searchers saw a "moral

dimension" to passage. They expected to be tested by

passage. They felt that they were obligated to be "brave"

and "honorable". They spoke of being able to learn how to

"flow with what happens" and "let life unfold".
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Although the management and articulation of multiple

careers required the attentiveness of subjects in both IPR

and Searcher forms of passage, to Searchers alone it was

a point of honor not to allow their anxieties to flood out

passage, causing them to begin trying to control it.

Because of the Human Potential movement ideology, leaving a

husband only when another mate was securely located would

be defined as "cheating". This is how a Searcher spoke of

the singlehood which the IPR woman wished to avoid,

For a year and a half, I did not see the man to
whom I am now partnered. It was a lonely time,
but I felt I needed more experience of being
single and responsible for myself. Although I
dated a little, I remained faithful to him, even
though I was not positive we would resume our
relationship. I knew that he knew I would like
to see him again. I thought it would not be
honest to do anything about contacting him. My
therapist said, "If he wants to find you, he
will." Through a coincidence, I moved to the
immediate area where my lover lived, but I
didn't know if he had remained in this country.

I found other things to be happy about. I
went on with my work, for instance. A friend
said, "Just let it happen I If it's supposed to ,
it will 1 " At first, the idea of just letting
anything happen was alien to me. But they
seemed to be saying, "Trust life." I mean my
friend and my therapist. Anyway, when he did
set out to find me, I had made many good changes
in my life. I was a stronger person. It was
quite a celebration when we got together then I

Thus we see that Searchers thought it was impossible or

undesirable to try to control all aspects of passage. If

they controlled passage as tightly as did the IPR subjects,
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it would not have been the "right" kind of passage. That

is, it would not have fit into HP movement images of

"becoming", for instance. Searchers sought a passage which

evolved as they themselves did. For IPR subjects, their

extremely careful control of passage paid off, whereas

Searchers viewed passage metaphorically as if it were a

developing treasure hunt. In this contrast, both means

and ends are directly opposed. Searchers fought to open up

options while IPR subjects worked to close off interruptions

of their game plans. This is because of the difference in

what subjects thought the passage was to be used for.

Hence the questions they asked themselves about how "well."

passage was going were quite different in kind.

Subjects structured their passages according to

their views of the purposes to which they might--and could,

put passage. In order for a researcher to make any sense

out of what they were doing and why, the meaning to them

had to be understood and accepted. Schutz (1962) has

spoken to this point as follows,

. . . the facts, events and data before the social
scientist are of an entirely differnt structure.
His observational field, the social world, is not
essentially structureless. It has a particular
meaning and relevance structure for the human
beings living and acting therein. They have
pre-selected and pre-interpreted this world by a
series of common sense constructs of the reality
of daily life and it is these thought objects
which determine their behavior, define the goal
of their action, the means available for attaining
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them--in brief, which enable them to find their
bearings within their natural socio-cultural
environment and to come to terms with it. The
thought objects constructed by social scientists
refer to and are founded upon the thought objects
constructed by common sense thought of man living
his everyday life among his fellow men. Thus,
the constructs used by the social scientist are,
so to speak, constructs of the second degree,
namely, constructs of the constructs made by
the actors on the social scene, whose behavior the
scientist observes and tries to explain in
accordance with the procedural rules of his
science.

Thus we see that certain themes which were woven into

the passage of a Searcher might be altogether missing in

the account given by someone in another form of passage.

And when similar colored threads were part of two different

forms of passage, they were often combined in contrasting

ways.

For instance, control of passage course was also

salient to Girls and Boys. Awareness context was also

involved. But Girls and Boys used an open-awareness

context (in which to announce and re-announce their

decision not to re-partner) as a means of controlling the

course of passage. Both IPR and Girling and Boying

subjects sought an immediate new equilibrium to which

shape and rate were critical. But Girls and Boys wanted

to rapidly stabilize to the desired, stable, singlehood

state. They did not want to normalize to remarriage, which
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shows that means can be somewhat similar when ends differ

enormously.

In comparing Girls and Boys to Searchers, it is not

the issue of whether or not to re-pair which finally

distinguishes these forms of passage. It is the

attitudes taken to the issue of control which differentiates

them. The reason Girls and Boys made such a point of not

considering taking another partner was that they understood

and rejected what Searchers accepted–-being partnered

would amount to life being less a matter of "being in

control", to such a degree that even "looking" would mean

one was less able to predict tomorrow. Girls repeatedly

addressed this issue in interviews, sometimes fairly

directly, as this shows,

I look at my friend Joan who lives on the Coast.
She is such a nice person 1 Let me read you part
of her last letter. Here--the part about her
bumping into a man friend when walking over the
little bridge that leads into the village. She
says, "He hadn't called me lately. We chatted
a minute about nothing much. I found myself
flirting with him. I asked him to supper and
he accepted. He acted quite pleased about our
encounter. I assume our little scenario is

still running."

Doesn't she have a wonderful sense of humor 1
She must be 55 at least, but she has such a
cute approach to life . She's always been sort
of warm, untidy, and humorous. I never had
that kind of joie de vie. I budget ahead,
pay each bill as it arrives, and have everything
tied down in advance--as much as anyone can.
I'd love to--what do they call it? "hang loose"
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but I'm not cut out for it. Look at the inside

of my desk--how organized it is 1 I just
couldn't trust men again. I couldn't go
through all that courtship stuff again. Not
in middle age 1 I am a devout coward, I mean
it. But I love to listen to some of the women
at the office and to keep up with Joan's news.
What soap operas |

That control is an important property of the

Musical Chair Playing passage as has been shown. But while

Girls and Boys use the open-awareness context to prevent

pairing, Players use it to recruit prospects and test our

tentative pairings once they are underway. Thus this

dimension functions differently for the two subforms of

passage because of meanings attached to passage and the

perceptions of options important to subjects. Girls and

Boys did not want their passage interrupted by match

making efforts. Players interpreted pairing differently,

but Girls, Boys, and Players alike counted on their friends

to facilitate their reaching the exits they desired.

Players sought to remarry and thus be "safe" or at least

"safer" when time to age-out of passage arrived for Girls

and Boys. Thus Players sought to prepare for retirement

life. Girls and Boys used the midlife passage to prepare

for retirement, too. In order for it to be a stable,

"safe" stage, they felt it must be partnerless. Otherwise

it would not be controllable. One Girl had this to say,

It would be nice to have a companion, but, as
I said, I am not accustomed to having to account
to anyone for anything. The man I was most
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tempted to marry, I finally introduced to a
friend. She's a fine person and most of her
energy had gone into caring for her mother
until her late forties. It has made an

excellent marriage. After all, I'd been
married twice and Helen hadn't ever married.

The three of us have been good friends. They
have looked after my son when I've been
away on business trips. I helped them start
acquiring information on their retirement in
Canada. Luke isn't very well and it will be
an early reitrement with less money than they
expected. What she's going to end up doing
is being a nurse again. I think a lot of
Luke but I wouldn't want to be facing that
now. I have five more years to work before I
can start travelling almost full-time. I
wouldn't want to be shut up in some little
town in Canada.

Brief passage subjects were very concerned with the dimen

sion of control. Transition to what? was always a question

to midlife divorced subjects, but it was relatively

unimportant to those with short passages. They sought to

mute if not completely subdue the transitional nature of

passage.

Players tended to remarry so quickly that it was

hard, at first, for the researcher to accept the fact that

a major variant of form of passage had been uncovered.

Remarrying so rapidly seemed perhaps an exception to usual

forms of passage, that is, it seemed fortuitous. However,

it was possible to check Players' accounts. It was true,

it turned out, that they did remarry (often within 2 days

of their final) someone whom they had not known at time of

filing. On closer examination, the single-mindedness
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of Players proved to be the cement which held their

passages together and made it possible to terminate their

journeys both quickly and successfully.

Players were found to exploit the open-awareness

context to the hilt and with considerable skill. They were

virtually prepared to take out an ad on a billboard

describing their virtues. They were exceedingly rational

in managing their career lines because they arranged them

so that energies put into most of them could feed

ultimately into partner hunting.

One pair of daughters whose mother was encountered
in field work, brough home a teacher from junior
high school and introduced him to their mother,
saying they thought they would make a good pair.
As the teacher was a Player and he and the mother
agreed with her daughter's evaluation, he stayed
on the scene, to eventually take the role of
stepfather.

Although all brief passage subjects tried to control

complexity of passage, wanting to keep passage simple,

Players used many sources for partner recruitment, e.g.,

there was complexity in their use of agents. Thus we see

that Players fix on remarriage as a crucial endpoint with

the same amount of resolve Girls and Boys bring to

establishing themselves irrevocably as "singles". Addition

ally, Girls and Boys were longitudinally followered for a

very long time, with much attention going to any signs of

a "crack" in the singlehood facade. With long passage
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subjects talking so excitedly about changing partners,

themselves, and their ideas about passage, it was hard to

accept the lack of change in the lives of Girls and Boys.

Eventually it was a well-documented fact.

Players without partner prospects are rarely

found. Nevertheless, managing multiple careers can go

awry in Players passages. Playing Musical Chairs suc

cessfully involves systematically using wide friendship

and business associate networks. Players without partner

prospects are miserable. Without networks for recruiting,

their passages are in jeopardy, as the following account

reveals,

It's hard to find a wife when the job market is
unstable. I consult now and change jobs often.
I'm a structural engineer. With two children
in high school, I can't very well take off for
Saudi Arabia. Most of my work is short-term
stuff working for someone like Bechtel. It's
right down my alley.

But I'm half crazy trying to take care of
the girls, get the train home at night, get
dinner, and make them clean up. I belong to
two singles groups, and sing in a barber shop
quartet. We're in the state finals next month.
I can't keep a housekeeper and I can't even
find the girls, half the time ! The only time
Amanda will pick up the house is when she's
having a slumber party. If you won't change
your mind and stay for dinner, why don't you
come down Friday and help me chaperone? I'm
letting her have a party then. You could help
us blow up the balloons and decorate. She's
asking boys and playing her records--for
dancing. All the mothers will be calling to
see who's going to be looking after the kids.
You know--is there a woman here?--that sort of
thing.
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I need a mother for Amanda, a housekeeper for
the house, and a playmate for me ! It's hard
to meet new people. Since the company lets
some of us go, I don't see the old crowd much.
And then I bought this house last year.
Amanda was badgering me for a pool. Don't
even know my neighbors I Things were different
when we were a family and lived across town.
But the girls seem to know everybody in high
school. Amanda's a baton twirler. It's been
a madhouse since she turned lS and got so
pretty. She always has a houseful of kids
to swim after school. The mothers keep phoning
to have them sent home. She's down at the mall

shopping and I'm to pick her up shortly. Want
to ride down to get her?

In addition to the above problems, this Player was not in

very good health. He had bought the house with a pool

both for exercising in and for his girls. He often

entertained singles' groups around the pool. He made

frequent references to his health and continually took

pills from a variety of medications. It is not difficult

to see why his passage was so resistent to his efforts to

control it.

The subject's job history showed more status
discrepancy than he cared to admit. He had
investments left him by a very successful father
who had built a fortune from the field subject
went into. After his wife left him, she
unexpectedly died. He was harried, over
weight, and his wardrobe was becoming shabby.
Once a week he played tennis with an old friend,
but he had lost most of his old ties. He was

courtly and old-fashioned. He was uncomfortable
with new ideas, new styles of dress, and conduct.
But he no longer had access to the circles in
which he might have gotten help in finding a
partner. He had almost succeeded in marrying
one of the housekeepers he had. He was worried
that his investments would not be sufficient for
his reitrement needs.
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All brief passages involved efforts at control that

were as persistent as this subject's. His passage became

unexpectedly complex with his former wife's unforeseen

death and the shrinking job market. Another factor which

reduced his eligibility on the remarriage market was his

conversative values. Socially, he was a very patriarchal

man. He could not navigate the singles scene with much

skill because he assumed a protective and patronizing

stance toward women. Without his former job security, he

was less of a catch for the kind of woman who would have

liked to share his world. His "reference group" model of

marriage referred back to earlier times. At study's end,

he was still in passage but had acquired an agent. His

daughter commented, "Dad's still single, but he's still

available !" Other Players achieved their goals because

tasks of multiple career management were less complicated

than this subject's. He cannot be re-defined as a "Boy",

because he is still "looking".

Mid-length passages. On the other hand, the

Enforced Remarriage has been characterized as the form or

category into which aborted passages fell. It is difficult

to determine prior goals of the Enforced Remarried subject

since they use a closed-awareness context about earlier

hopes, or they tend to. However, one Searcher subject

who re-entered passage after an Enforced Remarriage said,
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Before my second marriage, I had a lot of ideas
about the kind of man I'd like next time. I

even found that I'd written it down: "Witty,
spirited, very bright, and aware and and
appreciative of the work it takes to be an
independent person." But I married a family
man instead. He was a good person but hardly
fits that old list 1 I put my hopes behind me
because the children's needs were so pressing.
Now that I'm divorced again and they are grown,
the list still sums it up perfectly.

As stated, the Enforced Remarriage was difficult to identify

and assess. The research yielded no idea how widespread a

reason for marriage or remarriage "circumstance" might be.

The category is particularly useful, however, when

contrasted with Searching because Searchers would tend to

feel that an enforced remarriage--even with honesty to a

potential marriage partner, would be such a personal

(ideological) defeat. One Searcher reported that a friend

suggested, "Why don't you be a prostitute 1" when she

confided her economic problems to the other. This label

would describe the way a Searcher would view an enforced

remarriage based on financial considerations. However, it

would seem logically, that anyone who did not view an

enforced remarriage in this light, might well contract

one as a practical solution. More study of this

phenomenon is necessary for its explication.

The three forms of early exit from passage were

chosen by subjects who had fairly conventional value systems.

The Steadys of mid-length passage also held to traditional
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norms. Most Steadys, for instance, had only one partner

in passage, eventually marrying the original partner they

"got serious about", as they tended to put it. But they

were cautious and took the idea of family responsibilities

seriously. These factors mitigated against a short

passage. Most Steadys cared about what their children's

reactions were and they were sensitive to the factor of

neighborhood approval, forthermore. A key indicator for

this was a reluctance to live with partner, openly. This

reluctance meshed with and reflected the rest of their

value systems. Steadys subscribed to the "ideology of the

family". They did not intend to flout traditional patterns,

nor did this appeal to them. One subject who went Steady

to exit described her children's feelings, along with her's

and those of the man who became her second husband,

Mathew and I had gone together for two years,
when one night, he just popped the question
while we were out to dinner. I was so
uncomfortable about it. And he was so
uncomfortable. It just broke up the evening !
He took me home and he went home. The follow

ing day, he came by and we just looked at
one another. Then we both began to laugh. We
laughed and laughed. Then I said, "Who are
you? I don't want to hear anymore talk like
that I Now, we're just going to forget it!"

It was another six months before he brought
it up again. He said something like, "July 25th
would be a good day to get married on." And I
looked at the calendar, and said, "No, August 5th 's
better." And that was that I We just slid into it.
We slid into it with the children too. No big
announcement. But several days before the wedding,
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Mathew moved his furniture in. He didn't have

anywhere to stay, so he slept on the couch in the
family kitchen. The kids were really prudish
about that. They kept checking to see if he
was staying there ! There was never any idea of
it's being any other way until after the wedding.

Thus the Immediately Planned Remarrieds, Girls and

Boys, Players, the Enforced Remarrieds, and Steadys all

sought ends which they viewed as restoration into "normal"

ways of belonging in a traditional social network of blood

ties or marital couplehood. The twin processes they used

to achieve restoration were normalizing and stabilizing,

into what they saw as stable, "normal" futures. Subjects

in brief and mid-length passages used collective solutions

when they could, and their behavior expressed their

conventional views and hopes. While only Girls and Boys

cared to age-out of passage without partners, brief and

mid-length passagees agreed on the social meanings of

middle age. Midlife, in their estimation, was a time for

being sensible. Retirement was a stage in which one would

be secure, if it had been sensibly prepared for. One main

purpose of middle age, as it was viewed by and used by

early and mid-length exiting subjects, was to get ready for

old age.

Social and cultural change had filtered throughout

much of the rest of society by this writing. Brief and

mid-length passage subjects were not unaware of these
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changes, but to a large extent, they simply did not

identify with them. They viewed the Human Potential

movement, if they thought of it at all, as something

foreign to their lives. It did not even arouse their

curiosity, as far as the researcher could see. Change in

their children's life was one thing; the best way to make

the point is to use the phrase, "our generation". For

brief and mid-length passage subjects, "our generation"

meant people who had danced to Glen Miller, but no longer

did much dancing.

The best word to use in describing the goals of

subjects who transited through brief and mid-length

passages is to be "comfortable". Following routines which

involved a stable and normal life as a social being was

reassuring and comfortable, as one subject in a second

marriage so termed it,

I was surprised to be so comfortable with my
second husband. One of my friends laughed
about it, because I commented that we weren't
kidding ourselves that we were terribly in
love or anything . . . it was just comfortable.
She said, "Stop worrying about what you've done l
What's wrong with being comfortable?"

When I look back on the beginning of our
marriage, it's funny how the little things
added up. Like the family dinner table, for
example. Albert was always home from the
office on time. Having dinner on schedule
was important to him. He always made the
children aware of his expectations about that.
He was so dependable and happy as a stepfather.
The children found it reassuring, too. He 'd
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always say, if Peter didn't pull out my chair,
"What's the matter with this crowd? Your mother
is the beautiful woman I love 1 Peter, you're the
one who gets the honor of seating her at the
table 1 Jump!" Then he's kid about the food.
"Look at these gorgeous mashed potatoes! What
am I supposed to serve them with?" And Ginny
would rush to the kitchen for a big spoon. It
was as all-American as a Norman Rockwell cover.

We were all crazy about being a family. It was
about three years before I could become accustomed
to being comfortable.

Among the women professionals who were brief and mid-length

passage subjects, their relatively modest career aspira

tions matched the general tenor of the foregoing excerpt

from a case history. A typical occupational status of the

professional women in this part of the sample was "school

psychologist". All early and mid-length passage subjects

who were interviewed in depth or whose accounts became case

histories were telephoned during the writing of this

chapter, if not already recently contacted. None has

moved place of residence, or changes jobs, partners, life

styles, etc. All of these subjects describe themselves as

settled in.

Long-in-passage subjects. The picture shifts

dramatically when long passages are analytically summarized.

Glaser and Strauss have called the Solo passage an

"entrepreneurial" one, in which the passagee realizes s/he

can be his or her own agent, and there can be , "in a sense,

no other agents--or if there are, they are subsidiary" to
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the passagee's activity and decisions. Whether a passage

is being undertaken as a Solo, in an aggregate, or as

part of a collectivity, a

crucial discovery is that one can guide his own
passage. [This j is a discovery that, if it is
not just assumed, must be made in order that
embarkation on the self-managed passage can even
begin.

Essentially, long passages are entrepreneurial

self-managed passages, in which a variety of agents may be

used as resources but decision-making is not given over to

them. As such, they are extremely idiosyncratic, individual

istic, and unstable passages. Subjects in long passage

subscribed to some degree to various positions promulgated

during the Sixties, and all were familiar with, approving

of, or frequent participants in some aspects of the Human

Potential movement. They were feminists, if female, and

pacifists, radical theorists, political activists,

ecologists, encounter group enthusiasts, or people

experimenting with collective living, in general. Many

practiced alternative lifestyles and were partnered in LTAs,

or had been, or exited to remarriage by means of Living

Together-Arrangements. All subscribed to egalitarian

sex roles to some extent, and all of these subjects assumed

that enhanced sexual lives were critically important for

life satisfaction.
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Long passage subjects were non-conventional when

compared to brief and mid-length passage subjects, as

far as their personal lives went. With respect to their

work commitments, while they tended to have "cut back" on

the occupational career line, or assigned it a place of

secondary importance, they continued to think of themselves

as "professionals", to a greater degree than did brief and

mid-length passage subjects. Nevertheless, the foregoing

sentence is conditional in that professionalism, as a

concept, was being critically questioned by long passage

subjects. That is, they tended to take their credentials

somewhat for granted and were not inclined to identify as

personally with their training as they had been disposed

to do earlier in life.

All accounts by these subjects included a story in

which the identified turning point involved moving away

from the occupational commitment to making a greater

commitment to one's self as a person. That is, the shift

to an emphasis on the interpersonal or personal (Runners)

career line is the step which, in their minds, signalled

the beginning of a new life focus. It is common for long

passage women either to take their career success with a

new detachment or to abandon some aspect of it, e.g.,

leaving a Ph.D. program, taking up training in art

simultaneous to retaining a professional career, or taking
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on their occupational commitments or had gradually moved

away from viewing their work as the central component of

their identity. The following is a typical account,

Now that I have the promotion which will lead
to the chance to manage a production function, I
bought myself some very expensive silk underwear.
I didn't even know that Dior made matching sets.
I bought three I also told my new boss that I
plan to take a year off to travel in four years.
I had worked hard to tie up a lot of loose ends
before I started at the new job last Monday.
By Friday, I had everything lined up in the
new spot. I was exhausted by noon, so I told
him I was going to spend the rest of the day
sleeping. He didn't have any objections to
that, so I left.

I'm looking around for a new man. I don't
See anymore. The physicist I was
spending so much time with told me that a
woman who has been his lover had just come
back from Europe. He planned to divide his
time between us. Apparently it was alright
with her, but I explained to him that it
wasn't to me. But that I'd like to go on
having him for a friend. We see each other
once or twice a week. I am not interested in

just affairs anymore. It's time for me to pay
more attention to taking care of myself.

Another subject said,

It's interesting that the alternative Olympics
are cancelled. I think the Berkeley City
Council is right. We live in the most highly
politicized community in the United States
and with a protest expected, it'd be more
trouble than it's worth. Someone pointed out
that black athletes wouldn't attend, because
in the ghetto ten miles away, infant mortality
rates are 3-l for black babies. That's true
and it's important.
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If I were still teaching, I'd talk about that.
But I have a different way of looking at the
world. Let's run it down. I like being able
to set my own schedule. I am not a case of
teaching burn-out, but I really got burned
out with the academy, as a place. Now I want
work which attracts me as the academy no
longer does.

Long passages are complex; in the case of Running

in Place, because Runners are so active. They go out a

great deal and know and see many people. They tend to

have multiple sexual relationships. They also tend to

"go through" a series of affairs rapidly. Sorters are

also busy people. They tend to rarely be "between

engagements" as far as prospective partners are concerned.

A series of LTAs are typical in Sorters' accounts of

passage. They have used humanistic psychotherapy to a

greater extent than have Runners, but to a lesser extent

than have Searchers. Compared to subjects in brief or

mid-length passages, the long-in-passage are people who

put a great deal of time, thought, and effort into what

they call "their personal trip", as the following

illustrates.

Since my life has changed, I am no longer
anxious as much of the time. I miss some of
the "bennies" from the old lifestyle, such
as the money I had then. But I've been able
to do a fair amount of "self work".

A typical comment is the theme running through the accounts

of all long passages subjects, "I've done a lot of work to

change me."
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Long passages are more complex than briefer ones.

The Running in Place form of passage is the most "active",

as stated, but it is the least complicated because pairing

out of passage is not sought. Sorters and Searchers spend

a great deal of time on prospective partnerships. Unlike

Players, who seek closure on this part of life, Sorters

and Searchers tend to compulsively examine every aspect

of a tentative partnership to make certain they are not

about to contract a pairing prematurely. Since they do

not put a positive value on conventional marriage, being

instead wary of it, they are free to settle into a partner

ship while considering it provisional. Sorters and

Searchers tend to dislike planning ahead, but let

relationships develop, or fail. In the process, however,

what would seem like an inordinate degree of discussion

about the pairing usually goes on, as this subject

reported,

We have talked and talked throughout our
relationship. Sometimes we have thought we
talked too much. We don't have any plans.
We have been together for several years now.
The fact that we are not striving for
marriage or for marriage "when we have
accomplished this or that"--seems to free
us up to be open. I had been married for
a total of 25 years before this relationship.
But I never felt free to be open.
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To Sorters and Searchers, pairings and LTAs have a positive

meaning: they do not connect these to "conventional

marriage". According to their road maps (conceptual models),

pairing or LTA-ing carries none of the expectations of

finding the pairing coercive, artificially constraining,

or duty-bound. Subjects did not experience them this way.

Nevertheless, many LTAs do result in legal marriage, but

none studied did not differ considerably from the original

marriage as subjects discussed. For instance, perhaps the

woman was not a professional in the first marriage.

However, these pairings and New Age marriages

exhibited such "modern" characteristics as a division of

labor and responsibility not reflecting traditional sex

roles. Men cooked; women took care of their own cars. A

task was assigned more often than not on these criteria:

who is free to do it? who likes to do this sort of task?

Three factors contributed to a lower level of conflict

about homefront responsibilities than often found in the

family life of younger professionals in dual career mar

riages. They were: (l) absence of children, or less

emphasis put on their needs, (2) ability to hire help with

homefront chores, especially without childcare a require

ment, and (3) a realization that "lowering standards" was

one way to save on energy output. A fourth factor was the

narrowing social circle and the casual entertaining,
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usually only a few people doing whatever was already going

on routinely, e.g., hot tubbing, conversation and drinking

wine, "turning on" via pot use, listening or dancing to

music, or eating. It was usual that no-one dressed up,

"good china" is not used and menus were customary favorites

with the hosts.

Apart from their private emphasis on sexuality, no

entertaining observed (of Searcher subjects) involved open

sexual expression, that is, public. Except for hot-tubbing

(widely accepted in many circles as "healthy" and pleasant,

like playing tennis), no group nudity was seen. Around hot

tubs, people are tactful. There was no "promiscuity"

observed, although subjects in briefer passages might have

defined group hot-tubbing or an LTA as "promiscuous",

regardless of demeanor. No member of an LTA couple was

seen or reported to have engaged in sexual expression with

anyone but partner. These facts revealed the extent to which

norms of fidelity are strong among Searchers. Many norms

about propriety govern interaction, especially in LTAs.

Fidelity is an issue which Searchers work through as a

pairing is put together and it is binding and a non

negotiable issue when arrived at, because each has no wish

for additional sexual partners, or s/he would not be in the

pairing.
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Among long passage subjects of all three categories,

the lack of negative references to midlife and ageing common

to brief passage subjects is conspicuous. The definition

of midlife as a time of deficits does not occur (in long

passage accounts). These subjects spoke of middle age as a

glorious time of expanded options, and if not a rebirth, at

least of new vitality and zest for life, at least in their

experience. Most long passage subjects reported initial

trouble with the prospect of ageing, but put these worries

behind them. As was noted, a typical report on Running in

Place contained the statement that "after 40, age doesn't

make that much difference". A woman Searcher said this,

Yes, I had a midlife crisis but it came very
early. I was really worried between 38 and 40.
I had a great sense that all was "over"--almost
forty and knowing I'd be divorcing. A love
relationship subsequent to divorce happened in
my early 40s and suggested that for me, it was
going to start happening after 40. For those
of us who were traditional young marrieds with
some inner doubts, the 20s were a nightmare,
in our 30s, our anxiety levels rose, only to
find deliverence in our 40s. I tell my younger
women friends that they'll be astonished at how
good the 40s are.

Researcher interaction with and study of long pas

sage subjects yielded the images of midlife as a time for

feeling and being energetic, vital, and sexually attractive,

which they hold. These subjects were glowing with

enthusiasm. They felt that they had lost many of the

"hang ups" and sources of self-consciousness which had
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earlier prevented them from feeling more alive. Thus long

passage subjects were eager propagandists for the "new

times" and for midlife. They are serious about not "working

too hard". They devote time to "relaxation exercises" and

careful diet as protections against fatigue and premature

ageing. It is seen as "taking responsibility for oneself"

to make certain that one will continue to feel and look

well, as this subject reports,

I take all kinds of vitamins, walk lots, and
eat balanced meals. I buy ahead in quantity
and have a freezer. It doesn't save much but I
eat better. For instance, for breakfast I like
to do an omlet into which pieces of cooked
chicken are folded. It's necessary to plan a
regimen you stick to, if your energy is to hold
up. I don't mind working hard--I just want to
feel great and play hard, too.

Cooking well makes entertaining easier.
Much of mine is asking people to join me for
meals. My friend told a new man about me and
he called me at once. I invited him to Saturday
brunch. We've been seeing each other ever since.

Part of their sensual approach to life which might

be called the hedonistic perspectives of long passages

involves defining food as well as music as a source of

pleasure. Three valued forms of recreation are eating,

listening to music, and sexual expression. One way to

manage financial aspects of long passage is to forego living

in privacy, in favor of sharing housing, as this shows,

Chauncey loves to eat in bed. The first time I
noticed it was early in our being together. I'd
gone to bed early, too tired to eat. So he
cooked a big dinner with a chicken he stuffed and
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roasted. I woke up and he brought a platterful
of food and got in bed with me. The chicken slid
all over. It was delicious ! At first I used
to worry about his housemates--what would they
think of us? But finally two of them said, "You
two are really gems It's too bad so few people
have a good time at your age." We don't even
know what is spent on food.

Because long passage subjects equate legal with

conventional marriage, they disparage it and move only with

great caution to legal marriage. Before converting "New

Age marriages" into legal marriage--pairs develop a mode of

living which suits them and does not remind them of their

former marriages. Most Sorters and Searchers pair out of

passage, legally marrying after an LTA. It is the LTA

which is seen as significant. The LTAs which do not enact

legal marriage simply see it as unnecessary and possibly

damaging to their pairing.

Thus midlife and singlehood are positively viewed.

Long passage subjects take the position that ageing is the

occasion for innovating, seeing midlife and ageing as a

process of, or stage in which, more discovery can take

place.

One indicator distinguishing between earlier and

long passages is attitude to retirement. Earlier exiting

subjects are obsessed with the stage; long passage subjects

expect to "make something good out of it". Old age some

times is mentioned, but it is not necessarily equated with

retirement.
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Thus retirement time is not defined as threatening.

Furthermore, some long passage subjects enter a quasi

retirement mode rather early, in instances when the "cutting

back" phenomenon means less work is done. Leisure time is

highly valued as a serious topic and undertaking. One

reason is the amount of time Searchers, in particular, want

to have to devote to the relationship.

Long passage subjects continually proclaim they are

having a "good time at midlife". Runners, Sorters, and

Searchers like their new lives partly because they omit

many functions they used to attend and which now seem

boring to them, a point in their comparisons of former

married life and the present life. Additionally, long

passage subjects are resourceful at scouting out new things

to do, because they usually sample a variety of living

arrangements and locales; thus patterns of geographical

and social mobility instituted early because of career

contingencies, are continued, because of the importance put

on the personal sphere and from interest in exploring.

Settling into an LTA often coincided with lifestyle

stabilization. Then it becomes also increasingly privatized.

The public sphere no longer beckons with the same appeal.

As noted, one manifestation of this is compartmentalizing

work and personal career lines. Long passage subjects are
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older, child-rearing is usually completed, and professional

aspirations have cooled.

De-emphasis on children, so contrasting to Steadys,

came from the fact that children were older or absent, from

couple preference to emphasize the pairing not the step

family, and from the pair's abhorence of living harried

lives. The pairing received first priority. The influence

of the HP movement's declaration, "Do your own things, as

long as you don't hurt anyone" was seen in the Searchers'

focus on their lives with respect to working out pairings.

A great deal of language and imagery from psychotherapy was

omnipresent. Searchers were fascinated with the issue of

their psychological development as a pair.

In narrowing the foci of their lives to privatize

into a paired existence, pruning took place along the way.

Not trying to keep up participation in community and

professional activities from the social point of view,

meant a reduced social life but also greatly reduced

practical burdens and the partnership provided many

gratifications. Both in partner hunting and couplehood

activities, earlier exiting subjects (Steadies, Players,

Boys and Girls) avoid long passage subjects as they

readily see that they are not suitable partners for each

other nor friendship prospects. Relationships which endure

are remnants from childhood friendships or former married
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days. During passage, their vocabularies, images, and

goals are so dramatically opposed that they tend to give

each other a wide berth, particularly during the partner

hunt when they may be thrown together at a singles function.

It was an interesting confirmation of the typology to note

how quickly people sorted themselves into separate groups

when meeting a roomful of strangers at a singles party.

Earlier exiting subjects sought to normalize and stabilize

their lives; long passage subjects, to experimentalize and

privatize theirs. It did not take most subjects very long

to recognize the unwanted strategizing of the Others, and

to ally themselves with kindred folk. This fact leads back

to Mannheim's work on the problem of generations and the

extent of socio-cultural differentiation among people of

roughly the same "generation".

Mannheim's Theorizing About
Socio-cultural De-stabil
ization

Glaser and Strauss (lº 7l) have pointed out that

some status passages illustrate a pure type of transitional

passages. They stated,

Because some passages do not have clearly
delineated transitional statuses; then the
entire passage is seen as a transition, until
transitional statuses are delineated or emerge.
For example, becoming a marijuana user originally
was seen as a transition, but further study showed
it has several transitional statuses of which the
agents were aware.
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For subjects engaged in a partner hunt, identifying

and connecting with a prospective partner is taken by

subjects and onlookers as "being in the recovery phase",

e.g., able to be interested in and attractive to a prospect.

The happy announcements which Players and Steadys utilize

to divulge their wedding plans are taken by intimates as

cause for celebration. The transitional status of "engaged

person" takes precedence over the original "divorced

single". A similar congratulatory response is received by

Sorters and Searchers when they tell their friends the news

that they are now living with someone "important" to them.

Because mobility patterns may have left a great emotional

or physical distance between the grandparent and parent

(midlife) generation, sometimes surrogates serve then as

family members.

Transitional passages like Searching to exit

involve many changes. Some amount to risk-taking, because

prediction (of aftermath of choice) is difficult to perform

and articulation of multiple passages is so complicated.

Besides questions of prioritizing among the passage, which

tend to change over time, bets Searchers place on one

passage "supporting" another may prove unfounded and

management strategies must allow for re-constituting passage.

As the authors note,
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In industrialized societies, the burden is often
on individuals to articulate their own passages,
nevertheless, they often can rely on institutional
or group arrangements--at the very least, on
general social values or expectations or
rationales--to support their efforts at articula
tion. [Underline added. )

The entrepreurial Searcher passage was a case of ideological

foundations to passage which were self-consciously debated,

argued, selectively used, but struggled with. Rationales

from the HP movement furnished the necessary rationales

for supporting passage, and suggested the "cutting back"

and focusing on the private life which earlier exiting

subjects undertook under the rubric of age-ing. Searchers

expected to be able to pair out of passage so strongly

that their expectations were upheld, to a degree surprising

to the researcher.

The central finding of the study was the degree to

which subjects followed out their beliefs, exiting in pairs

or not, according to their perception of their chances.

To Girls and Boys and Runners, "danger" in the passage was

attempting to partner. To Players, not partnering was

risky. They saw the retirement years as looming ahead as

"dangerous" to enter as singles. Steadys also saw single

hood as "dangerous", for their children as well as them

selves, and contracted marriages cautiously. Sorters

tended not to see anything ominous on the horizon, but

enjoyed being in passage so much that they tended to focus
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on "today" with the idea that tomorrow would take care of

itself. Searchers were also not alarmed by the fact that

they were ageing, any more than Sorters were. Both types

of subjects were finding midlife much better than they

had expected. Sorters had no difficulty finding a series

of prospective partners and were interested not just in

establishing innovative lifestyles but in exploring many

different sorts of partners. To Searchers, "danger" was

represented by failing in the quest for the authentic

Self. It was assumed that a Perfect Partner would appear

if one had earned this privilege by proper preparation.

The dominant metaphor for Searchers' worries was the

picture of "blowing" an important relationship, by not

being "ready". Thus attempts at partnering which were

unsuccessful were the cause for celebration. "I learned

a lot l " was a typical comment.

Throughout the study, and particularly when

comparing Searchers to earlier forms of exits and passage

type, a continual question was "Why was the reaction of

Searchers to the activism of the Sixties and the whole

humanistic psychology development so extreme and decisive?"

A second question was, "What are the effects on their

passage of their allegiance to HP movement ideology?"
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Searcher Characteristics
Summarized

Searcher subjects often gave family histories

which showed a family tradition of socialism, feminism, or

fathers active in the labor movement struggles of the

l930s. Many were first-generation college graduates as

far as their families of origin went, but among them were

people who had "marched to a different drummer" for some

time. Some of them had lived in the South during the

integration movement and had worked in it. Others included

a woman who had campaigned for women's rights, a man who

had organized a local branch of Amnesty International,

three women had gone back to graduate school "late" as

young mothers, and several from liberal Jewish families.

Several subjects felt "marginal" from early adulthood

because they had had a Jewish parent who "passed". Others

had "done extremely well" in corporate life and thereby

tended to expect that they could accomplish anything they

set as a goal. One subject was a black person who had

experienced a much upward social mobility through deter

mination and talent. A number of Searchers were pacifists

who had put their careers on the line during the Vietnam

war and the troubles in Cambodia. Other Searchers were

proud of children working in radical presses or who were

conscientious objectors. One Searcher had adopted a

bi-racial child in the former marriage, and still another
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clue lay in the fact that another's work in neurophysiology

had brought him into contact with early research into

yogis who could control body functions such as heart beat.

As noted, no Searcher was affiliated with a major

religious denomination. No female Searcher had ever

regarded herself as primarily a mother, although all had

children. All women in this category were feminists. No

male Searcher had been satisfied with what they viewed as

the "limitations" of the traditional male sex role,

although several had greatly enjoyed and excelled in

athletics when young. Thus HP movement rhetoric and ideals

fell on receptive ears. Further, all Searchers had used

therapy early so continuing, particularly when humanistic

psychology was introduced was not much of a departure

for them. Additionally, all subjects in the Searcher

category had been heavily influenced by the youth movement

in the form of young people whom they knew well. On other

measures (health, job histories, etc.), Searchers were not

"losers" but were successful people who had demonstrated

the ability to hang in in their work. To find a model

of relationships with an accompanying rationale for making

private life into an adventure and a moral challenge, as

the HP movement provided, was heady. Previous material

had discussed some of the results of their decision to

follow HP rhetoric, to have a "life map".
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Lastly, the socio-cultural de-stabilization of which

Mannheim spoke was a major influence on their passages

because they felt somewhat cut off from their age cohorts.

At the heart of the matter is what Mannheim called the

"wave-like rhythm in the change of the Zeitgeist", itself

nothing more than a range of potentialities. He went on

to say,

The individual is always . . . affected and
attracted by those currents and trends of his
time as part of the differentiated, polarized
trends [to which] he is exposed. . . . According
to the prevailing conditions--now one, and now the
other pole succeeds in rallying an active youth
which, then, carries the "intermediary" genera
tions and in particular the socially unattached
individuals among . . . this person must clarify
his position with respect to the dominant trend
of his times.

The dynamic-antinomical unity of an epoch
consists in the fact that polar opposites in
an epoch always interpret their world in terms
of one another, and that the various and opposing
political orientations only become really
comprehensible if viewed as so many different
attempts to master the same destiny and solve
the same social and intellectual problems that
go with it. [Underline added. I

Speaking of the "tempo of transformation," Mannheim went on

to say,

Not every generation location--not even every age
group--creates new creative impulses and formative
principles original to itself and adequate to its
particular situation. . . . When as a result of
an acceleration in the tempo of social and
cultural transformation, basic attitudes must
change so quickly that the latent, continuous
adaptations and modifications of traditional
patterns of experience, thought, and expression
is no longer possible, then the various new phases
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of experience are consolidated somewhere, forming
a clearly distinguishable new impulse, and a new
centre of configuration.

[Young people] live in the present. . . .
The "up-to-dateness" of youth therefore consists
in their being closer to the "present" problems
and in the fact that they are dramatically aware
of a process of de-stabilization, and take sides
in it. . . . The teacher-pupil relationship is
not as between one representative of "conscious
ness in general" and another, but between one
possible subjective centre of vital orientation
and another subsequent one. This tension appears
incapable of solution except for one compensation;
not only does the teacher educate his pupil, but
the pupil educates his teacher. Generations are
in a state of constant interaction.

According to Mannheim, this results in a "new framework of

expectations", which is a good way to describe all long

passage subjects' rationales.

For the transitional passage of Searchers, passage

involved re-definition. All Searchers spoke of the passage

as a painful but productive growth process stage. They

were eager to re-work the definition of midlife, tending

to decide that "the glass wasn't half-empty, it's half

full". They tended to romanticize passage, often

getting affirmation of their new Selves. Although pro

fessional status is only partial legitimation for the newly

divorced, it functioned well in the service of multiple

career management.

Lifton's (1976) theory on the "Protean style" is

also germane to Searcher passages. By this he means

a "transformation which may go far beyond where it began:
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What is undertaken as a personal self-exploration broadens

to involve a new relationship with the world.

The transformation is psycho-historical and
has been evolving in the United States and
elsewhere. It is a general shift in the
psychology of knowing, . . . a change in the
way ideas are held, which depends in turn on
a new form of self process.

Speaking of a convergence between pre-modern, non

Western patterns and post-modern tendencies, he said,

In any case, this mutability of ideation
and imagery is a function of the breakdown
of stable sources of identification (which
in the past made shifts in ideation a more
serious internal matter), and from the
unprecedented flux in new objects of identi
fication, ideational and technological, to
which everyone is now exposed.

This psychological style is linked to psycho-historical

dislocations, then, which relate to such events as the

loss of social supports at midlife, the shrinking of

traditional role satisfaction at midlife, and the

substitution of other sources of identification than

familial roles.

Work on the Searching passage tends to support his

claim that,

this [situation] reflects both a hunger for
the new, in all aspects of life, and a great
mistrust of static forms. The search for
new forms reflects a collapse of cultural
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values which has been occurring in the Western
world for several centuries, and has become
especially acute during the last few decades.
The Protean style is most evident among the
young, but it inhabits the old, as well.

Claiming that the "creative possibilities" reflected in

"more generative forms, confront our sense of loss," he

added,

Can one be adult and Protean too? Many . . .
are asking that question today as they
confront the sense of "living deadness"
emanating from holocaust, rapid change,
large impersonal bureaucratic structures,
and the image of the machine. They seek
new forms of connection, movement, and
integrity around which to build new forms
of community for living. . . . The Protean
quest thus parallels a religious search, a
form of wandering and looking for truer
truths, . . . coming back to one's life with
new insights.

The foregoing conceptualization is close to the

way in which Searchers tended to interpret their transi

tions. In Greek mythology, Proteus is the god who brings

about transformations. Most Searchers stoutly maintained

that they were transformed people. Unaware of the

impact ideological commitment might have on their post

divorce life, they began what became passages growing

out of their evolving value systems, showing the

significance of the study's core variable, ideological

commitment.
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The Study's Methods

Introduction. The methodological task of this

study has been to understand and reconstruct as closely

as was possible, the expectations about, perceptions of ,

and rationales for passage held by the study's subjects.

This involved studying their constructs, that is, the

evaluative and interpretative definitions they placed on

passage and their chances to accomplish one among a variety

of aftermaths. Special emphasis was placed on subjects'

views of divorce, single-hood, midlife, ageing, conven

tional marriage, re-pairing modes (or not re-pairing), and

their value systems as they were revealed by reactions to

Sixties' activism, and in particular, symbolized by

responses (if any) to Human Potential movement ideology.

Thus among the study's foci was examination of the ways in

which subjects' social construction of reality determined

the perspectives by which they organized their passages

and dealt with the issue of multiple career management.

Subsequent pages will review methodological

problems which came up in the research and the tactics by

which their solution was attempted. Hopefully, this

explication will contribute to the reader's assessment of

their adequacy and to the clarification in sociology about

the aims and procedures of qualitative research.
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Foundations. The study's methodology was informed

by the philosophy of phenomenology and the theoretical

perspective of symbolic interactionism as developed by

George Herbert Mead (1939) and amplified by Herbert Blumer

(1969). The researcher's interest in the work of Georg

Simmel was an influence on the selection of the research

problem. The first two perspectives hold that people

interact with Others and their environment symbolically by

means of communication, e.g., language and such forms of

non-verbal communication as gestures. People build their

relationships and social worlds through (situational)

definitions held in common. It is by means of such inter

action that a social life, a dyadic relationship, a

community, or a society grows. Central to symbolic

interactionism are the concepts of identity, and process,

and the notion of their emergent character. Therefore,

understanding definitions, the social meanings assigned,

and the accompanying, operative interactive patterns is

required to understand social phenomena life midlife divorce

passages.

The nature of evidence. Investigating midlife

divorce passages as a case of adult socialization, viewed

social psychologically, presents empirical problems. The

study of a substantive area such as intimate relationships

as they intersect with collateral career lines poses more
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difficulties than investigating a case of socialization to

a profession viewed strictly in terms of a tightly

structured institutionalized setting, e.g., formal organi

zations. In the former (this study), the researcher was an

"insider", not an "outsider", among other differences.

Further, this kind of study often means the researcher

lacks clear methodological directives, then being forced

to some form of "creative improvisation", similar to needs

for it seen in passages. Concomitant to developing

effective and possibly original strategies for getting

actor's view are critical concerns about validity and

reliability.

Because qualitative research methods cannot

replicate the kinds of evidence positivists can offer,

dependence on extensive quantifiable measures through

which to classify data and report findings is less possible.

Nevertheless, it is necessary to justify why the evidence

presented in summarizing findings does show what the

researcher claims is shown. In large part, this task tends

to be, and has to be, $omewhat illustrative. But on the

other hand, conceptualizations or classificatory systems

which are implicit in the data can be teased or drawn out

in order for their specification. Therefore, to any

researcher attempting to work in the humanistic model (as I

did), the issue of research which is "interesting" and
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ethically sound must be weighed against the imperative of

technical excellence, e.g., proper attention being given

to empirical considerations. The goal of methodological

excellence exists alongside of aims to work for

theoretical contributions and demonstration of analytic

power. In other words, establishing the findings'

credibility is a requirement demanding a researcher's

best, concerted efforts throughout the course of work.

Grounded Theorizing as a Method
and a Mode of Analysis for
Theory Building

With the advent of Glaser and Strauss's (l.867)

The Discovery of Grounded Theory, the problem of social

scientific methodology has been put in a new light and,

essentially, re-cast. The emergence of ethnomethodology

(especially, Garfinkel, l967) contributed to the enlarge

ment of methodological perspectives. Because of this

development, a researcher now must not only carefully dis

close the means by which s/he attempted to verify hypotheses

and theories, but must disclose their origins in the first

place. By "origins" is meant, again, the means utilized.

This goes back to fundamental problems in theorizing,

e.g., what are the processes and interpretations which

professional sociologists and lay people alike use to "make

sense" out of any given situation? Further, what are the

procedures and methods used for rendering that "sense"
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comprehensible to colleagues and other readers? The

central contribution of Glaser and Strauss's grounded

theory rests in its provision of the beginnings of a way

to lay out an explicit analytic method for generating

theory in the process of doing research. It represents

both a de-mysticication of the theory-building process

and the formalization of a process of theorizing which is

traceable, documentable, and teachable.

The course of the work. The initial phase of the

research project consisted of immersion in the world of

singlehood as experienced by midlife divorced professionals.

They were selected as people who had been protected from

life's basic hazards and socially and geographically mobile.

Only people with stable job histories and no reports of

recent mental hospitalization were studied.

Essentially, the first goal was to do a sensitive

ethnography to investigate the hypothesis central to the

literature and commonly found by this researcher in

professional and public attitudes: The pathology and

troubled character. The task was of the midlife divorced.

For instance, among reactions to my topic from professional

(social scientific) friends were:

Why study those people? They're misfits 1

And,
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That's "belly-button" research I Who cares 12
Everybody has a relative or friend who
divorced in midlife. What can be added to the
literature?

Field work began nevertheless with continual attendance

at "singles activities" in a radius of 50 square miles of

city and suburban locations. A wide range of activities

were entered into as a participant continually identifying

herself as a social researcher. There was no problem of

"entry" because I had a legitimate reason for being in

singles settings. By virtue of my own status passage, it

was easy to secure the acceptance of other participants.

Initially and logically enough, I took the role of a

novice (which singles call a "newly"), asking for tips about

how to conduct myself since I was not familiar with

singles clubs, singles bars, etc. An interesting develop

ment was that no-one was very interested in my role as a

researcher. That is, most people assumed that "participating"

was more enjoyable to me than researching. Nevertheless,

although I was rarely queried about information about the

role and life of a researcher (except by men who asked me

out), everyone had experiences they wanted to relate, and

theories about passage. As was the case throughout the

project, data poured in and being listened to attentively

apparently was sufficient to inspire respondents to more

and more confidences. No formal interviews were conducted

at this juncture and many of my questions were genuine
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efforts to discover etiquette or how practical problems

could be handled.

When professionals between the ages of 40 and 60 were

located, field work was spent in participating in their

company. A typical series of events attended was: dances,

lectures, discussion groups, picnics, and events hosted in

private homes, e.g., evening cheese and wine-tasting parties,

bridge parties, morning coffees on weekends. One club I

called Western Singles had over a thousand members and a

program resembling a very active "Free University". I

volunteered to work at the Director's office (in his home).

I thus was able to verify extent of membership, address, etc.

and other details from having access to files. Files were

not used to recruit respondents; see Appendices. I answered

ads (of people hoping to meet Others), placed ads describing

myself--and eventually, advertized for subjects the following

spring. I did field work for five nights a week for nine

months and additionally, resumed dating and met prospective

partners, and made new friends among men and women in

passage.

Up to this point, these questions were central:

l. Do people in passage appear to be function
ing well professionally and personally, e.g., not
"mental patients"?

2. Do subjects define the divorce passage as a
positive step?
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3. Do they have identifiable "survival
patterns" which "work" for them?

4. Are issues of social integration
important to them?

5. Are significant numbers of them using role
models and consciously thinking through the issue
of social networks, e.g., retaining membership
in some, gaining membership in other ones--in the
service of re-constituting their social worlds?

The answers to all questions were "Yes"; to such an extent

that it was time to narrow my focus. I had learned how to

"tap" the group I wanted to study and how to handle myself

in the "scene".

Previous field work was intentionally exploratory,

then. Concurrently, cases were examined in a major

longitudinal study being conducted by the Human Development

Program in the university's Department of Psychiatry.

Baseline, l8 month a 5 year follow-up data were collected;

the sub-groups being followed were: high school seniors,

young married, pre-retirees, and "empty-nesters". As a

Pre-doctoral research training Fellow, access to cases was

facilitated. Cases were read and notes made late into

the night when not in the field. Because of an interest

in ageing, I read from the pre-retiree and "empty nest"

cases. Two interesting findings were relevant to my

project, although these were lower-middle class people:

female morale tended to rise toward middle age while male

self-esteem decreased, and departure of children was much
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less traumatic than might have been expected, especially

in the case of mothers.

Concurrently two new aspects of my research were

undertaken: (1) a study of the use of symbolic space and

types of paired interaction at singles dances, and (2) a

Pilot Study doing lo depth interviews (5 men and 5 women

professionals) as part of a projected study (Chiriboga),

on divorce. (Three women and 3 men from the Pilot Study

became case history subjects.) The Committee on the Ethics

of Research on Human Subjects had previously approved the

exploratory design of the Pilot Study and the Informed

Consent form.

There was no apparent problem in the role of

participant-researcher with the issue of ethics. People

talked to during dancing etc. were always advised of the

researcher role. Doing covert research did not appear

necessary nor desirable. Nor did the role of divorced field

worker appear to inhibit access. If anything, it facilitated

participating in and studying midlife divorce singlehood

because it was a "natural" conversational opener to which

people responded.

Other student trainees were also doing Pilot

Studies. Most of us were divorced or separated. As we

reviewed cases, we shared some of our doubts about our own
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passages. Several times some of us were shaken and felt

the road ahead would be formidable.

Another potential problem lay in "going native" or

not being able to handle one's bias as a participant. It

seemed to me that it was incumbent on me to continually

examine this issue, because to "take sides" for one group

of midlife divorced professionals against another would

be unprofessional. Theoretically, my aim was to examine

cases of adult transitions which would extend my knowledge

of adult socialization as it connected to issues of social

change. Five years as a certified clinician helped me

maintain a moderate degree of detachment.

Dialogues were undertaken with the six Pilot

Study respondents with which case history data collection

began, in an effort to develop and refine hypotheses.

Tentative findings (as outlined previously) were confirmed

and suggestions received for new directions. Nevertheless,

various findings did not fit together; no relationships

were immediately apparent. Methodologically, the fact

that people of similar age, SES characteristics, and

current experience (as divorced adults in passage) had been

in passage for different periods of time meant that an

extremely fluid situation was being studied. As mentioned,

many singles, particularly at passage onset, lead highly

transitory lives, switching residence, hobbies, habits and
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relationships repeatedly. Although the data being collected

were rich and multi-dimensional, they tended to be only

descriptive. There seemed to be no formulations by means

of which to get traction over the data. Basic analytic

operations were fragmentary. Formulations were highly

provisional and partial.

Becker (1958) has summarized the four stages of

field analysis as the following:

l. selection and definition of problems,
Concepts, and indices,

2. checking the frequency and distribution
of phenomena,

3. incorporating individual findings into a
[comprehensivel model,

4. handling problems of presentations of
evidence and proof.

Although these are referred to as sequential operations,

which are mutually exclusive, as Wiseman observed (1968),

in practice, one weaves together parts and pieces of the

project, working back and forth "between analytic operations

of all stages". As my familiarity with field sites grew

along with the number of people to whom I talked (at least

fleetingly), I "tried on for fit" what seemed to be an

endless stream of tentative hypotheses. One issue was

the contrasting ways in which men deal with passage

compared with the ways women handle passage, for example.

Differences clearly existed and the study of these
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differences could contribute to our knowledge of sex role

theory. However, while gender differences were important

for both participants and the researcher to "map out"

accurately enough for passage management and analytical

grasp, what really began to stand out was the universality

of the experience of passage. It seemed intellectually

dishonest, methodologically lazy, and analytically vapid

to center the research on only the gender aspect of passage.

Many promising hypotheses were demoted or discarded

in this manner. Many were retained on the possibility of

becoming pieces of the over-all process of passage

management and goal attainment which might remain to be

found ana analyzed. That is, an interrelated set of

propositions might emerge from the data and point to a

factor or set of factors which governed conduct and

aftermaths of passage. Despite what seemed a bewilderingly

diverse range of variation among the patterns subjects

exhibited, one over-arching datum looked promising. It

was: "The transition of passage involved definition."

At that point, it was not clear how, to what extent,

or why? The selection and definition of problems, concepts

and indices was beginning to take place. The issue of

defining one's situation looked as if it might prove to be

an important phenomenon. But little was known about the

nature of the process of defining, to what purposes
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subjects put it, or what was the frequency or

distribution of the phenomenon. In other words, this

was no hastily reached, unsupported inference. Because,

in all of their accounts to me, in all of my observa

tions of various manners of self-presentation, in many

over-head conversations, in my relating to women as

a divorced single friend or acquaintance, in interaction

with men who approached me or whom I sought out or simply

encountered, and in the depth interviews.--everyone was

in the process of defining and re-defining themselves,

their situations, and the divorce passage. But the

variation in appraisals, goals, perceptions of options,

and desired ends was overwhelmingly complicated. I

did not "see" what very much of it meant. By that is

intended, it was not clear to me what were the significant

social meanings subjects attached to what was happening

to them and what they were "making" happen", e.g., what

they were making of it all. This analytical crisis

coincided with a period of professional and personal

crisis. In them I saw more aspects of the problem of

multiple career management. Also as men I encountered

as "dates" responded to me as a person, I learned more

about the types of people in passage with respect to

their views of it and their goals.
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Realizing that my attention to my inter

personal career could result in the reversal of my

professional career--and understanding only that I

was not managing my multiple careers very successfully,

I returned to the copious field notes from the study

of singles dances. These included many theoretical,

methodological, and analytic memoranda. Additionally,

two heavy, bound journals in which were made almost

daily entries on the course of participant-observation

were reviewed. This led back to what had been called

the "Paradox of the Singles Dance, 'Winners' as

"Losers'." This was a serendipitous turning point in

the project.

In order to set forth the contribution made by

the example of The Paradox, it is necessary to summarize

the kinds of tentative hypotheses which had led to

discovering it. They were:

l. It is not appropriate to label the
subjects as "Losers," a frequent judgment
made by people unacquainted with participa
tion in singles dances. Because they are
healthy, attractive, professional men and
women who appear to function well and to
have excellent occupational histories, they
can be termed "Winners."

2. Participant-observation to date
indicates that many of the above people have
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a wish to pair, at least to explore partner
possibilities; pairing will occur.

3. People attend singles dances for
many secondary reasons (e.g., as a rite de
passage to announce their new status of
singlehood, to experiment with a new style
of self-presentation, when new in town and
in need of many forms of information, after
a quarrel with a partner, when bored, or from
love of dancing). However, the primary
reason for attendance is the business of the

partner hunt. As many people are "Winners"
who wish to effect pairing now (tonight)
with someone met in this setting, many
pairings will initially occur as the researcher
watches.

4. The most attractive, eligible, sought
after, and/or popular men and women will be
among the first to pair, and they will chose
each other.

The foregoing propositions to test were not only logical

deductions; they additionally represented, as there

was ample proof of, the expectations and perspectives

of participants, when entering the singles dance setting.

Except for the second proposition, for which

available evidence was too scanty for any conclusion,

no hypothesis was confirmed. They were disconfirmed,

especially the last. The most attractive people, men and

women alike, sought out each other, danced, and failed to

bond, on the whole not even exchanging telephone numbers.

Hence the tentative findings in researcher's view and

gradually, in the subjects', was that they were indeed

"Losers". Up to three hundred, or in the "rush hour" during
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the most active part of the dance--350 people arrived, made

themselves available, and shortly left. Many people

attended only once; a small proportion attended for a few

weeks. Others attended several times and did not reappear

for some months, until they attended several more times--

and left without partner prospects. This was astonishing,

in view of their attractiveness and interest in pairing,

which was an accessible datum based on extensive participa

tion in these events. Only a few token couples and one

research subject was observed to effect a pairing out of

passage via this setting.

Then closer scrutiny of the setting suggested that

it was at fault, not the participants. The dance event was

structured to jam a band, two bars (on either side of the

room characteristically) and 300 people into a city hotel

ballroom or the largest meeting room of the suburban motels

among which the scheduling of these events rotated. Because

of researcher's constant attendance and the fact that two

main conversational gambits were "How long have you been

divorced?" and "Have you been here before--how long/often

have you come?", it was easy to identify the stream of new

comers, watch the repeaters and chart outcomes of their

participation, and keep track of continual attenders (who

turned out to be Girls and Boys).
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Attempts to understand why people who were other

wise "Winners were Losers" in this situation involved much

working back and forth from the whole, then, to parts of

the interaction, looking at all of it, and then segments

of it and using both induction and deduction, asking the

subjects finally, many questions about what "happened"

the last time, what was "happening tonight" to them, etc.

Because not much of anything happened (except that many

enjoyed dancing and finding people initially receptive to

them), people were defensive and not very articulate in

response to these probes. Gradually they became dis

couraged. Or subjects who reacted more quickly and fully,

became angry and left more promptly.

Factors mitigating against finding a partner were

implicit in the structure of the dance itself. Lighting

was so dim that it was hard to spot a remembered person

one was interested in meeting again if the person was

across the room. Noise levels made conversation impossible.

The crowded character of "the Action" made "getting to"

someone (in time, if a man--before someone else asked the

woman to dance), made access to desirable-looking Others

extremely difficult. At the high point of activity,

crossing the room was almost as hard as getting one's car

out of the stadium parking lot after the "big game".
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Furthermore, a serious disjuncture existed if

people on the dance floor together liked each other, and

many people observed appeared to. The band played three

pieces of music to each set. Set followed set in rapid

succession. The volume (loudness) of the music increased

during "The Action", as did the beat, so that toward the end

of this stage, the room had all the serenity of a bombing

raid. At the end of a set or two, dancing partners had to

announce their own wishes and ask for or impute the inten

tions or preferences of the other person. Many people,

attempting to read clues about the Other's interest, simply

gave up at this point.

Using all locations for observation as a participant

yielded the finding that, while telephone numbers were some

times exchanged in these settings, they also failed to pro

vide the structural components necessary to facilitate getting

acquainted in a "natural" way and interaction herein was

similarly "impoverished", in terms of what participants hoped

for.

The dance events were paradoxical as the very skills

which assured transitory popularity, mitigated against any

disclosure or intimacy. Rules for behavior influenced

people to disguise their real feelings in order to "keep up

a front" that the "dance is great" and "we're all having a

great time". People who could handle well the superficiality
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of dancing with everybody, and give the impression of

"loving the dance", had no place to go in which a mutual

exploration could be undertaken without discomfort.

Nevertheless, in the Director's salespitch commentary,

in the placards with which the room was decorated, in the

pitch from the attractive young women who took payments in

exchange for name tags as people arrived, and in the litera

ture mailed out, the dance event was defined as an excellent

locus for partner hunting. Participants tended to accept

this definition, even though their own experience of the

dance was disconfirming. In the process, they (temporarily)

defined themselves as "Losers". Few people informally (if

continually) interviewed ever found fault with the setting.

They tended to attribute the problem to themselves.

The sole exception was a few examples of subjects

who turned out to be the kinds of people to whom long

passages inspired by the ideology of the Growth movement

were attractive. They were emphatic in their refusal to

accept the Director's definition of the dance. Sometimes

they attended briefly and their evaluations of the dance

as a setting in which to find a partner were extremely

negative. Why were the majority of participants as

accepting as sheep and a small group of participants saw

things so differently? Definition seemed to be the heart

of the matter. Conventionally-oriented subjects tended to
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"go along" with the Director's definition of the

situation, and thus, indirectly, of themselves as

"Losers", at least in this setting. But a category of

people newly important to the study flatly rejected the

"official line". They were hard to recruit in the

setting as they tended to avoid it or leave after

attending once. This suggested that the research should

take a new direction: to study the social types who

refused to so participate or to define themselves as

"Losers" in what they saw as an impoverished setting.

The next phase of depth interviews resumed the "lay

referral system" of recruitment. Only one depth inter

view resulted from an encounter in the dance setting.

This increased focus on extent to which variation in

values might point to variation in types of passage,

forms of rationales for passage, and passage outcomes.

This methodological shift was the study's decisive

turning point. It led to concentration on the theoretical

sampling which "opened up" the research. As theoretical

sampling progressed, the emergent variation in adapta

tions was coded and re-coded--ultimately on the basis

of the key indicator, HP movement ideology.
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In the subsequent phase of the research, "the

attempt to apprehend and reconstruct the belief systems or

perspectives" of subjects as J. Wiseman (l.968) put it, was

undertaken more seriously and with a narrower focus.

Wiseman termed this

an attempt . . . to reason from parts of the
perspective [of subjects] to wholes; then, in
later stages, when large "portions" of the
world views of the subjects and how they work
has been pieced together, the researcher can
begin to reason from the general [back] to the
particular, [which] may cause further adjust
ments so the researcher will revert to working
in the other direction again.

Research directions and developmental stages of

the study. The foregoing illustrates how a new direction

for research was generated by the data themselves.

Gradually, the typology of social types with such

contrasting perspectives on life, conventional marriage,

divorce, singlehood, love, midlife, ageing, reitrement,

the Sixties' social movements and responses to Growth move

ment ideology, began to take shape. The first social type

constructed was Girls and Boys. These subjects were

first identified in the singles club setting. The use to

which they put the clubs was understood. Arriving at

this "understanding" involved watching them for a long

period and doing very close observation. For a very long

time, researcher discounted their "avoidance of parterning

patterns" as only a stage in their "adjustment". They
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proved to be the only subjects who made continual and

consistent use of the clubs. When their purposes for so

doing were clear (and confirmed by recruiting them to

depth interviews or many informal ones during the dances),

then the first suggestion of the importance of values was

unmistakably established.

The second category of social types to be

identified was the Players. They were fortuitously

encountered informally and by means of recruitment to the

sample. The differences in the perspectives of both the

Girling-Boying and Player subjects (and the processes they

followed out in passage) were so sharply contrasting to

the perspectives and processes important to and character

istic of long passage (non-conventional) subjects, that the

remaining task of the researcher was to explore, understand

and re-conceptualize formulations explaining and analyzing

variation in adaptation.

Thus a new set of propositions to test were

developed in consultation with a number of respondents also

interested in the variation and what it meant. This set

was "grounded in the data" and based on the perceptions of

subjects themselves. Knowing that value systems, as a

concept, provided an important explanatory tool, the

researcher left singles activity settings, to a large

degree. (They were later used to aid in checking out
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ideas and also for confirming (or dis-confirming) developing

proposition, but, by and large, informal conversations and

observations along with formal depth interviews began to

yield the data necessary for analysis.) The extent to

which subjects sorted themselves into relevant categories

became more and more apparent. So did their reasons for so

doing. The latter spoke to the rationales by which they

organized their passages and all manner of ways in which

they expressed their own identities and dealt with the

management of multiple career lines--their articulation.

At this point in the research, an over-sized dining

room table reserved for the purpose, contained piles of

memos which had been sorted and re-sorted according to

(l) which formulations appeared promising, and (2) new

directions suggested by the process of testing, discarding,

amending, and replacing propositions. Re-sorting on the

basis of "social types" proved premature. It was replaced

by re-sorting based on the researcher's growing grasp of

how to elicit information on value systems, what weights

to put on types of responses, and so on. Subjects about

whom the researcher was still knowledgeable or in contact

with were re-contacted and asked to comment on the new

direction of the research. Subjects not recently contacted

(who began to "look as if" they belonged in this or that

category--or whose category was insufficiently yet
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understood) were re-contacted. They were asked for

another depth interview or a telephone interview, if their

time was already heavily scheduled.

Tentative predictions were made as to "likely

outcomes" in the case of a number of subjects. The

purported intent of Girls and Boys, for instance, was

repeatedly checked and re-checked. More cases of Players

were found and studied. Girls and Boys did not modify

their original intent (not to partner); nor did their

passages take on new characteristics or directions. They

continued to explain themselves in the same terms. The

eventual finding was that no Girling-Boying subjects ever

changed their minds and partnered out of passage. At the

same time, the rapidity and satisfaction with which

Players immediately paired out of passage into legal

marriage became a much more clearly established finding.

Asking one type of subject to comment on their ideas

about the rationales of other types of passagees yielded

either interesting notions to study or, generally, more

confirmation. That is, as other social types were added

to the study as categories, e.g. the Immediately

(Planned) Remarrieds and Steadys, people choosing a

contrasting form of passage added insights helpful to the

researcher.
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The major analytic problem at this point was that

the issue of developmental stage in passage was complicating

any final conceptualization. It had been present, but

unidentified by the researcher from an early point in

study, in that the avoidance mechanisms of Girls and Boys

had been initially attributed to their stage in passage.

A great deal of psychological and actual behavioral

(pattern change) movement was posited as going to occur

in these subjects' accounts and lives. It did not take

place. Another way to talk about this difficulty and

this stage of the work is to note that the researcher's

inferences were incorrect and unfounded. Because my own

interest in pairing was always one possibility

I might decide to pursue seriously, and because, as a

clinician with a small practice, I was accustomed to

clients who began treatment by insisting they would do

this—and—that "later" (before deciding to make serious

attempts to reach the goals long interesting to them), I

did not take the accounts of Boys and Girls at face

value. The issue of value systems, however, as well as

the impossibility of finding the expected movement,

permitted me to work my way out of an initial error.

By way of justification, it may be worthwhile to add
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that Girls and Boys were very attractive people who

obviously could re-pair out, should they so choose.

And they tended to talk about "maybe later on I will

pair", until they became able, in some cases, to start

their objections to pairing more decisively. That is,

in a few cases, Girls and Boys seemed to feel a bit

apologetic about their wish not to re-pair. In other

cases, it is likely that the researcher's earnest hunt

for some evidence of a new interest in pairing came

across so clearly to Girls and Boys that they tried to

oblige the researcher by locating some (later) point in

time at which pairing might interest them.

Thus parallel concepts and constructs began to

emerge and were important pivots around which other

formulations revolved. Deciphering actors' perspectives,

and trying to consider to what extent they were masking

intentions, or yet not fully aware of them (as in the

case of passages which presented much evidence of move

ment and changed appraisals), advanced the course of

work. As the study progressed, more opportunities for

testing the idea of classifying types of passage were

found.
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Conceptualizations about major differences in

subjects" perspectives on passage, their alternate

goals and their ideological foundations were refined

through sorting by means of the core variable, ideological

commitment.

Now knowing which parts of interview data to be

attentive to, and which to discount, the interviewing

continued. Additionally, an inference about subjects'

decision-making processes could subsequently be checked

and re-checked (by being knowledgeable about their

lives, or having the opportunity to informally talk

to their associates, as they were encountered in

researcher's daily living rounds).

Another way to secure data and check

propositions was volunteered reports on the part of

subjects. Some of them (particularly long passage

subjects) began to "call in" to advise the researcher

of their changes of attitude, new experiences, or new

conceptualization of Self, Other, and passage.

Long passages were "understood" conceptually

last. This took place because of the complex nature

of these passages and because of their length. Sorting

out (separating out) the three sub forms of long passage
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was extremely difficult because of the amount of change

and experimentation undertaken by these subjects. At

first, I tended to discount the stated refusal to

re-pair of those Running in Place, although not to

the extent true for Girls and Boys. Since Runners

tended to be (l) extremely attractive, and eligible

people by upper-middle class standards, (2) were

observed being pursued by many Others, and (3) their

activity rates threw them into contact with new people

constantly, their bouyant reports of continual rounds

of dating new people were clearly "true". (They

advised me of their weekly calendars, let me interview

them in their offices where their phones rang

constantly with personal calls from people of the

opposite sex, and recited the number and types of

"dates" recently experienced). An assumption to test

lay in the possibility that one of these persistent

newly-encountered partner possibilities would convince

a Runner of the "wisdom" of pairing. This proposition

was tested ad nauseum; I had the impression that a

variety of suitors were unable to hang onto the idea as

long as I did.
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Like marathon runners, Runners loved running.

To call them "Running in Place," then, does them a dis

service as they had no sense of fixity of place, and

tended, indeed, to "make many scenes." But Running in

Place, as nomenclature, was chosen to indicate that they

did not care to undertake major personality changes, were

not interested in therapy to the extent that Searchers

were, and the changes they made in their lives were

changes in degree, not in kind. They appeared unshakable

about the decision not to re-pair, despite their obvious

interest in cross-sex interaction and the prevalence of

erotic themes in their accounts.

The following Analytic Memo on Runners discusses

problems in understanding this subform,

Runners could not "look" less like Girls and Boys
than they already do. Girls and Boys are extremely
traditional people while Runners describe them
selves as "a new breed" of people and go to great
lengths to establish this fact to the researcher
and onlookers. They describe what they see as their
"very modern and entirely liberated lives" with
relish. They are proud of their professional accom
phishments. Among long pass.sge subjects, they are
the ones with high incomes. They wear the latest
styles, dress with almost ostentatious care for
time in professional settings, and have a variety
of what might be called "fancy" and expensive
attire for the sports they engage in.

They are physically very active people, doing
"body building" and weight training, keeping up tans
year around, having their hair styled (if male)
or putting much emphasis on casual hairstyles.
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If female, yards of hair worn in loose flowing
modes which require much preparation, (e.g.,
women carry "moisture setting" equipment and a
range of mechanical devices, and complicated
cosmetics by means of which to maintain the
impression of health and being a decade younger
than they are).

It is typical of 45 year old Runner women
to look 35-–and then report having 20 year-old
daughters who are "stacked just like Mama | "
Runners tend to go out of town for weekend dates,
flying here and there for house parties and
glamorous weekends, e.g. , tennis at a famous
tennis club. Much of their conversation, if
observed on weekends, is devoted to telling
about "last" or next weekend. When women

Runners were fortuitously encountered on such
weekends, they were observed to change attire
throughout the day, and to bring, therefore, a
great deal of luggage. They tend to drive
expensive cars, if male, which are full of
sports equipment, should a chance to play tennis,
scuba dive, etc., come up. Thus they do a lot
of "long distance" dating, routinely.

Are they more like Girls and Boys (in avoid
ance of anything "romantic") or is the type closer
to Sorters and Searchers, as all three put so
much emphasis on being "modern?"

Analytically, they appear to be a new version
of Girls-Boys, more than being close to Searchers,
or Sorters, as both intend to pair. At least,
the major characteristic of Runners is refusal to
air, regardless of difference in life-style and

personal package-ing, e.g., modes of self-present
ation. Runners use therapy as do Players (if
the latter do)--to justify leaving marriage, not
to make personal (inner) changes or personality
changes. Runners dislike disclosure.

Theorectically, re: adult re-socialization.
They collectively create lifestyles to repudiate
former (conventional) marriages. They model them
selves after international jet-set people, but do
not have access to great wealth. Are they exhibit
ing new styles of being "middle-aged?" Probably.
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Do Others take them as role models? Don't know.
But they seem to want to recruit people to their
views, as they talk about their lifestyles as if
to say everybody ought to try it.

Runners avoid talking about "love" which also
distinguishes them from Searchers. They seem to
scoff at the idea of "love" as a concept, tying
it to conventional marriage. Re: Glasser/Strauss's
work on status passage, this form is not highly
transitional - little pattern change, once running.

Methodologically: harder to study as they're
rarely present in the circles to which I've access,
and they are so busy. Should have asked them to
refer me to more subjects; had they not been the
last form recognized, I'd have not had to encounter
them accidently, to such an extent.

This Sorter comment added to Analytic Memos,

Runners illustrate a response to what I call
"the bikini-pantyization of America." Many
newly-divorced men at midlife wanted a girl who
wore bikinis and bikini panties. Women who had
fantasies like this got stomach-lifts to wear
bikinis at their apartment complex pools. A
whole set of images about the "free life" came
out of this image. Married men wanted to revive
their marriage, bought bikini panties and brought
them home to their wives.

It meant "California 1" A recent film called
"lo" showed this beautifully. You saw it? Good 1
Well, it's an American disease. I caught it for
awhile. Runners don't get over it, I'll bet!
As for prototypes, I grew up in L.A. You were
an Easterner, weren't you? Yes. Well, from what
I heard about the health nuts on Muscle Beach
in the l920s--a lot of them were Swedes and
Germans--they had some of that theme going. But
it was firstoff a matter of health and physical
fitness. A spin-off was the family nudist camps
in America, but they are fairly conservative
from all I know of them.

Reaching closure on data collection. From the

project's inception, I had hoped to discover the processes
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and goal attainment strategies for handling the midlife

divorce passage. However, through the course of the

research, I did not want to force closure on an important

theoretical consideration: endpoints of passage. Sub

jects worried about endpoints, too. Some people did not

want to remarry, as seen, and others were engaged in

exploring the question of whether or not they could

re-pair with the kind of new partner they sought. Others

were involved in convincing their "publics" that they did

not seek re-pairing; quite to the contrary, they wished to

be left (happily) alone. But as I pondered the question:

passage or transition to what?, again I left this question

open until all of the subjects spoke to this issue and no

negative evidence was found.

As I sought to establish endpoints, rejecting a

variety of possible over-arching conceptualizations which

were usable but not exciting to me as a researcher (nor

to my subjects), I began to take the endpoints which were

"real" to them. These were: (l) pairing out (via legal

marriage or an LTA) or (2) age-ing out (via singlehood,

e.g., Girls, Boys and Runners). Singles intent on age-ing

out of passage really saw its "work" as terminated by their

decision as to how to handle passage, e.g., age-ing out

without effecting further changes in life plan. If they

said they were no longer "in transition," when singlehood
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was selected irrevocably, how could their passages be

charted conceptually?

By this time, all eight subforms were identified

and had been studied in depth through a variety of opera

tions already summarized or depicted in some detail. But

the major dimensions of all passages were clear as soon

as the endpoints were established. It was a matter of some

concern to me where to put the Runners, when discovered,

because, if they were to undertake "no more movement,"

should they not be classified along with Girls and Boys

in brief passages? This seemed out of place because of

their adherence to so many images of self-development and

autonomy, coupled with so deep an interest in sexual

expression as symbolizing their membership in a "new form

of midlife." Furthermore, they were conventional primarily

in their approach to their work. In contrast to Boys and

Girls' income, Runners' allowed "life in the fast lane; "

without foregoing the luxuries which many other long

passage subjects were quite willing to turn their backs on.

Ideologically, the "swinging" Runners belonged with other

long passage subjects. While I was interested in and

sympathetic to all of the subjects' stories, I knew that

Runners would hardly be seen as congenial best friends by

Boys and Girls--and the reverse would be true.
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I was circumspect to keep re-examining cases in

which there was the slightest reason for thinking that they

might be incorrectly classified. The other issue which

plagued me and was continually discussed with a number of

subjects of all categories was, Are there other types of

passage which the research missed? In an effort to be

certain of my ground, I summoned a panel of five subjects

to a meeting. I explained the typology to them, showing

them the chart I had made asking them if they found them

selves and could identify their friends within the sub

forms. They all confirmed my categorizations and "saw"

the subforms as including all their friends. Most of all,

they liked the fact that someone had presented them as

"normals."

At this juncture, I was satisfied that what I had

set out to do in the field was completed. The task of

completion of a manuscript was another matter, and a task

in which many subjects who had become friends supported

my efforts.

Long passages were by far the most complex and

difficult to assess. They involved implicit definitions of

the difference between the "old culture" and the "new

culture," the de-stabilization of socio-cultural forms

which were important to long passage subjects and some

times, a source of difficulty for them as well as a cause
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for celebration. Over-all, for earlier exiting subjects,

in some cases, the social change winds of the Sixties

had hardly blown a hair out of place. For others (long

passage category incumbents), they commented "Life was

never the same; like it or not; I couldn't 'go home

again. '"

Long passage subjects are still experimental

izing and privatizing their lives. A very common remark

among then is "It isn't where you get or what you

accomplish anymore; it's the joy of the journey that

counts."

Leads for Further Research

As was habitual with the research, I asked sub

jects about, as well as noted, areas for further study.

The most obvious one lies in the subfield of sex role

theory. Although not much of it was reported in this

thesis, the issue of changing sex roles interested sub

jects and often was at the center of their conversations

together. Interestingly enough, however, it was male

subjects who most often urged more study on this aspect

of the divorced passage at midlife. Several men in the

study were advocates of men's rights, e.g., in custody
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issues, etc. Others had been in men's groups; many more

talked about their difficulties establishing the kinds of

relationships with men they had always sought. Most

importantly, men often got to the issue before the

researcher could raise it. Some men felt that many

implications for women (and for them, as men) needed to

be studied. Many men felt that the impact of feminism

was changing the way they though about themselves. This

was far and away the subject which I and they, saw as

needing more study. Some men subjects had been, were, or

wanted to be more intimately related to "new women."

Feminism was an area which was chosen most frequently as

an issue insufficiently understood but an inescapable one.

Some men felt that some women had been "victimized" by

feminist rhetoric because they had thereby taken risks

which they had had difficulty managing.

Additionally, of course, the present economic

conditions in American society will impact decisions on

how to handle--or whether or not to enter--the midlife

divorce passage. If the Recession deepens, some of the

patterns of simplified living exemplified in some long

passages will be elements to consider incorporating into

many kinds of living at midlife.

I would like to add a prediction: midlife is now

in the process of being re-defined throughout our culture,
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although this is true in some groups more than in others.

It will not be long before we all consider middle age to

begin, not at 40, but no sooner than 45. Additionally,

the greying of America may result in the newest interest

in life cycle research becoming the middle years. I

recommend them to all young readers, professional and lay

beings alike.
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TABLEONCASEHISTORYRESPONDENTS

CasePseudonymAge:of
PassageOutcomes
:*

NO.Initials:Divorces:Form:
(

*PO=PairedOut) l.CM47l
Searching
PO
(Marriage,viaLTA) 2.MG54l

GirlingAge-ingOut 3.JN56l
Sorting
PO
(MarriageviaLTA) 4.RU50l

GirlingAge-ingOut 5.JE58l
SortingPO
(Marriage,via

2
LTAs)

6.AL572
Searching
PO(into
l
LTA)afterGo

Steadyto2ndMarr.

7.SH44l
Sorting"Looking"(many

(LTAs)

8.KR562
Girling
&

Age-ingOut

Boying

9.EN552
GirlingAge-ingOut l0.JL56l

Playing
PO
(Marriage)

MusicalChairs

ll.AC53lGoingSteadyPO
(Marriage) 12.ER56l

Immediate
PO
(Marriage,viaLTA

PlannedjustbeforeMarr.) Remarrying
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TableonCaseHistoryRespondentscont. CasePseudonymAge:No.of
PassageOutcomes
:*

NO.Initials:Divorces:Form:(*PO=PairedOut) 13.LB47l
RunningAge-ingOut I4.CH451GoingSteadyPO(LTA) l5.JO46l

Sorting
PO(1LTA) l6.PF57l

Searching
PO
(Marriage

via
l
LTA)

17.AS46l
Sorting
PO(LTA) 18.KM45

Sorting
PO
(Marriage

after
l
prior LTA)

19.TA58l
Immediate
PO
(Marriage

Plannedvia"late"LTA) Remarriage

20.BS512GoingSteadyPO
(MarriageviaLTA;)

Searching
PO(1LTA)

2l.RJ45l
RunningAge-ingOut 22.FR602

Playing
PO(twice,into

MusicalChairsMarriage)

23.TO57
Playing
PO
(Marriage)

24.RR53l
BoyingAgeingOut 25.GG49l

RunningAge-ingOut(2

priorLTAs)

26.RN50l
RunningAge-ingOut 27.WS472

PlayingFirst,Marriage;now

"Looking")



§

TableonCaseHistoryRespondentscont. CasePseudonymAge:of
PassageOutcomes
:*

NO.Initials:Divorces:Form:(PO=PairedOut) 28.MR44l
RunningAge-ingOut(many

previousLTAs)

29.FP56l
Searching
PO(LTAto
Marriage;

3

previousLTAs)

30.TH44l
Searching"Looking"
(1priorLTA) 3l.VP45l

RunningAge-ingOut(manyLTAs) 32.OP53l
Searching
PO(LTA,after

4
priorLTAs)
-

stable

33.BW593
Playing
PO(RapidRe-marriage

MusicalChairseachtime,noLTAs)

34.LS59lGoingSteady"Looking"
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Appendix B

INFORMED CONSENT STATEMENT_DEPTH INTERVIEW

To the study's respondent:

The University of California, San Francisco Medical
Medical Center, requires that all people who participate
in any kind of research conducted by members of UC fac
ulties or programs must give their consent to be includ
ed in the research. Please, then, read the following
statement. If you remain willing to participate in my
study, please sign the form. Thank you.

Elizabeth Cauhape has explained to me the purposes
and procedures of her research project. I understand I
am to be a respondent in an unstructured interview last
ting around two hours, and taking place at the location
of my choice. She has stated that I may interject any
information of my chosing at any point and that the inter
view will follow issues interesting to me.

She has assured me that every effort will be made to
safeguard anonymity and trust in conduct of the research,
and that my interview will be labeled with a pseudonym
of my own choice. Further, I understand that the proce
dures to be used are considered to be free from physical
or psychological risk to me; but that if I experience any
discomfort during the interview, I may decline to answer
any line of inquiry without penalty at any time.

I understand that her only interest in the informa
tion derived from this interview is to collect data for
her research purposes. There is thus no benefit assured
to me personally, and only a potential indirect contribu
tion to social science and an increased understanding of
the midlife post-divorce experience.

I hereby consent to participate as a subject in her
study; regarding my participation as entirely voluntary.
Should I so wish, I will terminate the interview at any
point without jeopardy. I have not received any induce
ment or any application of coercion to participate.

Signature

(Please now choose the name you would like to have used
to identify your interview. Choose a name which would
not reveal your identity--which is quite different from
your own. Please do not write the name on this form.)
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Appendix C

INITIAL PILOT STUDY PROTOCOL AS AMENDED
FOR DEPTH INTERVIEWING

(After discussion to inform potential respondent
of the study's goals, the nature of the interview,
procedures to protect confidentiality, and my
reasons for being interested in the divorce pas
sage, particularly at midlife; discuss informed
consent form. If subject agrees to participate,
arrange appointment if another is preferred, and
read the following paragraph)

Divorce is often viewed as an event causing multi
ple stresses, and shifts in one's social relationships,
some of which are unwelcome or difficult to handle. I
am interested to know how you are/have/did deal with
the divorced stage you are now in and what your work
has had to do with this. The following questions will
relate to your social ties, your use of them, the areas
of work and money as issues in your adjustment and to
the expectations you originally held for the post-divorce
period as you entered it, compared to now. Please ex
plain how your expectations were contributions to a good
experience of the divorce passage or were negative ef
fects on your becoming comfortable with divorce, at mid
life, if you are. Please discuss anything out of your
experience of divorce pertaining to these areas and to
the questions. I am interested in knowing about your
efforts to build a workable social world for yourself,
after you ended the marital role. Feel free to add any
thing you think is important, or to decline to answer
any question you do not care to discuss.

1. ACCESS TO LONGTERM CONFIDENTE

Did you "let your hair down" with one or more persons who
knew you well and for sometime? Did you make new friends
and use any of them as confidentes? If "Yes" or "No,"
what do you think were the results of these facts?

2 - HEALTH

How was your health or how is your health now? Have you
had or are you having any sleep disturbance? Have you
been sick, just after divorcing or lately? Have you been
hospitalized? Tell me about your health and what impact,
if any, you think the divorced state has on it.
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3. FORMER TIES

What did you do about former ties from marriage? such
as friends, business contacts, former in-laws, neigh
bors, or couple friends? Did you discard some of them?
If so, why? Did you retain some? If so, which and
why? Were there some social ties from your married life
which you just struggle along with, but find unsatisfac
tory? If so, which and why? What do you think is the
best thing to do with ties from the former married days?

4. CHILDREN
If you have c hildren, how did/does this affect your
adatping to a new life after divorce? If you do, what
is thi influence of this fact on your post-divorce life?
Is it helpful or an adverse factor considering what you
have needed to do or do need to do or be? Why? If you
didn't have children, or do not now see your children,
how has this fact influenced your life since divorce?
Do other people's children play a part if your life?
If so, how and why? What suggestions would you have if
a present friend asked you for advice on the issue of
having (or not having) children to relate to now?

5. ROLE MODELS

Did you find the changes in life which you expected when
divorcing or have the changes been minimal or unexpected?
Did you h ope/are you hoping for changes? If so, what
and why? Have you used any person or groups whose life
styles and goals appealed to you as models to follow? If
so, which and why? (If "Yes") : what influence, if any,
has this person (these people) had on your life?

Do you think your values have changed since divorce? Do
you think they are changing now or will change? Please
tell me about what values are important guides for your
life. Would you say your values have changed greatly?
If so, how and why? What has been the result of this?
Did you want/make new friends from whom you received in
spiration or support? Did old friends help in your post
divorce-stage/are helping you in it now? If "Yes", in
either case, please explain. If you made new friends,
were they a disappointment to you? Would you say you have
experimented with the social patterns or lifestyles you
have seen in others' lives? Do you plan to? If so, how
and why; and if not, why?

6. RESIDENTIAL AND OCCUPATIONAL MOBILITY
Have you changed jobs frequently in your worklife? Re
cently or because of your divorce? If "Yes" to either,
why? and how has it worked out? How often have you moved
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since your first marriage? Have you moved much since?
Moved since divorce? Why, or why not? Is moving "hard"
for you? Just how many times since you first married
did you move and where? What kind of living arrangement
do you prefer? Do you have now? If this is a recent ar
rangement, why are you living in this manner? If you plan
a move shortly, explain why. Please tell me what is your
idea of an ideal living situation?

Since you have worked as a professional in your post-di
vorce period, has your job been a source of support to
your new life stage? Has it failed to work this way for
you? Do you confide in friends at work, or keep your work
and private lives separate? Do you think that your work
has been/is significant to your getting settled into a
new way of life? Tell me about the influence of work.
Would you say that things are better or worse because you
are a professional. Why? Is it correct that your career
has not been interrupted since divorce?

7. COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES

Opportunities exist to join many voluntary activities, or
attend programs given by helping agencies. One can join
clubs or groups congenial to professional people and others
in urban areas. Some people find such activities result in
their feeling "lonely and isolated," so avoid them. Others
eagerly try sports, artistic, or travel ventures, other
leisure pursuits or workshops, because they enjoy meeting
new people. Did you take part in any such activities? If
so, which? and why these? What was the result? How did
these compare with your patterns of participation during
your marriage? Since you've been divorced awhile, sum up
how you "see" your decision now? If a friend was divorc
ing and asked for your advice on such issues, what advice
would you give and why?

8, SINGLES GROUPS, THERAPY, ETC.
Do you/have you used any of the following as supports in
the post-divorce period: (1) singles activities, (2) en
counter groups, (3) psychotherapy, or (4) workshops or
other activities growing out of the Human Potential move
ment? (If you are not familiar with the latter, I will ex
plain it.) If not, Why? If so, which? and with what re
sults? If "Yes" to some but not others, why did you chose
only some, and do you plan to try others? Sum up the re
sults for your life as a divorced person if you used any.
If "Yes," do you intend to continue so doing? What are
your expectations of benefits by so doing, if "Yes?"
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9. MIDDLE AGE, AGE-ING, AND ATTITUDES TO RETIREMENT:
In your Opinion, what is "special" or important about di
vorcing in midlife? That is, do you think it is "harder,"
"easier," or no different from divorcing earlier? Why?
Do you expect to be as happy as you are now/happier in
the next decade? Why? As a life stage, what are your im
pressions of retirement? Do you plan to retire? If so,
whn? Are you now planning for your retirement years? If
You expect to retire, but are now not making any plans,
why is this true? What do you think about being single
in later life? How do you expect to feel in old age? Do
these feelings have any connection to what you are doing
with your life right now?

10. DATING
Do you often date members of the opposite sex? If "No,"
did you? Why did you stop so doing, if so? If you are
not dating, do you intend to later? When? and why? If
you are and have been dating, what has it been like so far?
Are you interested in finding a permanent partner? a ser
ies of partners? Why or why not? Are there experiences
from you past life which inluence how you now feel about
dating? If so, explain. If dating or not, what are your
reactions to what has happened in your life so far (since
divorce). If an opposite sex person has been important to
you lately , , how and why? How do your intimates viaw
your decision about dating? Do you see any signs you will
change your mind? What do you think is the single most
important thing for you to take care of right now? Later?

ll. OMMITTED

Did we leave anything important out of this interview? Is
there an important aspect to midlife divorce I did not ask
about? I f so, what and why is this aspect important to
you?

NOTE: Initially, interviews were taped. Respon
dents agreed to this readily, but cutting a tape
recorder on and off in the face of interruptions
was intrusive. This took place often as many sub
jects were interviewed in their homes. Researcher

then turned to making notes, which was less noted
by respondents, who did not object to it either.
Eventually, notes included summary phrases about
answers to questions, as this facilitated charting
subject responses and put recording further into
the background of subjects' conscious awareness.
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Appendix D

NOTES ON WORK IN THE FIELD

The 400 hours of field work at singles dances was

done in addition to many other hours observing and parti

cipating in singles activities. The 400 hours were used

primarily to familiarize myself with the setting, with

the world of passagees engaged in the partner search and/

or using dances for other purposes, and to learn how to

"tap" the desired population. Obviously, there were other

yields with respect to learning the meanings which actors

attached to many phenomena, including each other. One

case history respondent was recruited from this work in

the field. Many other (later) times, in addition to the

400 hours, this setting was returned to for purposes of

testing and verifying emergent formulations. Additionally,

the large club which held the frequent dances was studied,

via the dances, because it was in the process of change as

an organization. The bulk of this material comprises a

separate paper. The only formal source of recruitment not

used was the services which provide match-making on the

basis of video-taped interviews which are shown someone

looking for a prospective partner if computerized character

istics "fit," but subjects who had located partners in this

manner were questionned for information.
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